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Tbe Rockland Gazette was established ln
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established, 
and consolidated witii the Gazette in 1882 
The Free Press was established in 1855, and 
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. 
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
* and Honey
Build up a reserve power to 
withstand cold and exposure.
Those in a run down condition 
are most susceptible to colds and 
1 sickness. '
Pleasant to take and harmless. 
FOR SALE BY
C. W. SHELDON, Rockland
WHITNEY A BRACKETT, Thcm’tn 
BOYNTON'S PHARMACY Camden 
And at all other Good Drug Stores
16-L-May 3
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• M;
••• Frank sincerity, though no invited 
••• guest, is free to all, ana brings his ••• 
••• welcome with him —Harvard. —
•••
••• ••• *•* ••• ••• *•* ••• *•* ••• *•* *•* ••• *•**•*)!
FARM FERTILIZERS
Lime and Acid Phosphate Will 
Be Much Used the Coming 
Season.
The accompanying cut is from the architect's prospective drawing of the remodeled building housing the 
Grammar School (ground floor) and High School (upper floor.) The central section of this building Is the present 
High School, restored by means of the columns to its original appearance. The wings to be added in the same 
style; the whole to be modern in lighting, ventilation and equipment. One wing to be devoted to an up-to-date 
gymnasium and assembly hall for the use of both schools.
ROCKLAND’S NEW THEATRE
An Attractive Establishment Is the Strand, Which Opens 
On Washington’s Birthday—Something About Manager 
Dondis’ Plans.
iSHEETROCK
“The Fireproof Wallboard”
Stays Put!
Made from rock, Sheet­
rock units are fireproof. 
They insure walls and ceil­
ings that positively will not 
warp, shrink or buckle and 
that will stay put as long as 
the building stands.—Ask 
to see Sheetrock.
W. H. GLOVER CO. 
ROCKLAND
Prices on materials needed to con­
duct the various demonstrations have 
becn obtained and were presented at 
the planning meeting recently held. 
Members of the Earm Bureau who 
were not present at the planning meet­
ing and who wish to get either lime or 
chemicals should got in touch with one 
of the project leaders in the com­
munity and arrange to come in on the 
ear lot price, as several of the towns 
are-planning to obtain car lots of lime 
and fertilizers.
A good deal of lime is going to be 
used this year in connection witii the 
pasture improvement demonstrations, 
and several farmers are convinced that 
it is good material for top dressing and 
seeding down in order to increase hay 
and clover yield. The price of agri­
culture lime is about $8.50 a ton in 20 
ton lots F. O. B„ M. C. R. R. stations.
In the manure'supplement demon­
strations and also in the pasture im­
provement demonstrations a great deal
The Parent-Teachers Alumni Com­
mittee has addressed the following im­
pel tant communication to the,voters of 
the town of Thomaston:
e e e e
To those vitally interested — and 
there are very many—it seems hardly 
necessary to write more ooncerning the 
proposed Thomaston school lit tiding, 
but strange as it may seem, there are 
still many who do not futly understand 
the situation, and the importance of 
every voter’s having firsthand knowl­
edge of the same before the coming 
town meeting. To accomplish this, be­
sides the following resume, it has been 
arranged to approach each Thomaston 
householder with an explanatory circu-
Miss Leila Clark, Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Miss 
Margaret Ruggles. Miss Anne Hanley. 
Miss Jennie Moody, Miss Christine 
Moore. Miss Edith Lenfest. Miss Eliz­
abeth Washburn, Mrs. Levi Seavey, Dr.
B. II. Keller, Mrs. Winfield Brackett, R. 
O. Elliot. • • « •
Follows a list of those who have sent 
pledges;
Mds Edna Spear Beal 
Miss Nellie M Sawyer 
Miss Annabel C. Williams 
Mias Ellen F Thompson 
Mrs Barnard V, Adams 
Ik'. Percy Bari let I 
Mrs Henry Johnson 
Francis M. Gates 
Mrs, Emma J Thorne 
Albert T Gould 
Frank N. Carleton 
Mra. Anna H Brown 
Frederick B Waldo 
Mr. and Mrs Geo. Gilchrest 
Miss Lena E Shore}*
Mra. Adelaide Creamer Bird 
Miss Ruth Blodgett
lar in which is enclosed a pledge such Mra. Carrie Walker Pierce
as has been sent to all Alumni of 
of acid phosphate is to be used and for Thomaston High School and to former
the orchard fertilization demon­
strations sodium nitrate will he ob­
tained. The prices on these materials 
and also fertilizers as given by the 
Maine Farmers' Exchange are as fol- 
16% acid phosphate $11.60; 16% sodium 
nitrate $54.50; S0%> nitrate of potash 
$39.50. Mixed fertilizer prices range 
from $22.30 for 2-8-2 to $36.10 for 5-7-8. 
All prices E. O. B. Baltimore.
Men desiring to conduct a pasture 
improvement demonstration, manure 
supplement demonstration, or orchard 
fertilization demonstration, should get 
in touch with the county agent for 
further information on thc work.— 
Farm Bureau News.
Buick Authorized Service
Is an Added Asset to Buick Value
Buick Authorized Service is the insurance that guar­
antees the splendid dependable performance ability 
that Buick high standard manufacturing builds into 
every Buitk csr.
Just as Buick design and Buick workmanship provide 
B.uick care with comfort, refinement, endurance and 
economy, fo Buick Authorized Service assures the 
continuance ol’ these superior qualities to every 
Buick owner.
Infrequent as Buick drivers find the need for the 
assistance of Buick Authorized Service, it is always at 
Uieir command, and Buick owners have come to 
regard it as an added a?sct to the fine transportation 
that they purchase in all Euicks.
ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
D-I5-2S-NP
PARK STREET 
TEL 238
WE HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR 
DEMONSTRATION
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK« ""
ROCKLAND, MAINE
By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be­
comes real. The best reason for saving now i^, the older you grow 
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell 
when the future days of need shall arrive.
Deposits ers received from one dollar to five thousand dollar*.
residents and well wishers of the town. 
There is no obligation attached. The 
committee merely gives the townspeo­
ple thc same opportunity accorded 
those residing elsewhere to show spe­
cial interest in the movement and to 
lend influence at town meeting by the 
increased sum pledged to aid in erect­
ing the extension of the historic old 
Academy, as illustrated above.
Everyone admits the presence in the 
town of four unsanitary, ill-lighted, ill- 
ventilated school buildings which 
should rightly be condemned, and it is 
conceded that the town should in some 
way replace them. The plan in ques­
tion is to use lhe present centrally-lo­
cated Grammar building as a four- 
room Primary school, and so extend 
the High School building on its beauti­
ful spacious lot as to accommodate 
both Grammar and High School stu­
dents. and give them the benefit, not 
only of rooms up-to-date in every way, 
but of a much-needed assembly hall 
and gymnasium.
Sum it up! Two school buildings in 
good condition, instead of six—only 
two of which arc really fit for occu­
pancy. Subtract the extra janitor serv­
ice. lighting, heating, shingling, and all 
constantly recurring repairs. Further­
more, did you ever hear of an epidemic 
of disease attributed to any one of 
those four old buildings? Do you want 
your child, or your neighbor's child, or 
anybody's child to spend half their 
waking hours under conditions bad for 
eyes, throats and their whole physical 
being?
• • • •
Parents and teachers know .and care, 
and so the Parent-Teacher Association 
in 1921 revived an effort made some ten 
years ago for a suitable building. To 
this the Alumni Association offered its 
aid, and working through a joint com­
mittee- they have already over $4600 
earned, and af interest. Pledges, whicli 
at this writing aggregate $3627.50, and 
which arc coming in daily, representing 
sums from 50 cents to $1000, will be 
added to this PROVIDING the town 
agrees to raise THIS YEAR the mere 
cost of a simple four-grade building.
Other conditional promises have been 
made, which mean the saving of large 
sums. Do you notide the emphasis? 
These pledges are good ONLY if the 
town at its March meeting votes to 
build NOW. Upon that vote w’ork will 
begin immediately, and next fall will 
see the boys and girls, big and little, in 
their new. light, sanitary, well-ventil­
ated quarters.
Don’t you want to see that, and share 
in the doing? Then giv^the movement 
your good will, your vote, and—if you 
feel that you can. and wish to—your 
money help. Surely we who live in 
good old Thomaston are as interested 
tc have things right for our children 
as are those who have not been here 
for years, rtiany of whom are taxpayers, 
too. It is now or never. Every year 
brings unexpected expenses and we 
shall never be better able to build than 
we are today with these pledges to aid
The practicality of the excellent plans 
furnished by Harold L. Mason is 
Vouched for by a reliable local con 
tractor, and the committee of men ap­
pointed last March has had an im­
portant conference favorable to the 
same, which will be reported at the 
coming town meeting.
Shall we show’ some more of that fine 
community -spirit and raise high our 
color, wh*ich is True Blue!
Foilwing are -the committees in 
charge:
Committee appointed by’ the town— 
J. Walter Strout, Arthur J. Elliot, 
Ohartes A. Creighton, I^awreftce Dunn, 
Levi Seavey, John Creighton, Ralph 
Whitney and John Shrader.
Joint Committee of tho Parent-Teach­
er Association and Alumni Association 
—Miss Mary McPhail. Mrs. C. A. 
Creighton. Mrs. Marie Singer, Mrs. A 
J. Eliot, Mrs. John Creighton, Mrs. 
George Gardiner, Miss Margaret Jor 
dan, Mrs. Murray Miller, Mrs. Allyne 
Peabody, Mrs. William Bunker. Miss 
Elizabeth Tobie. Mrs. Truman Sawyer. 
Miss Vidae Gardiner, Miss Adele Morse, 
Miss Rita C. Smith, Henry McDonald
Dr and.Mrs Herbert H. Plummer
Ralph K. Oxton
Mrs. Clara Hewett Hutchins
Miss Mary E. Cox
Percy W. Moody
Harry C. Moody
Mrs. Marion Watts Moody
Charles T Beverage
Oscar B. Anderson
Mrs Nettie Sampson Vinal
Gen. Knox Chapter, D. A. R
Donald Stimpsou
Miss Lenora Bessey
Mrs Susie Flye Lamb
Andrew Lamb
Mrs Elizabeth Peabody Kelson 
Mrs. Adelia B .laineson 
Thomas C. Fales 
Fred M Hewett 
Miss Hilda M. George 
Mrs Sophia Scanlin 
Mrs. Mary Scanlin Lord 
Joseph M Scanlin 
Mrs Emily Scanlin Callahan 
Mrs. Anna Scanlin Sullivan 
Miss Helena M. Scanlin 
Miss Anna R. Dillingham 
Mrs. Eliza Levensaler Carleton 
Aivah E Whitmore 
Miss Mary R Carter 
Charles C. Reed
Edward B. Newcombe 
Fied L Andrews 
Fred L. Hatch
Mrs Flora Kelleran Ostreic.her 
Mrs. Aubigne Lermond Packard 
dis. Elizabeth D. Levensaler 
Mrs Alice CcrtA Perkins 
Agnes R. Armstrong 
Mis. Lois Piper Cassens 
William A. Donovan 
Wallace Egerton
Miss Annie O. Gerry
Frank F Henry
Eugene J Henry
Joseph Levensaler
Capt. Earle T. Brown
Charles E Hills
William Andrews
Mrs Alida Mehan Fessenden
James Hewett
Mrs Emma Counce Patterson
W.liter C. Ladd
Miss Caroline E Alden
Mrs Eliza Young Smith
Mrs Grace Strong Mitchell
Mrs Martha Crawford Matthews
MLss Goldie M. Young
William C. Crawford
George B Hanly
Mrs Antoinette D. Staclnpole
Miss Alice C. George
Miss Alice M Gates
Frank W. Robinson
Walter C Lenfest
Nelson Keene
Albert Copeland
Henry E. Starr
Frank E. McCallum
I)r Oliver F Cushing
Mrs. Katherine Creamer Derry
Mrs. Mae Delano Schwab
Prof. Edward Robinson
Charles Hathom
Clarence G Rivers
Mrs Clara Boardman Babb
Miss Edith MacAlman
Llewellyn Oliver
Mrs Cecelia Roney Grindell
Mrs Ida Robinson Jackson 
Miss Teresa C Montgomery 
Mrs. Ella Roney Edged 
Harold L Fey ler 
Waller J. Henry 
Miss A lea da L Hall 
Maynard H Shaw 
Mrs Florence Starr Ronimus 
Raiftli Fevler
Arthur E. McDonald
Oscar Gould
Mrs. Lizzie F. Matthews
Mrs Agnes McNamara Boynton
Mrs. Margaret Helien Janis
Mrs Cecelia Murphy Derby
Eduard B. Lermond
Mr and Mrs. Charles Copeland
I’.: ph C Dillingham
Edward A. Healey
William M Cullen
Mrs Marion Keene Little
Edward K Hanly
Miss Adele H. Morse
Mrs Oli\e Delano Lexensalor
Mrs. Stella McAlman Hills
Mrs Kate Spear Holmes
Miss Ida G. Elliot
John A Elliot
Miss Greta A Myers
Pr Edwin O Jordan
Dr l.’ben Alden
Miss Grace L. Morton
Gtcrge E Dunn
Mrs Elizabeth Donahue Lilbhy
Mrs Cassie Donohue Dooley
Charles Vesper
Melvin A Walter
Harris S Shaw
Miss Helen H. Taylor
Miss Rose Merrifield
Mrs Martha McPhail Carter
W. C T. U
Mrs. JHary Jordan Harriman 
Mrs Caroline Morse Thomas 
William L McNamara 
Miss Alice M Jordan 
Miss Emily B. Pease 
Mrs. Ida Colley Johnson
In order that no one may feel slight-1 help we append the pledge-form for 
ed, and that anyone inadvertently over- their use. Fill out this blank with a 
looked may have their opportunity to! generous contribution.
I promise to contribute $................................................................ towards a
combined High and Grammar School, with gymnasium, in Thomaston, 
provided the town undertakes to raise such a building in 1923.
(Signed) ............................................................. ..................................................................
Please return to the person from whom you receive this, or to Miss 
Margaret Jordan, Thomaston, Maine.
THE KENNEBEC BRIDGE
What Maine Editors Say
About the Three Bills Pend­
ing In Legislature.
(Bath Times)
This was evidently a day of bridge 
bills ut the legislature two new ones 
having been presented, one for a bridge 
across the Kennebec between Rich­
mond and Dresden and the other for a 
bridge between Bath and Woolwich at 
such point as might be determined as 
most desirable by competent engineers 
the last named structure to be a toll 
bridge with the right of charge for al­
lowing railroads, water pipes or elec­
tric wires to pass over thc river on the 
bridge. These, with the original Ken­
nebec river bridge, introduced last 
week by Senator Carleton of Sagada­
hoc, make three' district bridge bills 
which will be considered in committee 
and later at a public hearing, if the 
supporters of ail three projects appear 
there should be one of the largest hear­
ings of thc Winter at Augusta.
• « • •
’ (Bangor Commercial)
If no bridge Is constructed across 
the Kennebec at Bath or at Richmond 
or somewlyre else it will not be be­
cause of lack of bills in the legislature 
For months the state lias been aware 
that a request for a bridge at Bath 
with state aid was to be introduced 
and now* two other measures looking 
toward bridge construction are before 
the legislature. One of these asks for 
a bridge at Richmond, the other re 
quests the right for certain persons to 
be incorplkated for the construction of 
a bridge at Bath by private capital.
As f5r the relative locations we have 
already expressed the view that if a 
bridge is to lie constructed it should be 
at Bath. We are not entirely clear as 
to the reason for the proposal for the 
incorporation of private citizens for a 
similar purpose. One rumor at Augus­
ta is that this movement is inimical to 
the pro|x>sal that has been for some 
time advocated but this rumor is de­
nied by the gentlemen interested, who 
state that they are in perfect sympathy 
with the Bath state-aided proposal, 
but are making ready for contingencies 
and in event that the legislature does 
not look with favor upon the plan to 
give assistance to a bridge at Bath, 
are ready to establish the bridge by 
private capital.
It might be considered that If pri­
vate capital is ready to back this plan
it would be a good investment for the 
state, or some may take the view that 
a movement for incorporation is by 
no means the same thing as entering 
upon construction. We doubt if the 
various proposals made arc for the 
real advantage of the effort to obtain 
state assistance for bridge construc­
tion at Bath as likely to create an un­
certainty it) the minds of the legisla­
tors. but in the final analysis the cost 
to the State will be the deciding factor 
If the Legislature can he shown that 
the bridge is likely to be self-support­
ing it is likely to forward the move­
ment. There can be no argument tljat 
the bridge is not needed.
GOOD
CIGARETTES
£
GENUINE
“BULL"
DURHAM
TOBACCO
To have your films promptly 
developed and printed 
send or bring them to
CARVER’S 
BOOK STORE
ENGRAVED CARDS—tall tt thlt oOct tnd 
examine stylet. If you already Hare a pitta 
bring It ln and let tu print you cards la latest 
size. THE COUBIKB-GAZETTS.
The 191st birthday of George Wash­
ington—Father of his Country—has 
been chosen as thc date fur opening thc 
new Strand Theatre. One week from 
next Thursday, to be a little more 
specific. The public is awaiting this 
event with a great deal of interest, for 
while many citizens have already view­
ed the interior of the structure, and 
given their stamp of approval, there 
are hundreds of prospective patrons 
who remain in complete ignorance of! 
the treat which is in store for them.
The feature attraction selected for the | 
opening date is “My Wild Irish Rose,' 
with thc famous I’at O'Malley as one 
of the stars. “Ninety and Nine,” was 
the original selection, but with the 
change of the opening date it was nec­
essary also to change features. “Ninety 
and Nine” will be seen at the Strand 
before very long, however.
The Strand Theatre has the dis­
tinction of being thc first building 
erected on Main street io replace one of 
the four business blocks destroyed in 
the big fire which occurred three years 
ago the coming June. The new Berry 
block, which was erected to the South­
ward of the theatre, last year, was a 
replacement of the so-called Hall 
store, which was damaged, but not de­
stroyed in the big fire. On the site of 
Strand Theatre stood Willoughby 
block.
The new structure has a Main street 
frontage of 45 feet, and a depth of 1)5 
feet. The foundation is granite, the 
front wall is brick of an ornamental 
design quile different than anything 
Tse in this city, and the rear and side 
walls are constructed of tiles—another 
innovation for Rockland. Thc height 
of the structure, at the front, is 30 feet. 
The building has becn so constructed 
tiiat the roof may be easily raised to 
provide for balcony space, which will 
easily be done if the patronage war­
rants the outlay.
• . • «
Those who watched the erection of 
this building do not need to be told as 
to its solidity, for they saw the 24-inch 
steel girders hoisted into place and they 
saw the 18-inch steel uprights bricked 
into position. A further guarantee, if 
any were necessary, is supplied by thc 
fact that the W. H. Glover Co. did the 
work, with every portion of it under 
the constant oversight of E. E. Glover 
and Ambrose Mills.
The celling and proscenium arch are 
gilded. The walls for the present will 
retain their natural plaster finish, but 
in May or June when they have 
thoroughly dried out they will be tinted 
Jade green. The proscenium oiiening 
is 23 feet and the screen is 14 x 18 feet. 
At the present there is no stage, but 
provision has been made so,that one 
can be installed when necessity calls.
The floor is constructed of North 
Carolina pine, and bae a pitch of one 
inch to the foot. The 626 scats are so 
arranged that no patron is at a dis­
advantage, and there are no obstruct­
ing posts. The veneered seats arc in 
three sizes—19, 20 and 21 inches—thc 
largest ones being arranged along thc 
sides. The two aisles are each 3(4 feet 
in width and will be lighted, as well as 
carpeted.
The theatre can be quickly emptied, 
for the main entrance, with its folding 
doors, is 20 ft. wide and there are two 6- 
foot exits near the stage, each having 
double doors, which swing outward.
Special attention has been given to 
the subject of good air. Two large re­
volving ventilators project from thc 
roof, and these furnish a steady draft 
for the four ceiling ventilator*. With 
this arrangement the air is cttangeable 
every 15 minutes.
In the southwestern corner of the 
theatre, raised above the exit, is the 
organ loft, the player's pit being in 
front of the stage, in the center. The 
machinery which will operate thc or­
gan whii be installed in the basement, 
and a 60 foot cable will connect it with 
the loft. An orchestra will furnish 
music for thc opening, and until the 
organ is placed in commission 
. * • *
Proprietor Dondis believes he is 
keeping pace with public desire when 
he plans good music for every per­
formance, and it was with this in view 
that he contracted a Robert-Morton 
organ, which will cost $10,000 when 
ready for service. It is known as style 
65, has by way of addition a harp 
celeste, drum unit and xylophone. Thp 
organ will lie operated from a de 
tached console, which can lie placed in 
any position. For case in manipulation 
the orchestral instruments are ar­
ranged in three divisions. In the first 
are bass flute, horn, flute, cello, vox 
humana, and orchestral diapason, in 
the second are horn diapason, concert 
flute, violin, vox humana, horn princi­
pal, orchestral flute, vioiina, flageolet, 
and vibranto. Tlie third division com­
prises horn principal, concert flute 
violin, vox humana, orchestral flute 
vioiina vox humana piccolo and 
vibrato. An expert organist will in 
engaged.
The theatre is heated by two large 
Glenwood furnaces, oqe near the center 
of the basement and the other at the 
rear. The auditorium is lighted by 
four 500-watt lamps in porcelain fix 
titres, and every exit Is lighted, to 
gether with the entrance and the en­
trances to the two lavoratories in the 
basement.
The asbestos booth is ono of the 
largest in Maine, being 9x8 feet. It 
will contain two 6 B Powers machines 
of the very latest type.
At the front of the theatre are two 
small stores. Tlie northern store will 
be used by James Dondis, brother of 
thc Strand’s proprietor, as a branch to 
"Jim’s Corner,” and the southern store 
will be occupied by Glaentzel the 
florist.
Those who have had charge of con 
structing and equipping the Strand 
Theatre are: W. H. Glover Co,, gen­
eral contractors; House-Sherman. Inc., 
wiping; E. Howard Crockett, plumb­
ing; Burpee Furniture Co,.’ heating
and carpets; Fuller-Cobb-Davis, drap­
eries; American Seating Co. of 
Chicago, seats; Exhibitors Supply Co., 
machines and equipment; E. H. Crie, 
signs. William McKeon of Boston in­
stalled the seats.
Joseph Dondis, proprietor of the new 
theatre, will also act as manager, 
being assisted hy a gentleman who has 
had long familiarity with the moving 
picture business. The other members 
of the staff wiij he: Oscar Delheim, op­
erator; Miss Annie Povich. ticket seller; 
E. M. Tolman, ticket taker; and Neil 
Kenney, Janitor. Mr. Delheim has had 
seven years' experience as operator.
Each day there will be a matinee 
performance at 2 and each evening 
there will be two performances begin­
ning at 6.45. As soon as the organ Is 
ready to go into commission there will 
lie a concert of 10 or 15 minutes in ad­
vance of each perfoiwiance. The pic­
ture program will be changed every 
other day. for the present. There will 
lie uniform admission price of 22 cents, 
all seats being on tile floor.
Oil Mondays, Tuesdays, Fridays and 
Saturdays Manager Dondis plans to 
present a news reel, comedy and feat­
ure. and on Wednesday and Thursdays 
a Sherlock Holmes special, a comedy 
and a feature.
The principal exhibitors- who will 
furnish pictures for this theatre are 
Vitagraph Company. Associated Ex­
hibitors. Pathe, Progress, Pioneer, 
HodkTnson, Educational and Arrow. 
Some of the comedians who will help 
entertain the Strand patrons aro 
Lloyd Hamilton. Harold Lloyd, Larry 
Semiin. and Jimmy Aubrey The Mer­
maid, Chester and Cameo comedians 
\vill also lie seen at this theatre.
I Here are a few of the stars—Rudolph 
Valentiono, Neva Gerber, Earle Wil­
liams. Grace Darling, Corinne Griffith 
and Pat O'Malley.
PARK THEATRE
A corking cast appears in “In the 
Name of thc La\y,” Emory Johnson's 
big police meiodi'ama booked for show­
ing al the Park Theatre today. The 
story, which is full of novelty and 
strong drama, has to do with the life 
of a policeman.
Coming Wednesday, Mary Miles Min­
ter and a big Paramount cast will be 
seen in a drama of peculiar twists, 
“Drums of Fate.”
Thursday and Friday are to be great 
days at the Park for the reason, that 
everybody is going to see Lauretta 
ayior in a screen version of her most 
famous role, the title part of "Peg O' 
My Heart.” Tlie brilliant star of the 
stage was seen by many for the first 
time as "Peg,” and to these especially 
the occasion was a memorable one. 
Once again “Peg" lives on the screen. 
Once again hundreds of thousands will 
thrill to the woes of little Peg, and onco 
again will they rejoice with her in her 
happiness. For Peg is back again, and 
she is destine I to stay a long while. 
King Vidor, who directed the picture, 
has faithfully transferred the play to 
the screen.—adv.
EMPIRE THEATRE
George Arllss, ' the distinguished 
actor, achieved his greatest stage suc­
cess in “Disraeli,” the photoplay ver­
sion of which will be shown at the 
Empire Theatre Thursday, matinee and 
two shows at night.
Anita Stewart in "Sowing the Wind” 
is the companion feature. Admission 
prices 17c and 28c; matinee and night; 
children 10c.—adv.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever .your occupation may be and how­
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not 
fall -to secure at least a few minutes every day 
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit 
of poetry. —Charles Eliot Norton.
THE ENGINEERS MAKING LOVE
Il’s noon when “Thirty-five" Is due.
An’ she cotnes on tune, like a flash of Ugh,.
An' you hear her whistle, "Toot-tee-too !’*
Long ’fore the pilot swings in sight.
Bill Maddon’s driviif her in today.
An’ he’s callin’ his sweetheart, far away— 
Gertrude Hurd—lives down by the mill—
You might see her blushin’; she knows it’s Bill*
“Tudle! Toot-eel Tu-dle! To!"
Six-five A. M. there’s a local comes-—
Makes up at Bristol, runnin’ east;
An' the way her whistle sings an’ hum9
Is a livin’ caution to man an’ beast 
Everyone knows whom Jack White calls—
Little Lou Woodbury, down by the Falls;' 
Summer or winter, always the same.
She hears her lover callin’ her name—
“Lou-le! Lou-le! Lou-ie!”
At six fifty-eight you can hear "Twenty one"
Go thunderin’ west, and of all the screams 
Thai ever startled the rising sun,
Jehu Davis sends into your dreams;
But I don't mind it; it makes me grin—
For just down here, where the creek lets in,
His wife. Jcrusha, can hear him call,
Loud as a throat of brass can bawl—
"Jcec-rooo-slice 1 Jehoo!"
But at one fifty-one old “Slxty-four”-
Boston Express runs east, clear through 
Drowns her rattle and nimble and roar
With Ihe softest whistle that ever blew ;
An away on the furthest edge of the town, 
Sweet Sue Winthrop's eyes of brown 
Shine like the starlight, bright, and clear.
When she hears the whistle of Abel Gear—
“You-ou-ou, Su-u-u-el".
An’ ’long at midniglit a freight comes In,
Leaves Berlin some time—I don’t know when— 
Bui it rumbles along with a fearful din.
Till it reaches the Y-switch there, and theft 
The clearest notes of the softest bell 
That out of a brazen goblet fell,
Wake Nellie Minton out of her dreams —
To her like a wedding bell it seems
“Nell! Nell! Nell! Nell! Nelli Neill"
An’ somewhere late In thc afternoon
You'll see 'Thirty-seven" go streukin’ west; 
H’s tlie local from Hartford; same old tune
•Now set for the girl that loves him best.
Tom Wilson rides on the right-hand side 
Givin’ her steam at every stride;
An’ he touches the whistle low an’ clear 
For Lulu Gray on the hill to hear—
“Lu-lu! Loo-Loo!”
Bo il goes on, all day an’ all night,
Till the old folks have voted the thing a boref 
Old maids and bachelors say it ain’t right
For folks to do courtin’ with such a roar.
But the engineers their kisses will blow 
From a whistle-valve to the girls they know,
And the strokos the name of their sweetheart^
tell
With the Belle! Nell 1 Dell! of the swaying beO, 
—<R. J. Burdette.
IX -
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Personally appeared Frank 8. Lydflie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office 
of the Rockland Publishing Co and that of 
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Feb. 19. 
1023. there was printed a total of G.081 eopies
Before me FRANK B MILLER,
Notary PubHc
BlBLE THOUGHT; 
-FOR TODAY
Bible Thoughts mer'orizxd. will prove o iEj 
priceless heritage in after years. jp|
DEATH OR LIFE:—To be carnally 
minded is death; but to be spiritually 
minded is life and peace. -Homans 8:6.
WELL, THE FOOD FAIR IS HERE!
Opening Night— 
On a Mushing Trip—Live Exhibits By Live 
People—Do You Like Mysteries, and Are You a Good Guesser?
And Everybody Had 
Supt. Hall Goes
a Good Time At the Big
MAINE LEGISLATURE
The Maine Legislature embarked on 
its seventh week at 10 this morning, 
and with lots ot important committe< 
meetings in prospect the old Ship of 
State will speed up a knot or two.
Otherwise the prospects of a short 
session must go a-glimmering.
Three hearings, which are of con­
siderable interest and doubtless will 
be largely attended will lie he’d this 
afternoon before the committee on 
public health, the measures being: An 
act to accept the provisions of an Act 
of Congress, entitled an act for the pro-j 
motion of the welfare and hygiene of, 
maternity and infancy and for other j 
purposes; a resolve appropriating
money for a t^st laboratory at Caribou cade °Pened ,ast n*ht in a 
in Aroostook county; and an act to'ly
. - r.< . • •*Ve-
The Purchase and Equipment of this Land As An Athletic Field Is the Purpose of the Community Food Fair Now 
Being Held. Every Family In Rockland Has An Interest In It and Will Benefit By It.
Th Community Food Fair at the Ar- i machine in the booth and by parting 
tremendous-1 vlth a measley dime you can find 
, , i whether you have been gaining all
successful manner, the attendance | „„ lhe thank-you-winter, or whether
amend Chapter 97 of the Public Laws being the largest for an opening night I marms have jounced
of 1917 as- amended by Chapter 172 °f\t|lat 
the Public Laws of 1919 relating to tlie , 1
State Department of Health.
At the same time tlie committee on i give 
judiciary will hold hearings on the.;hat 
act to amend' an act to provide a 
charter for the City of Gardiner- as 
amended by Chapter 126 of the iirivate 
and special laws of 1917: a resolve
any Ri ckland food fair has ever, 
it is said. It is imiiossible to
the exact figures for the reason■<
hundreds of season tickets were 
in use. The total sale of season tickets 
I was in the neighborhood of 700.
! The display is an elaborate one, and
i few pounds of
our avoirdupois off.
Another very charming booth ad- 
| joins the Red Cross booth and is de- 
! voted to the Fuller Brush Co., repre- 
:ented locally by Harrison P. MacAl- 
! man. Hanging baskets containing nas- 
! tvrtiums that will not wilt ornament 
the front of the booth. Mr. MaeAlman 
is assisted by his wife and Master
proposing ah amendment to the Maine I everything is going according to com" ' stewart MaeAlman. 
constitution providing for the election »•’“ 1
on the Tuesday next after the firs:
Monday in November biennial of gov­
ernors, senators, representatives and 
other officers now required to be elect­
ed on the second Monday of September extra flakes to keep 
biennially; and an act to unite the from the Arcade this week.
Preachers’ Aid Society of Maine Con- The Food Fair may properly be said 
ference of the Methodist Episcopal to have been ushered in with the ar- 
Church and the Preachers’ Aid Society rival of the three handsotne Eskimo 
of the Eastern Maine annual Confer- ) dogs owned by H. A. Whitehouse of 
ence of the Methodist Episcopal Boothbay Harbor, who was chief engi-
mittee plans with the exception of to- . Hemstitching, button covering, plait- 
day’s blizzard, which is entirely unwel-I lr g buttonhole making—all these are 
com" and superfluous. Our folks are, dl mestlc problems which Mrs. Phyllis 
pretty well acclimated to snow, how- j Tolman Morse endeavors to solve in an- 
ever, and it will take more than a few:tlner booth, and it always has an at- 
the public away traction for the women folks.
Samples by the bushel are given
Church. Hearings on three other acts 
will also be held.« . • •
Among the several measures to he 
taken up before the legal affairs com­
mittee at 2 o’clock Tuesday afternoon, 
will be: An act to regulate bakeries 
and bakery products; an act to reg­
ulate the directors of the Maine In­
stitution for the Blind: and an act to
neer on the schooner Bowdt 
Donald B. MacMillan made
in wfien 
his late
away in a booth handled by one of the 
Food Fair committees. Many con­
cerns are represented.
Cleanliness is next to Godliness, they 
say. The C. F. Gehman Mfg. Co. of 
Boston has a booth in which it is en­
deavoring to prove the old saw by a
I voyage of exploration to Baftins Land. I demonstration of the Magic Bright
Arrayed in his Arctic gear. Mr. White- 
house looked as if he had just stepped 
out of a movie screen. He was fit as a 
fiddle, and the three dogs capered along 
with the sled at their heels as if it 
were their greatest joy in life.
“How would you like a ride?" asked
incorporate the Knox Bar Library As- Mr. Whitehouse of Supt. H. C. Hull, 
soclation. I "You bet!’’ said Mr. Hull, with eyes
The committee on State Prison willi sparkling.
give a public hearing at 2 o’clock 
Wednesday afternoon on a resolve in 
favor of the Maine State Prison nt
LEGAL FOR MAINE SAVINGS BANKS , TAX EXEMPT IN MAINE
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE
$385,000
GANNETT BUILDING COMPANY
First Mortgage 5,/2/< Sinking Fund Gold Bonds 
GL'ARANTED PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST \ND SINKING FUND
BL GANNETT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Dated February 1, 1923. Due February 1, 1938.
Denominations Si.ooo and $5°^- Interest payable semi-annually February i and August I, at 
Augusta Trust Co., Augusta, .Maine, without deduction for Normal Federal Income Tax, 
not exceeding _>%. Callable as a whole or in part at 105 aud interest on or before Jan­
uary 1, 1925, decreasing '/> of 1% each year until 1930 and thereafter at 102*4
anil interest
Security. These bonds will be secured by a direct first closed mortgage on land and buildings 
as follows:
Portland Press Herald, Portland, Maine.
W. H. Gannett Pub., Inc,, and Maine Farmer Co., Augusta, Maine 
Waterville Sentinel Publishing Company, Waterville, Maine.
Based upon the appraisal of the National Appraisal Co. and actual cost of Portland Press Herald 
Building, under construction, show a value of $518,662.18—Replacement cost $569,087.28. 
Guaranteed. As further security the Gannett Publishing Co., Augusta, Maine, guarantee the
above bonds as to principal and interest by endorsement on each bond,
Earnings. The above buildings arc leased for a term of sixteen years at a rental, paid in 
monthly installments to the Augusta Trust Co., Trustee, which is more than sufficient to 
cover interest, sipking fund, taxes, insurance, expensese and upkeep of the buildings.
Sinking Fund. 'Hie Sinking Fund commencing on February 1, 1925,-of $10,000 a year increas­
ing annually up to $20,000 on February 1, 1938, will retire over 50% of all bonds before 
maturity.
Tax Exempt. These bonds arc a first mortgage on land and buildings and are, therefore, free 
from all local and State of Maine taxes to holders in Maine.
Price 98 and Interest to Yield 5.70%.
All legal details pertaining to this issue have been passed upon by Messrs. Verrill, Hale,
Booth & Ives, Portland, for the Bankers, and by Everett 11. Maxey, Augusta, Me?, for the Com­
pany. *
charge, assisted by Mr. and Mrs. How­
ard E. Dunbar.
« • • •
Harry Carr’s smiling features adorn­
ed e booth devoted lo Sunshine Bis­
cuits. Among his assistants is 
Charles E. Merritt salesman for that 
; product.
Crie's Gift Shop halted all Food Fair 
patrons who are fond of music. The 
| firm handles the Columbian grafa- 
nolas and the machines are being 
demonstrated in this booth by Miss 
Gladys Grant, with the proprietor's oc­
casional assistance.
Walking around and arbund the Food 
Fair surface unfailingly creates a 
thirst. Luke S. Davis, he of the gen­
erous dimensions and genial smile, had 
foreseen this and is dealing out soft 
drinks, including Dr. Swett's root beer. 
A capping machine is also being dem­
onstrated. Mrs. Davis is assisting her 
husband.
Space was reserved for James E. 
Cahoon, glass blower, but he failed to 
appear yesterday. Possibly went to 
Rockland, Mass., by mistake.
The entire western end of the hall 
is devoted to the cafe conducted by 
the Parent Teacher Association. John 
M. Richardson, who was president of 
the Association when the plans were 
made, has general charge of this de 
partnietjt, assisted by Mrs. D. S. Me 
Carty, Mrs. R. J. Wasgatt, Mrs. John 
M. Flanagan, Mrs. J. M. Richardson 
Mrs. Clara Emery and Mrs. H. C. Hull 
Miss Helen Piper of tho Domestic 
Science Department is also busy there 
The cafe specializes in frosted cakes, 
which are sold whole or in part, to­
gether with ices, and milk, when the 
milkman is able to get through. Snow 
laden trees ornament the front of 
the cafe, but they failed to produce a 
shiver.
Hayes &- Co.. Inc. of Boston, said to 
be the oldest importing grocery in New 
England has a large booth in which 
imported delicacies In the grocery 
line are being demonstrated b.v Mr. and 
Mrs. Raymond L. Fowle and H. S 
Johnson of Boston. The Hayes electri­
fied railroad is a feature attraction. A 
locomotive, drawing two cars, makes 
the round trip in jig time. The rail 
road is equipped with block signals, 
sidings, tunnels. t»tr. The cars will run 
today in spite of the blizxard, and in 
spite of the fact that Mr. Hayes for­
got to put a snowrplow in his grip.
The Medomak Canning Co.. Henry 
B. Bird’s well known ooncern is show­
ing how to make perfect mipce pie 
with Maine- Maid MJncemeat. The 
demonstrator is Muss Bertha McIntosh, 
the Maine Maid, who certainly knows 
how to do it. Ralph Smith is assist­
ant.
What’s better than a nice cup of hot 
coffee or tea. after eating one of the 
aforesaid slices of mince pie? These 
beverages are :o be found in the booth 
of the W. S. Quimby Co. of Boston. H. 
I. Hall of Portland and Miss Celia 
Walker of Rockland are the demon 
strators. The bland is LaTouraine.
The Central Maine Power Co. occu­
pies an extra large booth for the dis 
play of its i '.ectric ranges, vacuum 
cleaners and small electric appliances. 
All lmusewivi- cast an admiring eye 
over the ranges, which are being ma 
nipulated hy Miss Marion Zemcr of 
Southampton, Mass. H. W. Harding of 
Portland shows how the Hoover 
vacuum clean* r can extract dirt to the 
very last speck, while George Small of 
Boston also dots a cleaning stunt with 
the Universal washing machine and 
Universal vacuum cleaner, A. O. Bur 
land demonstrates the Easy washing 
machine, L. E. Jones of the local staff 
has charge of -the booth, assisted by 
Elmer Plnkham. Supt. H. 1*. Blodgett 
is the man behind. In this booth are 
to be seen the.three handsome gold- 
fringed silk flags which are to he given 
away to sociv.es receiving the largest 
vote during tho week.
V. F. Stud ley, furniture dealer, has 
another larg*- booth, which attracts 
everybody's attention because ot the 
dainty pink and white decorations. 
Brunswick phonographs are demon 
strated by l’latt Spencer of Craft, 
Bates & Silencer of Boston The Mc­
Phail pianos and Frances Baker piano 
and piano player are also being demon 
strated. John Robinson has charge of 
the display, assisted at intervals by 
other member; of Mr. Studley’s capable 
staff. * •
The concessions were all attended to 
hy A. W. Gn gory, who has handled 
food fairs lo. these many years and 
knows all the ins and outs of the game. 
How well lie attended to his duties 
may he judged from -the fact that there 
is but. one vacant space—and that 
through some oversight, not his fault 
« H
Food Fair Fancies
Too much credit cannot be given to 
Irving Curtis and his a)ile crew of car- 
penlei s for their skill and willingness in 
performing tie many .tasks of construc­
tion.
MAYNARD S. BIRD & CO.
PORTLAND ROCKLAND
Cleanser.
The Business and Professional Wom­
en's Club has a very neat and attract­
ive booth as one might well imagine, 
with Mrs. Orel E. Davies in charge of 
tha decorations. Cooked food, aprons, 
etc., are on sale and a perfect queen of 
a doll which stands three feet high in its 
stockings will go to some person who 
was born with plenty of luck. This doll 
was presented for this purpose hy Miss 
Mabel Spear, former president of the 
Business and Professional Women's 
Club in Portland.
If you want to know what the future 
ntdds in store for you—whether you art- 
going to achieve great riches, and 
whether you .ire going to marry a 
blond girl with auburn hair or be di- 
i vorced from a brunette with black eyes, 
just step into the next booth, where you 
can learn all these things and many
a Rex Beach novel, was the picture of cdhers! frai" Prn'’, Braga“a: 3 pl?“T' 
contentment. Or was. until he sleigh pher ^%ntisl and "“J* I*a?er w,h" *as
debauched onto Main street where the !trave,ed Tuast caast’ UndPr ,he 
, ,, _ , . . , , i auspices of lodges, churches and socie-tn.:nk->ou-marms made one think ot i .■1 — Withh-.m l this booth is Madame
So the explorer and the school direc­
tor bundled themselves into the tiny 
' igh, and with the plaudits of the
Thomaston for tile repair of outside i spectators ringing in their cars started 
buildings; resolve in favor of the State 
prison for maintenance and current- 
expenses; and a resolve in favor of the 
prison for the completion of a new 
cell block.
This afternoon the committee on
up-Spring street at an easy canter. 
Around the square they went, the dogs 
gradually warming to their task. Mr. 
W hitehouse sat back in the nonchalant 
attitude which might have been expect­
ed from a man who thinks nothing of! 
taxation and banks and banking will i flirting with the North Pole. Sup:.
give hearing on an act relating to the 
taxation of shares of stock of trust 
companies organized under the laws of 
this State ar.d of banking institutions 
formed under laws of the United 
States, and repealing Chapter 197 of 
the Public laws of 1921.
Hull, looking like the frontis-plece of
crossing the bay in the old steamer 
Pioneer. Mr. Whitehouse issued a 
sharp command in Eskimo and the 
An act authorizing the Governor and dogs shot forward like the first rush 
Executive Council to appoint a I in a polo game. “Hang on!" the 
United States Senator to fill any va- driver shouted to Supt. Hull—in Eng- 
occur in this State ; fish. And Mr. Hull did hang on. If histancy which migh 
until the people can elect a person to 
fill that vacancy at a regular State 
election, was introduced in the Senate 
Wednesday by Buzzell of Waldo.
• * • *
Representative Harvey D. Granville 
of Parsonfield announced Saturday at 
Augusta, that he will be a candidate 
for the State Senate in 1924. He is the 
Republican floor leader of the House 
and is serving his third term in that 
branch. He is 48 and a lumber manu­
facturer. .
»l« » »
Before the committee on Appropria­
tions and Financial Affairs Friday at 2 
p. m., there will be a hearing on the re­
solve in favor of Knox Hospital.
• . ♦ *
Would Investigate Sites
The relative merits of the locations 
between tlie city of Bath and the town 
of Woolwich and between the towns of 
Dresden and Richmond for the con­
struction of a combination railroad ar. 1 
highway bridge over the Komiebcc riv­
er will be investigated by a commission 
ard reported upon to the next Legis­
lature if the resolve introduced in the 
Senate Friday by Wadsworth of Ken­
nebec receives passage.
The resolve provides that the Gov­
ernor with the advice and consent of 
the Council is authorized to appoint a 
commission of five persons to investi­
gate and make an estimate of the cost 
oi building the bridge at each of the 
aforementioned places and of the com­
parative cost of maintenance and re­
port to the next session of the Legislat­
ure its findings and also its recommen­
dations relative to tin advisability of 
till- State huildinn a State bridge over 
the said rivef and the most feasible lo­
cation for sat’d bridge. The members 
of the commission arc to serve without 
compensation, but shall be paid their 
actual expenses from the funds avail­
able for the construction of trunk line 
highways. The commission shall not 
make or cause to be made any survey 
of said river or incur any expense for 
engineering unless upon application to 
the Governor and Council. the latter to 
determine what surveys shall be made, 
what expense for bridge engineers shall 
'oc incurred and give directions regard­
ing the same.
finger prints are ever needed as evi­
dence they will be found in the sides of 
Mr. Whitehouse’s sleigh. His hair stood 
up until it was parallel with the fur on 
his winter cap. He thought of his 
family—and his life insurance. But 
Mr. Whitehouse is a skillful driver, 
and they arrived o. k.
The Eskimo dogs are exhibited at 
the Food Fair and everybody is in 
raptures over them. One effervescent 
damsel wanted to buy all three, until 
she learned that Mr. Whitehouse had 
refused an offer of $2000 for one. So 
she went and bought a jgtekage in the 
Mystery Booth instead.
One of the dogs is eight months old. 
and the others have celebrated their 
first anniversary. They w-eigh 122. 100 
and 60 pounds, respectively, and arc 
\ allied so highly by their owner that 
he employs Dr. E. M. Bradley, Booth- 
bay Harbor veterinarian, who is carried 
along constantly to
health.
Too much cannot he said in praise of 
the Rockland Concert Band, which fur­
nished u program of stirring music last 
night, under the direction of Kenneth 
V. White. Tlie band was a revelation 
to strangers in the hall, and has appar­
ently shown a great deal of improve­
ment since its last appearance before a 
Rockland audience. This hand is' to 
furnish music every evening, and the 
High School Orchestra will furnish 
music afternoon.
M. Namsuit, lady seeress, scientific 
palmist and clairvoyant cardist.
In the extrem-' northeastern corner of 
thi Arcade, as near as possible to the 
cafe (as might well be imagined) are 
the “Heavenly Twins.” Willis Ayer and 
Bill Williams, who will cool the patrons 
oft with harlequin bars. Gee. but 
they’re good!
From cold to hot. Come now to the 
pap corn booth, conducted by Mr. and 
Mrs. Chester Munro. Most likely some 
romantic youth will pop the question 
during Food Fair week, but anyhow the 
Munros will pop the cern.
ASSOCIATED WITH
BOND & GOODWIN
BOSTON
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK CHICAGO MINNEAPOLIS
The statements contained herein are not guaranteed, hut are based upon information and advice which 
wc believe to be accurate and reliable, and upon which we have acted in purchasing these securities.
February 10, 1923.
■ ■ j
is one of the Fair’s hardest jobs 
was willingly shouldered by the ladies 
of the I’arent-Teaeher Association. 
Messrs. Ayer and Williams of the ice 
cream brick booth are co-operating 
with this committee.• * * ♦
To stimulate the sale of iekels the 
committee offered a fountain pen as 
first prize and silver pencil as second 
prize to the students in each of the nine 
classes of the 6th, 7th and Sth grades 
who should sell the highest number oi 
tickets. Rose O’Neil of Grade 7B, Mc­
Lain Building, was high line, selling 
.71 tickets, and Cedric French of Grade 
8A. McLain Building, was second high, 
selling 35 tickets. Other fountain pen 
vinners in their respective grades were 
Robert Packard. Ruth Mealey, Ruth 
Lawrence, Virginia Egan, Harold Cross', 
Catherine Ellio', and Milton Knight. 
The silver pencil winners were Judson 
Flanagan, Raymond Cross, Parker 
Young, Gladys Oliver, James Emery, 
Muriel Stover, Margaret Lawrgnce, Ed­
win Witham, George Ames, Ellen Fer­
nald, and Lawrence Leach. Grade 8A. 
Miss Harriet Trask’s, sold 146 tickets, 
and Grade 7B. Miss Lena Thorndike’s 
sold 89. Returns have not been re­
ceived from the ether grades.
* • * *
Troop 3, Boy 9 touts of the Univer- 
ralist Church, nre in the silk flag eon- 
•est, and ask tup|K>rt on tlie ground 
.hat they would make frequent and 
appropriate use ot the flag.
Capt. Thomas, assistant recruiting of­
ficer for Maine and New Hampshire, 
who is stationed at Fort Williams, v.as 
a caller at The Courier-Gazette office 
Thursday for the purpose of denying 
the report that Peter Fergus in of 
Rockland had enlisted in the United 
Plates army and gone to Georgia. Fer­
guson, he says, was turned dow n at th - 
Portland recruiting office. when it be­
came known that he had just been lined 
In Rockland Municipal Court, for as­
sault upon a woman. “The Army does 
not knowingly take men of that char­
acter,” said Capt. Thomas; "further­
more he will be denied the privilege of 
enlisting at any other re-ruiting ollice 
In the country. The Army has many 
fine young men in its ranks and only 
men who hate good character arc ad­
mitted."
Don’t make a cake this week—buy 
one at a bargain price at the Cafe at
the Food Fair.—adv.
The D. 11. Grandin Milling Co. of 
Jamestown, N. Y. is specializing on 
high grade poultry and dairy’ feeds of 
the Red Flag brand. C. I. Davis of 
Waterville, who hy the way is a former 
Warren boy, has charge of the poultry- 
feeds, ar.d E. W. Bartlett of Portland 
looks after the dairy feeds. Poultry- 
men speak in highest terms of the Red 
Flag system of feeding.
There was a sound of radio by night, 
and it came from the booth of Sher- 
man-Hous”. Inc. where the latest
look after their wrinkles in talkig hy wireless are dem­
onstrated. The booth is provided with 
loud speakers-, but owing td the Food 
Fair statics and other antics the ear 
phones give the best of satisfaction. 
So you see that the Community Food 
Fair is right up to the scratch, grab­
bing from the air, as well as the 
pocket.
Feather flowers made from the foli­
age of poultry win lots of admiring 
glances from all who visit the leooth 
conducted by 11. L. Rand of Boston.
Sun Maid Raisins are featured in the 
booth, which is presided over by Henry 
II. Payscn, and which hears this title: 
•The Bay-oil Co. (9) The Nino Cent 
Store.” Mrs. Adelhtrt Harmon is 
assistant. Wednesday afternoon, and 
probably on Thursday afternoon, a 
moving picture entitled "The Romance 
of Sun Maid Raisins.” will be shown 
undrr the auspice* pf J. C. Seaton. It 
takes 2000 fe-ct of film to show this 
picture, which is highly interesting. 
It will surprise many persons to know 
that Miss Lucy Hatch, a native of 
Rockland, Me., and cousin of the 
Misses Farwell of Summer streat, is 
known as "the Mother of the California 
raisin industry.”
One doesn’t play golf in snowdrifts, 
hut some day the snowdrifts will be 
gone, and then those steel shaft golf 
sticks which William 11. Rhoades is 
selling will come ill handy. This booth 
is shared Jointly by H. A. Monroe, 
formerly of Thomaston, who is selling 
California flower heads shakeless cel­
lars for salt and pepper, and shopping 
bags. Mr. Monroe travels all over the 
eastern country during the summer 
season.
The Staples Candy Co. is dispensing 
Maud” Reilly. Red i home made candy, fresh every day, and 
in charge, and hy
Entering the exhibitors arena the 
first booth seen is that devoted to the 
Dure Water System, the man in charge 
is Victor Neal, who comes from the 
I ayton. Ohio, factory, and he is as­
sisted b.v Harold A. Robbins. Owners 
of residences and owners of farms are 
shown what water will do under press­
ure, with this system applied. The 
Westinghouse Light & Power Co. also 
shares this booth, with Alan Painter, 
State representative, in charge.
Th<- Mystery Booth is in charge of 
the Business & Professional Women's 
Club, with Miss Pearl Borgerson as 
magician in charge. The greatest mys- 
tt ry ■ is where so many parcels ever 
came from, hut the public is chiefly 
concerned as to the contents. The box­
es'sell for 10 cents each, and Tlie Cour­
ier-Gazette is ndt exaggerating when 
tells you that some of the bargains 
are worth several dollars apiece. Ave 
you lucky? Ill the words of the old 
song: “How can you t«-Tl till you try?"
If a prize were offered for the pretti­
est, booth the one conducted by the lo­
cal chapter ot tin- American Red Cross ' 
would give ’em all a run for tlje money. 
Mrs. Arthur I'. Lamb, secretary Of the | 
' apter and Miss aude eilly, i  
areCross nurse, 
means of an unique exhibit are en­
deavoring to show what constitutes a 
pci feet day for a child, ill the way of 
diet and care of the teeth. The walls 
ate illtiniinati-d with pertinent posters 
li.inn I bv the New England Division of 
the Red Crc:. and an abundance of lit­
erature pertaining to health and Red
guaranteed to melt in the mouth. Mr. 
and Ml’S. Avaughn L. Ames and Mrs. 
L. W. l’hllbrook are in charge.
Electric sewing machines are being 
demonstrated in the Finger booth by 
by Charles S. Thomas, the local -agent, 
.assisted by Ray I>. Cope from -the Ban­
gor office. Mrs. Dorothy Thomas also 
has- busy hands at the wheel.
Reid-Murdock Co. erf New Y’ork and
Artistic ability ot a high order com- 
' ined with rapid execution and 100 per 
cent willingness, was displayed by 
Raymond Thompson, the High School 
genius, in making many of the signs 
at the Food I'air.
An entirely new Idea for the refresh­
ment booth was used this year in 
building the stage high enough to util­
ize ihe space beneath. Not only is it 
ideal for the refreshment booth but it 
gives a very effective* stage. The de, 
booth orations of this corner were under the
Cioso work io general will bo given out.;
Pinks will be sold and some lucky per- Chicago, which has Cobb’s, Inc. as its 
sons will get the two handsome plants! local distributing agents., has a t  
■which everybody is so much admit (fig. for Monarch coffee. District Sales dlrecion of Ansel R. Sterling. The op- 
There is also u very accurate weighing ' Agent A. W. Tear of Springfield, is in eration of the refreehmetit booth, which
Parking the Cows.
John Marks was attending the state 
fair for the first time. When he be­
came tired his father took hint into 
the Coliseum where he might get a 
sent and rest. Some thoroughhreil cat­
tle were being Judged nnd while John 
Marks nnd hi3 father sat there the 
cattie were all lined up side by side 
with faces to the wall. The child 
watched the cattle and In a moment 
said: "Daddy, what for they parking 
those cows against that fence?” 
dianapoll* fe'tar.
Measuring Corn In Crib.
To figunx the number of bushels
of ear corn In n crib multiply the 
length of the crib by the width b.v the 
height by four-ninths if corn is of 
good qunlity after several months In 
crib or b.v four-tenths if coni is new 
or of inferior qunlity. If the corn car­
ries ihe shuck, multiply length by 
width by height nnd divide hy three. 
If the width or length of the crib Is 
different nt the top aud bottom of the 
pile of corn, use tlie average.
Stop and Take Stock.
It Is a good plan now and then to 
take stock of ourselves to make sure 
we are as reasonable as we expect 
other folks to be.
Wfc W^RttobcilV,
ivy&ti are !*\i\eedof
MfDWJG S-TAHONEHr 
•SbcjAi
kTHC COURICR-GAZETiE. 
ROCKLANB
MAINE
ROCKPORT GIRLS LOST
Knox County Sextet Finds Itself Out­
matched In Morse High Game
(Bath Times)
Morse High Sextet, having broken 
the 13 jinx Feb. 3 when they trimmed 
Brunswick High here b.v a score of 27 
i 12 continued its winning streak Sai- 
nrday afternoon at the Y. when it easi- 
y defeated the girls from Rockport
High 51 to 10.
The game was all Morse from the be­
ginning. In the first half the Rockport 
guards played hard hut Morse for­
wards collected 15 points while the 
Morse guards prevented the Rockport 
lassies from scoring more than four. In 
the third period the Rockport guards 
showed they were tired for, time and 
time again, they did not interfere with 
the shooting of Misses Choate or Ward 
who were the point getters for Morse. 
The score at the end of that period 
was Morse 38, Rockport 8. In the last 
period Rockport played for the most 
of the time against Morse subs who 
helel them down to one lone basket.
In Misses Choate and Ward tho 
Morse team has a pair of forwards who 
are excellent shots, handle the ball 
well and puzzle their opponents with 
their clever work. The Morse centers. 
Misses Wagner aud Donnell kept the 
IxiH in 1hp hands of their forwards 
most of the time and easily outplayed 
their opponents. The Morse guards, 
Capt. Bernice Worrey and Eula 
Mitchell are the fust pair who cover 
well and very few times did the 
scrappy Rock|x>rt forwards get a 
chance for a clever shot at Lhe basket 
The summary:
Morse
Davis, sc ..........    0 0
Worrey, lg .................... 0 0
Mayers, lg...................... 0 0
Baker, lg........................ 0 0
E. Mitchell, rg.............. 0 0
McMann, rg .................. 0 0
Welt, If ........
SfeSall, rf....
I Doucett, c ....
Brawn, sc ....
Goals F. G. Pts.
Choate If ............ .. . . 12 5 29
Kingsbury If .... .... 1 0 2
Ward rf................ .... 10 0 20
Powfrs rf .......... .... o 0 0
”ragner <• . i.. • - .... 0 0 0
G. Mitchell c ... .... 0 0 0
Donnell sc .......... .... o 0 0
23 G 
Rockport
Goals F. G. Pts.
Carlton, lg .................... 0
Crockett, rg 0
4
0
0
0
0 ‘ 
0
0 
0 
0 
0
3 4 10
Referee. Spear. Scorer, Perry, Cross. 
Timer. Hartnett, Cross. Time, two 8
and two 7-minute periods.
The copy of the Boston News-Letter 
left at this office recently by B. F. 
Collamore was an ancient one, all right, 
but was only' a youngster compared 
witli the issue of Monday, April 17, 
1704 (same newspaper) which Mrs.-G. 
M. Grover of 50 Pine street, has shown 
us. The paper lias been handed down 
with other heirlooms, and is possibly 
the oldest newspaper in the'city. . .
Distinctiveness of 
design appeals 
to everyone. 
Apperson 
has 
this.
A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Ava. 
Rockland, Maine
IT PAYS TO OWN A lifgraraiararajzraram?.
I lupinohile
Every day in every way they are looking better and 
better. There is more truth than poetry in this state­
ment, as the days get longer and longer, and we 
look ahead to the warm spring days getting nearer 
and nearer.
HAVE YOU SEEN THEM YET?
If not, don’t miss the opportunity, while taking in 
the Food Fair
Drop in and look over the new models displayed on 
our floor
REOS, 11UPMOB1LES, DORT SIXES and
OVERLAND—Open and Closed Models 
PLENTY OF USED CARS ON HAND
GEORGE M. SIMMONS
rdj^rdjafgfajgnfarajaJgJRre.rajg
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Cafe of the town
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 12-17—The Community Food Fair at 
the Arcade
Feb. 14—St. Valentine’s day.
Feb 14—Ash Wednesday—Lent begins.
Feb. 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection meets 
In Temple hull
Feb. 16—Address on “City Government.’’ by 
W. B. Moore of Portland before Woman’s Rd- 
ticatonal Chib
Feb. 16 (7 15)--Address on “Home Demon­
stration,” by Miss Rosalind Jewett, I'niversity 
of Maine, auspices Woman’s Educational Club, 
Methodist vestry.*
Feb. 19—Community Ball at the Arcade
Feb. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s 
League.
Feb. 21—Elks ladies’ night
Feb. 22--Country Chib, ladles’ and gentle-' 
nier.’s supper at C 30. followed by auction.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Bir'hday.
Feb. 25—'Sunday afternoon concert by the 
Wigli- Philharfio-nic Society nt the Congrega­
tional church
Feb. 26—Portland Automobile $how begins.
March 2—Partial eclipse of tne moon, begin 
ning 8 13 p m
March 4—Observance of State Sunday School 
Day.
March 5—Municipal Election.
March 7—Country Club, ladies’ auction ;u 
12 30, followed by auction.
March 12-22— State conference, D. A. IT, 
Waten ille
March 16—Couu.ry Club, dame
March 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and 
Rockland Council Princes of Jerusalem, meet 
In Temple hall.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 26-30—Farmers' Week, I’niversity of 
Maine.
March 30- -Country (Tub, ladies’ and gentle­
men's supper at 6.30 followed by auction.
March 30—Good Friday.
April 1—Easter Sunday.
April 13—4'ountry Club dance.
.April 19—Patriots’ Day.
Aoril 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix 
meets in Temple hall.
April 26—Country (Tub, ladies’ luncheon at 
1.' 30, followed by auction
May ’ll—Country Club dance
May 25—Country (Tub. ladies’ and gentle­
men's supfeer at 6.30, followed by auction.
Weather This Week
Washing’on, Peb. 11.—‘Weather out­
look lor the week beginning Monday in 
North Atlantic States: Considerable 
cloudiness. Snow for North and snow 
or rain for South portion at beginning 
;.nd again Thursday, temperature nor­
mal or slightly below.
Frank W. Fletches- was a busy man 
.around the Grand Army premises re­
moving the debris caused by the cut­
ting down of the mammoth horse 
chestnut. He foresaw a goodly sup­
ply of firewood.
Frank D. Lamb, senior in'-rnlwr of 
the (irni of Burpee & Lamb was Lack 
o.t his duties yesterday after 10 days’ 
confinement to the house on account of 
a severe cold.
Follow the siRn of the blazing arrow 
and you will fetch up at the Food Fair 
Thousands will hit that trail this week.
The tug Perth Amboy with Capt. 
John I. Snow in the pilot house beside 
her commander. (fid some good work in 
the north cove of Kockland harbor the 
lust of the week. As a result of It the 
waterfront beheld blue water Sunday. 
The Perth Amboy worked her way into 
Stonington after a barge.
Francis W. Hail traveling manager 
of the Glnter Co. of Boston, has been 
promoted to manager of their newest 
and most up to date more. located in 
Hudson, Mass,, 16 Washington street 
The Printer Co. of Boston has more 
than 300 stores in New England.
The W. C. T. F. will hold, an open 
meeting in the Methodist vestry Friday 
at 2 o’clock. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich 
has charge of the program, of which 
later notice will be given. Following 
the program a social hour will he held, 
with refreshments. Annual dues now- 
payable. The treasurer will receive 
them at this meeting.
The men of the Methodist Church
'111 serve a chicken pie supper, with 
11 the fixings at the Methodist Church 
ext Wednesday at 6 o’clock. Price 50 
silts.—adv.
The mark down sale at the C. M. 
Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great 
bargains.—adv. 15-tf.
COBB’S
We Have
NEW BUNCH BEETS 
New Bunch CARROTS 
FINE SPINACH 
CAULIFLOWER 
RIPE TOMATOES 
ICEBURG LETTUCE 
' Boston Head LETTUCE 
ENDIVES 
FRESH FISH 
HADDOCK 
HALIBUT 
SCALLOPS 
OYSTERS
BEST CLAMS 
you ever ate 
SALT MACKEREL 18c 
SALT SALMON, 25c 
Tongues & Sounds 18c 
SALT HERRING, 12c
DEUC1OUS 
SALTED GREENS 
FINE KR0UT
COBB’S
it
WHO WANTS IT?
We Have One Very Fine
COON-SKIN COAT
left, which we will sell at a Bargain. It is 42 in, 
long. Who is the lucky one to get it?
Come and look at it.
E. B. HASTINGS, & CO.
r^grararaianjzrarajarajgfajarajgiaRiamajaBmajamarafafaizmamzrafl!
YOUR SWEETHEART 
YOUR MOTHER
St. Valentines 
Day B
in its serious sense perhaps belonged 
to more chivalrous days than ours— £
yet it is a fine time to remember 
with flowers—
YOUR, WIFE 
YOUR HOSTESS
YOUR FRIEND
THE SICK AND THE SHUT-IN
To the flower lover blossoms speafc eloquently. They express joy, 
sympathy; they ease pain, relieve tedium and loneliness. Let them 
he your messengers. Get the flower habit.
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP 
SILSBY’S
399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
There will lie free moving pictures at 
the Food Fair tomorrow. Through the 
efforts of the local grocers the Califor­
nia Associated Raisin Company will 
present a show giving the story of the 
raisin from planting to shipment to 
consumer. Sample boxes of these rai­
sins can lie obtained from the nine cent 
booth.
Chester Munroe was a popular man 
around the Arcade Sunday afternoon.! 
The girls' basketball tram, with addi­
tions was vigorously helping in decor­
ating and hungry as usual. Chester 
opened his pop-corn roaster to them 
and became one’ of the most popular 
men in Rockland.
An abnormal amount of popular in­
terest is attached to the Museum of Oc- 
cult Science and the three crystal gaz­
ers and fortune tellers at the Food 
Fair. Prof. Braganza is very widely 
known and his associates are also ex­
perienced mystics. This is rather an 
unusual group of seers to have in 
Rockland at one time.
The Rockland Chamber of Commerce, 
■acting at the request of the National 
Bankers' Service Co., is endeavoring to 
1 icale Mrs. Michael. .1. Young, whose 
last known residence was 21 South 
Main street. If this item fails to meet 
fer eye, will some friend or relative 
kindly supply Secretary MacDonald 
with the desired information.
Mrs. E. F. Berry fell on the icy side­
walk .at tile Limerock street corner last 
night, breaking both bones in her right 
arm. The accident is a particularly un­
fortunate one for Mrs. Berry, who is 
organist at the Congregational Church 
and conductor of Wight Philharmonic 
Society and the Rubinstein Club. She 
was taken to Knox Hospital.
With the formation of the new 
Maine State League of Veteran Fire­
men's Associations it is hoped that the 
city ef Rockland will hid for the first 
State of Maine League muster. Such a 
muster would draw at least 100(1 fire­
men to the city, besides several Thou­
sand spectators. It is worth at least 
a bit of consideration.
Rockland Lodge of Perfection will 
hold a special meeting Friday at 4 p. 
m. The seventh grade, that of Provost 
and Judge, will be conferred at 5 p. m. 
A banquet will he served at 6.30. The 
fourteenth grade, that of Grand Elect 
Mason, will lie conferred at 7.30.
I The City Government, city officials
Hid guests will hold a banquet at the
I Thorndike Hotel Friday evening, to 
mark the closing of the municipal year. 
The relations of the city fathers and 
i heads'of departments have been un- 
| commonly pleasant the past year. The 
banquet is in line with the simiiar 
event of a year ago.
To build a small Apperson—a ear 
which would embody the same en­
gineering, the .same dependability and 
j the same fineness as the big Apperson 
was a problem, indeed, but the Apper­
son i ngineers did it, and tile answer is 
the New Apperson Six. This car is re­
markable because of the leverless gear­
shift. which is mechanically controlled; 
the specially designed frame; the six- 
cylinder motor: the permanent top with 
side curtains stored in back of the front 
seat; the emergency brake on the pro­
peller shaft flange; n driver’s com­
partment that has no gear-shift or 
brake levers; and because it is capa­
ble of doing things on the road, in the 
mud and on the hills that‘can not be 
done by many cars costing three times 
as much. A. C. Jones of 5 Talbot ave­
nue itelephone 576-R) is the local 
agent.
I Chocolate cakes with white frosting 
and white cakes witli chocolate frost- 
, ing, all of tile best cooks' production, 
[are sold at a reasonable price at the 
Cafe at the Food Fair.—adv.
l2
The next Elks ladies night is Wed­
nesday, Feb. 21, with the Lodge's 
bachelor members in j^iarge.
Rev. E. W. Stebbins, singing evan­
gelist. will conduct the service Tuesday 
evening at the M. E. church. The 
Hatch family will lie there to assist 
with music.
Qn account of the Food Fair there 
will be no midweek dance at Havener 
hail. The Saturday night dance will 
take place as usual.
Work-ear 67 of the Street Railway- 
appeared in the guise of a snow plow- 
yesterday to replace the 52. damaged 
last Sunday. Preparedness is the com­
pany's watchword.
The officers of Gen. Berry Lodge. K. 
ot I’., will be installed Thursday night 
by Hollis Gllchrest of Thomaston, dis­
trict deputy- grand chancellor. The 
rank of esquire will be yvorked, with 
supper afterward.
The fire department has had two 
Calls in the morning hours the first a 
chimney- fire at James Lawrence’s on 
Ulmer street and the second a small 
toof tire at the gas house. There was 
little or no damage.
Si: t.v-eight members answered rite 
annual roll call at last night’s session 
of Rockland Lodge of Elks. The past 
cralted rulers of the Lodge had the 
meeting in charge, with Per John A. 
Karl in the chair. The degrees were 
(skilfully and lUceesSfully yvorked on 
two candidates—J. Burpee and Fred­
erick U. Waltz.
A group of passengers including sev­
eral women had a thrilling experience 
Sunday forenoon when the 9 o'clock 
car out of Thomaston ran away on 
Creek Hili. Tl)e air refused to work 
and the operator assisted by the driver 
of Rockland’s chemical got the hand 
brakes set, but not until the occupants 
of the car had received a decided scare. 
The cool headedness of the women pas­
sengers was especially noted by- the 
fireman.
At the meeting of Golden Rod Chap­
ter O. E. S., Friday. Past Matrons and 
Patrons night was observed. It was 
•preceded by one of the Star’s famous 
banquets with the regular officers un­
der the lead of the worthy- matron, Mrs. 
Millie Thomas, in charge. The degrees 
were conferred on Charles Lewis. Ma­
bel Lewis, Albert Briggs and Harry- 
Broyvn. The following Past Matrons 
end Past Patrons titled the chairs: 
Worthy matron, Mrs. HeSter Chase: 
Worthy patron, Mrs. R. V. Stevenson; 
treasurer. E. H. Maxey; secretary, E. C. 
Pay-son; conductress, Mrs. Nellie Dow; 
associate conductress. Mrs. F. A Max­
ey; chaplain, Mrs. Bertha Staples; mar­
shal. Joseph J. Veazie; Adah. Mrs. 
Belle Frost; Ruth, Mrs. Florence Phil- 
I rook; Esther, Mrs. Nellie Hail: Mar­
tha. Mrs. J. R. Stewart; Electa. Mrs. E. 
C. Payson; warder, Mrs. Ellen Fisk; 
sentinel, Leo Howard. After the con­
ferring of the degrees an excellent pro­
gram. was given, consisting of selec­
tions by a choir comprising Mrs. W. F. 
Tibbetts, Mrs. Hakel Atwood and Dr. J. 
A. Richan, with Mrs. Amy Tripp as 
pianist. Humorous selections by Mrs. 
Grace Rollins convulsed the audience, 
in behalf of the chapter Worthy Pa­
tron Edward K. Gould presented gold 
pieces to Mrs. W. F. Tibbetts. Dr. J. A. 
Richan and A. H. Newbert in apprecia- 
t’on of their long and faithful services 
to the chapter. Past Grand Patron A. 
11. Newbert presented the retiring wor­
thy matron, Mrs. Nellie Hall with the 
past matron’s jewel in recognition of 
the successful year she had given the 
chapter. Mrs. Belle Frost officiated for 
the first time as Adah and made a most 
excellent rendering of the part or. short 
notice. ,
1 The mark down sate at the C. M.
Blake Wall Paper Store Is giving great 
bargains.—adv. * 15-tf.
Freedom of the Foot 
>b Delightful
In CarfUlever Shoes you feel a new 
sense of freedom when you walk. Your 
step seems lighter and you swing your 
weight from one foot to the other with 
a rhythm and comfort which enhances 
your endurance. Walks that were tir­
ing and difficult to lake in ordinary- 
shoes become easily possible with the 
aid of Cantilever Shoes. Health and 
comfort walk with you.
DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
The last is patterned from the out­
line of the foot. The natural inner sole 
line provides room for the toes and al­
lows them to point straight ahead. This 
and the weli-set heel encourage cor­
rect posture. In Cantilevers the 
weight is distributed so that there is no 
strain on the arch of the foot.
And the shank of the shoe flexes! 
With every step, the shoe yields with 
the foot. The muscles have free play, 
they exercise and grow strong! Can­
tilevers correct and prevent flat foot 
because they strengthen the muscles 
that surround and uphold the small 
bones of the arch. «
Trim oxfords in black and brown 
leathers; also high shoes and pumps.
Sold in Koekland only by us.
L. E. BLACKINGTON 
Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Furnishings
Rockland Encampment will work the 
first second and third degrees on seven 
candidates tomorrow evening. Scallop 
! stew after the work.
A fractured skull and concussion of 
the brain was the result of a ride on 
the “hind end" of a team by Francis 
MacAlary on his way home from 
school Thursday noon. The youngster 
is resting comfortably today.
The following companies have elected 
two delegates each to meet aX some cen­
tral city in the State to form the new 
Maine State League: General Bates of 
Lisbon Falls, Senator Baxter of Ba'th, 
Sagadahoc of Bath, Niagara of Bruns­
wick, Kennebec of Brunswick. Andros­
coggin of Topsham, Hecln of Randolph. 
Albert A. Havener of Rockland and 
Burgess of Rockport.
Two towns have already placed arti­
cles in Uieir warrants for town meet­
ings to appropriate money for white 
pine blister rust eon'troi as the result 
of letters sent to the selectmen from 
the office of the State Forest Commis­
sioner Dana. W. O. Frost of Rockland is 
State leader of the work under Federal 
appointment.
* The joint committee on Public
* Utilities and Ways and Bridges •
* of the Maine Legislature gives •
* notice that tile hearing on the act
* to provide for building a bridge *
* between Bath and Woolwich will
* take place Tuesday, February 20,
* at 2 P. M. Rockland is planning * 
to send a big delegation.
Donald Hastings of this city has the 
distinction of being placed on the 
dean’s list at the University of Maine.
While Henry W. Pierce was helping 
discharge the cargo of a coal barge at 
Perry's wharf, one of his hands was 
so badly inujred that the amputation of 
a finger was fleeegsary.
The Masonic Chapter has work on 
the Past and Mtst Excellent degrees 
Thursday night.—Keep an eye open for 
that big March meeting of King Hiram 
Council.
Aurora Lodge has a special meeting 
Wednesday night with work on the 
Master Mason degree, and refresh­
ments to follow the session.
News was received from the home 
office of the Sailors' Snug Harbor yes­
terday. telling of the acceptance of 
the application of Edgar Thomas Hart 
of Tenant's Harbor.
Chocolate cakes with white frosting 
and white cakes with chocolate frost­
ing. all of the best cooks’ production, 
are sold at a reasonable price at the 
Cafe at the Food Fair.—adv.
One of the most encouraging things 
about Food Fail-' Week to the hard 
working promo-trs is the general co­
operation of individuals and societies 
in cancelling at- postponing rival at­
tractions so that the athletic field may- 
benefit thereby.
John H. Leo of the S. S. Edward 
Luckenback. who has been in New 
Y'ork convalescing after an attack of 
acute tonsilitis. left there Monday for 
Baltimore to join the J. L. Luckenback. 
formerly the "South Bend.” With two 
other large ships, the J. L. Luckenback 
has been thoroughly reconditioned, the 
other ships being the Dorothy Lucken- 
back. formerly the Edellyn, and the 
Lottie Luckenback. formerly the 
Marcia. They were bought from the 
U. S. Shipping Board.
Fifteen friends joined in giving Mrs. 
J. W. Oliver a surprise last Friday- 
evening. in honor of her birthday. The 
surprise came near being on the guests, 
as the hostess had planned to attend 
the movies that night, and it was not 
an easy mattes to get her to change her 
lilans. It was some time before she 
discovered that site had company and 
her vexation changed like magic to 
happiness. Cards and music were en­
joyed until a late hour, and lunch was 
served. The hostess received many- 
beautiful gifts, and she said: "This 
picture is good enough for me.'
"I’m going to have one of those good 
old fashioned oyster stews for my Sun­
day dinner," said Justin L. Cross as he 
stepped into a neighboring hardware 
store on his way home. "And he placed 
a hag of oyster crackers on the coun­
ter so that he could talk more freely. 
A surprise awaited him when he 
reached home, for his wife upon open­
ing the bag of supposed oyster crackers 
found only excelsior, lay, etc., that 
practical jokers <had substituted while 
anecdotes were being swapped. The 
repentant jokers planned to deliver the 
crackers early next morning, but for­
got to do so, and the wrathful "Jess” 
had to go prospecting. The Brook is 
no place for a nervous tnan.
While speaking from the First Bap­
tist pulpit recently Dr. E. C. Whitte­
more referred to a Rockland girl’s her­
oism during the fire at Coburn Class­
ical Institute and said that the city
, (should be proud of her. He had refer­
ence to Miss Frances Butler, daughter 
of A. B. Butler, who is teacher of do­
mestic science at the Institute. Fear­
ful that there was to he a repetition of 
the recent Colby fire she made two 
trips to the third story- of the building 
and brought down two girls, who mighl 
lave perished had the fire been per­
mitted to spread.
It was Mrs. Harriette Wheeler who 
deserves chief credit for serving that 
delicious cocoa and those dainty sand­
wiches during the radio concert Io- the 
House-Sherman Incorporated at the 
M Oman’s Educational Club in the Meth­
odist vestry the other night. To be 
sure she had able assistants, whose 
names are not at hand, but she was 
chairman of the refreshments commit­
tee that evening. By the way this is a 
new and popular feature of the club 
this year, whereby light refreshments 
follow each meeting, to encourage so­
ciability, the work and providing being 
done by different groups throughout the 
keason. Whose turn next? Isit yours? 
Please step up and volunteer help.
Plans for exchange of pulpits by- 
Knox County Ministers on the 
trolley line, and for a campaign to 
increase church attendance from now 
to Easter were made at the meeting of 
the Knox County Ministerial Associa­
tion held yesterday in the First Baptist 
church. Rev. J. M. Remick and Rev. T. 
M. Griffiths were appointed as the com­
mittee to carry through these two im­
portant details. Eleven ministers yvere 
present and enjoyed a delicious din­
ner prepared by a group of Baptist 
ladies. The paper of the session yvas 
read hy Rev. Arthur 'F. Leigh of 
Rockport on ' The Kind of Religion the 
World Needs." Further announce­
ments in the church attendance cam­
paign will appdar in the near future.
A RACIAL WEAKNES9.
“Hones, judge, I wuzn't shootin' no 
craps.”
“What were yon doing, then?”
“I wuz just lookin’ on.”
“How long had you been looking 
on?”
" 'Bout an hour, Judge."
"1 gupss you are guilty, then. There 
never was a Senegamblan yet who 
could watch n dice game for an hour 
without trying his luck.”
Formalities.
“Why do yon always begin n speech 
‘Friends find fellow citizens?' You 
know n lot ot theiu aren't your 
friends."
"For the reason." replied Senntor 
Sorghum, "tlmt in writing a letter I 
address a man as 'Dear Sir’ when 1 
have no affection for him what­
ever."
Understood Her Plight.
Widow Woodby-Young—No, Mr. 
Hardfax, 1 have no money. My en­
tire Inheritance w-ns left in trust un­
til I should attain the age of forty 
years.
Mr. Hardfax—And then yoll collect­
ed It and spent it and have been broke 
ever since. Poor ludy I
V
lx:
Don’t make a cake this week—buy 
one at a bargain price at the Cafe at J 
the Food Fair.—adv.
Chocolate cakes with white frosting 
and white cakes with chocolate frost­
ing, all of tlie best cooks’ production, 
are sold nt a reasonable price at the 
Cafe at the Food Fair.—adv.
CAKES
The Parent-Teacher As­
sociation has charge of 
the Cafe at the Food Fair 
and is specializing in
CAKES
These will be sold in 
halves or whole at very 
reasonable prices. The 
best cooks of the city pro­
duced them.
CAKES
A BLOW OUT
He: Let’s go for a little blow out? 
She: ThaVa what always happens
when we go out in your car.
Adaptation.
All fickle Is the public's praise,
Which, like the village band, contrives
To fit the same old flattering lays 
To each new hero that arrives.
Old Woman’s Delusion.
Fnrnter—Ay, she be eighty-nine an' 
a wtinnerful vid woman; but she do 
suffer from delusions terrible.
Parson—Oli, what are they?
Farmer—She thinks she's got n 
diary wot's goln' to be published In 
the Sunday noospapers. — London 
Punch.
Proud of It.
“Are you aware that Mr. Grabcoln is 
• self-made man?”
“Not being stone-deaf, I am."
| “Eh?"
“You can't converse with Mr. Grab- 
' coin more than five minutes without
being informed of the fact.*
LAST WEEK OF 
THESE PRICES
$15.00 Suits. $12.50
$19.50, $20.00 Suits, $16.50 
$22.50 Suits, $18.50
$25.00 Suits, $20.50
$27.50 Suits, $22.50
$2? 50, $30.00 Suits, $24.50 
$32.50 Suits, $26.50
$37.50, $35.00 Suits, $29.50 
$39.50, $40.00 Suits, $33.50 
$42.50, $45.00 Suits, $37.50 
Sales Closes
SATURDAY EVENING
J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
DON’T WORRY
Come To the
CHICKEN PIE 
SUPPER
Served By Men of the
METHODIST CHURCH
At 6:00 P. M.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14 
50 CENTS
Pho»cola.te cakes with white frosting 
and white cakes with chocolate frost- 
ir.g. all of the best cooks’ production, 
are sold at a reasonable price at the 
Cafe at the Food Fair.—adv.
4. You don’t have to risk a cent to bp 
relieved of catarrh. Get a Il.vomei 
outfit from any druggist, and if it does 
not satisfy, he will refund the purchase 
price.—adv.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our gratitude to the mer­
chants who contributed to our gif;, ticket, and 
all who assisted so liberally in the purchase of 
tickets.
Harry D. Phillips, A. McIntosh and Boyn­
ton Shadde, Assistant Engineers of Fire De­
partment
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends for their many 
kind deeds and sympathy extended to us in our 
recent bereavement: also Mystic Rebekah Lodge. 
Warren Baptist Church and Ladies’ Circle for 
the beautiful floral tributes
Adin M. Feyler, Lawrence K. Feyler, Addle 
G Feyler. •
The mark down sale at the C. M 
Blake Wull Paper Store Is giving great! 
bargains.—ndv. 15-tf.
-)....... -
r
BORN
Ctieby Rockland, Feb. 9, to Mr and Mrs 
Win \V Co’.’iy, a son Chester Will.am (Cor 
red Ion. 1
Crandall At Britf Maternity Home. Rockland 
I'u3. 11. in .Mr. and Mrs. Hezekinli W Crandall.
sun dtiHleriek Palmer.
'Watt1; Thomaston, Feb. 12. to Mr. and Mis 
Robert Watts, a daughter.
MARRIED
(Jill's Robinson- Thomaston, Feb. Hl. by Her 
E W. Webber Harry H. Gillis and Miss Eve 
I iyn Robinson, both of Thomaston.
DIED
Jones—Thomaston, Feb. in, Eliza Jones, aged 
79 yea rs. '
Howe—Schenectady. N. Y , Feb. 9. Juliette P. 
(Shibles) Howe, formerly of Thomaston, aged 
76 years.
Johnson—East Boston, Feb. 8. Annie F. (Shi 
hies) Johnson, formerly of Thomaston, aged 67 
years
Wlncapaw—-Monhegan, Feh. 8, Clondin Win 
cp paw.
Mr comber—Augusta, Feb. 10, Mrs Ida Ma 
c.inber. formerly of Washington.
lillton—Waldoboro. Feb. 8, Infant son of Mr 
j and Mrs Clyde Hilton.
CARD OF THANKS
The family of the late 1> Frank Wall wishes 
to extend i s heartfelt thanks to all friends 
and neighbors who so generously helped during 
i’s lat< bereavement.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Whereas the Overruling Power, the Great 
Above, has called our beloved brother, Welling 
ton Dart:
Resolved, That on the death <rf Brother Dart 
our lodge has lost a true and lawful brother, a 
willing and cheerful worker; the brothers and 
frler.tis a devoted brother; the community an 
esteemed friend and neighbor.
l esolved. That we extend our heartfelt sym 
patliy to the brothers and friends, In their late 
bereavement.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions he 
spread upon our records; one sent to the be 
r- ned brothers, and cne to be published in same 
paper
B. K Ware, A 0. Sherman.
VICTROLA
PRICE $100.00
Come in and hear it play 
your favorite music
This is the Victrola No. 210, one of the new 
Victrola models. A graceful instrument with 
exclusive refinements resulting from more 
than twenty-five years devoted to developing 
the talking machine art. It is moderately 
priced, and is yours on particularly attrac­
tive payment terms. Let us demonstrate it 
today. We are open evenings this week.
tMwmtswsa-
THE MAINE 
MUSIC COMPANY
395 MAIN STREET 
33 YEARS A MUSIC STORE
MID-WINTER PRICES
JUST IN—50 REMNANTS FROM MILL
Order your Suit NOW and save money 
Suits made any style from thees goods
$23.CD and $30.00 
Suits made from Customers' Goods—-$18.00 
A few uncalled for Suits—$15.00 (° $25.00
C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET—ROCKLAND, ME. 19-20
.r&£.
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SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect of 
* month's visit to her austere aunt, Lady 
Erythea Latnbe. at Jervaulx abbey, and 
her cousin. Alexander Lambe, Aimee, vi­
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend 
Viscount Scroope, is in a rebellious mood.
CHAPTER II.—She wanders Into the 
park, there encountering a strange youth 
in trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh­
ingly introduces himself as '‘Billy," Amer­
ican. The two cement the acquaintance 
bv a ride on the motorcycle, the, "Flying 
Sphinx," and part. With Georgina Ber­
ners, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer­
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor­
gina shall impersonate her at Jervaulx, 
while she goes on a holiday. Georgina's 
horrified protest is unavailing.
CHAPTER III.—Happy In her new free­
dom, Aimee again meets ' Billy." He tells 
her bis name is Spencer, and she gives 
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest "out of a 
Job." Billy offers to take her Into part­
nership in selling the Sphinx. In a spirit 
of madcap adventure, she accepts. The 
two prereed to the town of Stanhoe, tak­
ing separate lodgings in Ivy cottage.
CHAPTER IV.—That night Aimee visits 
Georgina and learns that the deception 
I as not been discovered. By her dominant 
personality she compels Georgina to con­
tinue the subterfuge.
CHAPTER V.-On a trial spin next day 
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Aimee almost 
collides with a carriage in which are her 
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pair 
escape unrecognized.
CHAPTER VI.—Georgina learns that 
Lord Scroope is coming to visit Lady Ery­
thea and. realizing what will happen on 
his arrival, is in hopeless bewilderment.
CHAPTER VII,—While Aimee is secretly 
visiting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place is 
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, with 
much relief, that Aimee has got away.
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Panke 
decides that the robbery is the work of 
"Jack the Climber" and "Calamity Kate,’ 
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy 
cle.
CHAPTER X-Billy, aware of his 
"partner’s" docturnal jaunts, is troubled 
He follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer­
vaulx. He hears tiie commotion, at once 
suspects burglary, and follows two rigures 
on a motorcycle who are apparently in a 
desperate hurry. Cornering the pai^ Billy 
knocks oilt a man who attempts to shoot 
him. picking up a package the fellow had 
dropped. He discovers the other fugitive 
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her, she 
strikes him with a stone, rendering him 
unconscious, and the pair escape.
CHAPTER XI —Recovering. Billy dis 
covers the package he nad picked up Is a 
Jewel case, containing emeralds. Realiz 
ing they must be part of the loot from 
Jervaulx, he starts for the abbey. On the 
way he meets Aimee. with the police in 
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cave 
among the crag pits, Aimee tells him the 
whole story. He urges that she make a 
frank confession to her father, but on re­
flection both realize Aimee’s good name 
has been compromised by her two nights' 
stay at Ivy cottage.
CHAPTER XII.—Assuring Aimee he 
has a plan to save her, Billy leaves her In 
the cave and, proceeding to Jervaulx, re­
stores the emeralds to the astounded 
Lady Erythca.
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re
watd. after explaining how the emeralds 
came into his possession, Billy accepts the 
position of chauffeur to Lady Erythea, 
seeing in the situation a promise ot a way 
out of the embroglio.
CHAPTER XIV.—Realizing what her 
father's visit to Jervaulx would mean. 
Aimee goes secretly to her home, disables 
the family auto, thus preventing his Jour­
ney, and induces a parlormaid to let her 
take her place at Jervaulx.
CHAPTER XV.—Alexander recognizes 
Aimee as the woman on the motorcycle 
which ran into the Lambe carriage, de­
nouncing her as "Calamity Kate." Geor­
gina divulges Aimee's Identity. Hearing 
her story. Alexander consents to keep the 
secret.
CHAPTER XVI.—Alexander finds him­
self very much In love with Georgina.
CHAPTER XVII —The approaching vis­
it of Alexander's sister. Izidy Diana (who, 
of course, knows Aimee) brings conster­
nation to the two girls.
CHAPTER XVIII.—Another visitor to 
Jervaulx Is the Vicomte de Jussac, Di­
ana's suitor. Diana recognizes Aimee and 
threatens to denounce her.
CHAPTER XIX. - Interested In the 
l ambe collection of armor, De Jussac, 
during the night, tries on a suit. D.ana. 
investigating an alleged ghostly appari­
tion, meets him. He declares his love, 
and is accepted. Aimee finds them to­
gether ar.d binds Diana to secrecy < on- 
cerning her affairs
Begun in January 25th issue, 
numbers can be supplied.
tiling that had happened—that your 
sister had discovered her and wus 
going to tell Lady Erythea—and then, 
when I was nearly frantic with terror, 
Aimee explained that it wus all right, 
and Lady Diana wouldn't say a word 
about It. Oh, what a relief it was!”
“She told you thatl" cried Alexan­
der, amazed. "How could she have 
known? It was not till an hour or two 
ngo Diana informed me tliat De J ussac 
had Just proposed to her, und she was 
so happy—she felt she could not get 
Aimee into trouble!”
Georgina stammered in confusion.
Stie iiad nearly made a serious blun­
der—Aimee iiad told no one but her­
self about the encounter with the 
ghost.
"She must have felt confident, I sup­
pose, of Diana's g g-goodness of 
heart!” Inhered Georgina. "Are you 
pleased about tiie engagement? I do 
hope you are. I was afraid—”
Alexander paused.
“I am not displeased,” he sgtd. “De 
Jussac is a good fellow. 1 did not al­
ways tiilnk so. But—I have come to 
see tlmt lie is a very good fellow in­
deed. Tiie love of a good woman is 
Just what he needs."
"I hope they will be very happy," 
said Georgina softly.
Alexander was looking nt her witli 
an expression that made her heart 
beat.
"isn't it splendid,” she said quickly, 
“that Airnee won't he suddenly be­
trayed ! She'll, have a chance now. 
She—”
"Aimee!” Mr. Lambe almost explod­
ed. “It is nothing but Aimee! It is 
you 1 am concerned about, Georgina— 
not Aimee! It wrings my heart, the 
position you are placed in—through no 
fault whatever of your own. It cannot 
go on—it is bound to he known very 
soon now. And when that happens—"
“Yes," said Georgina, forlornly, "it 
will he dreadful. 1 sliall have to face 
It. They won't defend me.”
Alexander Jook her hands quickly in 
his.
"Give me the right!” he said.
Georgina caught her breath. She 
looked up at lilm. There was a won­
derful tenderness In Ills eyes; his face 
was tiie face of a man inspired.
“Georgina, you have known me only 
a little wlille. But I love you. You are 
the only woman in tiie world for me.
I love you! Do you think you could 
care for me—just a little?"
Georgina tried to free herself. “It 
is impossible!” she said, turning her 
face away. x
"Why? Do you not care for me?"
"Oh—it Is cruel!” gasped Georgina, 
brokenly. "1 am not Aimee. I am here 
under false pretenses. How can you?
I am—”
“You are the woman I love!”
"Oh, let me go!” she said wildly. 
"You iire not yourself—you have no 
right to say thli^to me,” sobbed Geor­
gina, “you believe that a priest in or­
ders may not marry!”
"I never held any such belief! Of 
my order, there are some who hold tiie 
view. I am not witli them. I am cell 
bate, only because I have never loved 
till now. Look ut me, Georgina!” he 
said almost sternly. "Do you believe 
that any human passion would cause 
me to do what was against my faith?'
Georgina looked at him through her 
tears.
"No,” she whispered, “I know that 
you would not.”
"Come to me, then, Georgina." he 
said, gently. “Wbat good there is for 
us to do in the world, let us do it hand 
In hand. I will make the years won 
derful for you. Just tell me that you 
care.”
He took her masterfully in liis arms
"I do love you!” sobbed Georgina. 
"I love you.”
Alexander raised her face and 
kissed tier.
"I never hoped to hear you saj it,” 
he said. She felt his heart beating 
strongly. "You love me!"
“I have loved you,” said Georgina, 
her voice stifled in Ids coat, "from the 
first day 1 saw you.”
There was a long pause.
"It is greater happiness than I 
dreamed of,” said Alexander, humbly. 
"I have not deserved it.”
Suddenlyghe released her and held 
her ut arm's length.
"One tiling neither of us sliall en­
dure. No subterfuge—no secrecy about 
this. It is too sacred. We sliall make 
it known at once. It if you I am think­
ing of. Our betrothal must lie an­
nounced,” said Alexander decisively, 
“Bnd then—”
Before there was any time for re­
flection, Fate was upon him in the 
shape of Lady Erytliea, walking ma­
jestically along the path with her lit­
tle Highland terrier at her heels. Al­
exander liulted.
"Aunt!" lie exclaimed. “Georgina— 
I—we—’’
He stopped short.
“What' on earjli is the matter with 
you?” said Lady Erythea, raising her 
ear-trumpet.
For once Alexander was at a loss 
He iiad turned very pale. Georgina 
came nobly to liis rescue.
"Alexander," she said faintly, yet 
articulately, "lias asked me to he ills 
wife.” And, witli desperate confusion, 
she added—"may 1?”
Tiie ear-truinpet clattered on tiie 
gravel. Lady Erythea gathered Geor­
gina into a triumphant embrace.
"My dear child,” she exclaimed, 
kissing Georgina warmly on both 
cheeks, “I am delighted!” Lady Ery­
thea released her and kissed Alexan­
der. "You have made me very, very 
happy. Tiie match is in every way 
Ideal. Alexander, you will have Just 
such a wife as 1 should have chosen 
for you—and I never thought you 
would have tiie sense to choose one nt 
nil. My dear Aimee, your excellent 
father, I am sure, will be as pleased 
about this as I am.”
Georgina felt her knees giving way. 
She stooped and recovered the ear- 
trumpet.
“W-would you mind not telling any­
body for Just a day or two?" she said 
desperately. "We have told you, hut 
we—I—feel—"
Lady Erythea smiled.
‘Foolish, romantic child!" she said, 
patting Georgina's cheek. "Well, well 
—we sliall see.”
She turned and disappeared towards 
tiie liouse. Tiie betrotlied couple looked 
ut eatli other. Alexander squared liis 
big shoulders. _
NEURALGIA-
131 or headache—rub fore- 
’ head, temples and back 
of neck with Vicks. Melt 
a little in a spoon and
inhale the vapors.
VICKS
> VapoRub
Over 17 Million lan Used Yearly
Infinite was vouchsafed.
For some moments she gazed, In a 
thrilled silence. Then she actually 
advanced a few steps, faltering.
“Speak!" she said, in a voice that 
quavered slightly. “Are you lie? 
Speak to me. 1 am of tiie elect. I am 
n-n-n-not afraid."
De Jussac grasped tiie situation. He 
searched his mind swifty for tiie tnot 
Juste—the speech of tiie Fourteenth 
century.
"Moult puissante dame—” he began, 
dropping reverently on one knee.
Diana, the moment the unmistak­
able voice smote upon her ear, gave 
a piercing shriek, and clasped her 
hands to her head. She swayed as 
If about to fall.
Bertrand rushed forward, and 
caught her just In time. •
"B-B-B-Bertrand!” she gasped faint­
ly.
The name, wrung from tier by stress, 
was such music iie the Vicomte's ears 
that he tore off his helmet and kissed 
her rapturously.
"Angel!'’ he cried. “Adored Diana! 
Say it again!” He made it somewhat
WHITE LABEL TEA
Our Choicest tea. A fancy tea at a popular price. One to which 
take a fancy, with tho first sip.we are sure ycu w.ii
ORANGE FEKOE or FORMOSA. (3»3)
SELECT YOUR INCUBATOR NOW
We believe these represent maximum value—maximum batching 
possibilities. Write for our 160 page ilffiatrated free catalog and 
apecial book on incubators. .
KENDALL fc WHITNEY - £,(. ZS5S - Portland. Maine.
going to tell Aunt, first Thing In the 
morning." said Aimee, witli the calm 
of despair. “And I’ve told Monsieur 
de Jussac. I simply had to tell some­
body. And everybody will know to 
morrow.”
"Rather a delicate position, Mon­
sieur le Cure—eli?” said Bertrand 
dryly, and nfft without satisfaction.
Alexander flushed to the ears and 
hung his head. He looked so ashamed 
and wretched that Aimee felt a pang 
of remorse.
"For mj'self,” he said unsteadily,
"I will face tiie exposure and the pen­
alty—fur I linve deserved it. It Is 
you, Aimee, that I should have wished 
to save. I would sacrifice myself to 
do it now, if there were any way, but 
I see none. You—and Georgina. That 
is all that matters.”
"Tiens! The true ring!” cried de 
Jussac enthusiastically. He seized Al­
exander’s hand and shook it with 
heartfelt warmth. “Never reproach 
yourself, mon ami. From first to last, 
you have acted en galaut liomme!”
"You’ve been a brick, Alexander. 
And you'd better go, and not hear any 
more—I’ll keep you out of It If I can," 
said Aimee quickly.
Alexander looked at his cousin.
"I will go, then,” he said, “on con­
dition that you return to your worn 
immediately, Aimee.”
"All right, I will.”
"Assuredly—she shall go at once! 
Till the morning then, Monsieur 1' 
Abbe, and have no fear. The danger 
sliall dissipate Itself,” said Bertrand, 
and almost forcibly he shepherded the 
liewildered Alexander out of the room. 
Bertrand darted back, and caught 
Aimee by the hands.
"He is bon enfant, the parson!" he 
cried, "all shall yet be well. But it 
is impossible to require deceit from 
him. Leave that to me! Mademoi­
selle, I am a magnificent liar!” He 
smote himself proudly on the breast. 
"You shall see how my talent—”
."But—!”
“Not a word! I shall consider It 
an honor—a privilege. It is the one 
situation in which prevarication be­
comes a virtue! Retire, then, made­
moiselle, and sleep soundly. A way 
shall be found out of this Impasse,
I pledge myself to it—foi de chevalier! 
The morning shall bring, not disaster, 
but happiness!”
Aimee was whirled out of the room, 
hardly less bewildered than Alexander. 
When she had gone upstairs. Monsieur 
De Jussac returned to the dining room.
_ | He paced the room with long strides, 
developing a series of plans that 
flashed through his brain. Some 
caused him to laugh aloud, others 
evoked a sigh.
"In this country of Puritans, 
schemes that elsewhere would glow 
like a golden mist, become impos­
sible!” he mused regretfully.
Since the eoldness of Lady Diana 
was the main difficulty, Bertrand's 
thoughts concentrated naturally upon 
her, and it Is to be feared that Aimee’s 
predicament faded into a secondary 
place. Allowances must be made for 
those swayed by the grand passion. 
Suddenly de Jussac halted among the 
I suits of mail.
“Tiens! the armor,” he said, bright­
ening, “the same of which Dia{ia 
should have told me the history, but 
declined. She shall come to it yet! 
She approves armor—she adores the 
I days of chivalry long dead.
"Lived we in those days,” cried 
i Bertrand with rising fervor, “I would 
hack my way to her favor though a 
hundred spears barred the path.” He 
struck the nearest breastplate with 
his fist. "You Sir Knight! If you 
did not pay swift homage to my lady,' 
said Bertrand, grinding his teeth, "my 
lance should crash into your midrift 
Scrognon-non-non-non-non!”
He turned to inspect the pectoral 
of another suit, beautifully engraved 
and chased with gold.
“Of French workmanship, surely— 
never of this country. The English 
are a great nation, but severe— 
severe.” He passed his hands over 
the breastplate. It detached quite 
easily from the stand. With a sud 
ilen impulse Bertrand fitted it to his 
broad chest, passing his arm through 
the thongs that had held it to the 
stand. He laughed as he caught sight 
of his reflection in a mirror.
“It becomes me a merveille! Name 
of a name! Let me envisage myself 
the conqueror of my Diana !”•
He strapped on the greaves and 
culases over his dress trousers, donned 
the gorget and, lifting down the big 
helmet, placed it over his head, abrad 
ing his nose In the process. The suit 
—it was the same which had fallen 
during the night of the burglary— 
had certainly been made for a knight 
of great stature—It fitted de Jussac 
very well.
"Magnifique!” said Bertrand. "And 
who knows—It may be the very suit 
of my ancestor! The—”
He turned slowly, uware of someone 
approaching. A tall, spectral figure, 
white and ethereal, stood In the door­
way.
It was Lady Diana, In a long girdled 
wrap trimmed with white fur. In het 
hand was a rolled up paper that tnighl 
have been a piece of music j It trem 
bled visibly. Her face, as she gazed 
at the armored figure, was as white ai 
her garments.
She controlled her nerves with 
mighty effort. If it was a spirit, il 
He Said was Indeed a splendid one. To her 
of all people, tills manifestation of tilt
difficult for her to say anything. “Say 
it—whisper it—’Bertrand 1’ All, hap­
piest of men!”
Diana struggled.
"How dare you!” she said wildly. 
“How dare you—pretend to be a 
ghost!”
"But I did not! I thought you were 
pretending to be one! Let me bear the 
blame. I love you—I was in despair— 
and put on this mail that for one mo­
ment I might imagine myself ap­
proved. Dear lady of Romance, I am 
no ghost—I own it!”
He proved it with a kiss that was* 
by no means ghostly.
“Oh!” said Diana faintly.
The mailed arms encircled her 
tightly.
"Sweetest of all earth’s treasures! 
exclaimed Bertrand. “You love me? 
You tremble—your heart beats. Say 
it! You love me!”
Suddenly she ldd her face against 
his breastplate.
“I-I-I-I do,” she whispered, hardly 
audible, “and—I should never have 
dar&l to let you tell me so.”
"Thrice blessed accident! To my un­
happy ancestor I owe my happiness! 
Ah, day of days! Diana, you will 
marry me, beloved?’’
“I suppose so. I can’t help it, now. 
Oh—Bertrand!”
"I said that armor was of no avail. 
But it has conquered !”
She glanced up at him shyly.
“I shall wear it for evermore!" said 
De Jussac rapturously. "It shall never 
be doffed, save at your orders. Diana
But my aunt!" exclaimed Diana 
suddenly, her blushes changing to pal­
lor. "If—”
She will give us tier blessing. In 
the morning—”
’But if she found out liow’It hap­
pened !” said Diana in a panic. “And 
the time—you do not know how terri­
ble Aunt can be—”
She will not know! I will put my­
self in order—I will propose to you 
again in the morning. We will an­
nounce it with all formalities." Ber­
trand was alarmed to find her almost 
collapsing; lie led her to tiie table and 
raised a goblet to her lips. "A little 
w ine, my angel! It will revive you!”
No, no!”
But yes! You are agitated. Just 
onjj- sip!"
It was impossible to deny anything 
to the conquering Bertrand. Lady Di-
gasped Bertrand.
Implore . you ! This1 
How have
voice, muffled through tiie panel. "You 
can t get out—either of you. "Cay you 
hear me?" —.
“Yes, Yes! Mademoiselle—”
"List. Within three feet of me It 
a burglar alarm,'’ said tiie voice, dia­
bolically, “I’m going to start it. Be­
fore you can turn yourselves round, the 
whole household will lie down on you 
—from Aunt Erythea to tiie pageboy. 
Especially Aunt. I'm going to count 
three. When—”
"Misericorde!”
“Mademoiselle, I
Is to return evil fur good 
we deserved—,
"I have no quarrel witli you. VI- 
comte. You’re nil right. But I've got 
you both. You'll accept my terms—”
"Anything!” panted Bertrand dis­
tractedly. “Anything—”
“Stand away from the door, then 
Get right back.”
"Yes, yes!"
Aimee applied her eye to tiie key­
hole to insure that her orders were 
obeyed. She opened the door cau­
tiously, and regarded the distressed 
pair with intense satisfaction.
"Let me lie the first to congratulate 
you!" she snid. "Vicomte, I don't 
grudge my cousin to you. You are 
welcome. DI!” continued Aimee, fixing 
Diana with a glittering eye, "I don't 
want your explanation—you cun ex­
plain the masquerade to Aunt. But I 
shall bold my tongue about you—and 
you’ll hold yours about me! I require 
your word of honor. Fur you daren't 
break it!”
"Yes!” gasped Diana feebly. “Don’t 
—don't speak so loud, Aimee—”
Aimee looked at her, and exploded 
with laughter.
"Every happiness, dear people!” she 
said, and vanished.
"Bertrand!” punted Diana, rising 
unsteadily. “Did you know anything 
of this? Do you understand—? She 
Is not tiie parlor maid—she is mv 
cousin. I cannot explain; you must 
sa.v nothing about it. Neither will she!
I Oh—let me go!” -
He caught her in Ills arms before she 
' could escape.
"My angel! In the morning, our love 
! scene all over again. I have your 
1 promise!”
"Yes!” she said, wildly. “Oh, let me 
' go!”
Lady Diana fled from the room and 
scuttled upstairs like an agitated rab- 
I bit. The Vicomte, following, blew her 
an impassioned kiss us she passed out 
of sight. Returning to tiie hall, he 
tore off liis armor in a delirium of Joy, 
and replaced it on tiie stand.
"What on earth will happen me 
said Georgina faintly.
Alexander's reply was practical, 
lifted her suddenly 
kissed her.
"1 don’t care
Bock
CHAPTER XIX—Continued 
Alexander stood before them, in a 
black dressing gown, n candle In his 
bond. He only Heeded bell and book 
to be the very Image of an abbot in 
the act of pronouncing excommunica­
tion. I»e Jussac started violently, and 
frowned. Alexander took no notice of 
him; bis eyes were fixed on Aimee.
“What does this mean?" ba said 
sternly.
"Diana's found me out, and she’s
“What Doea Thia Mean?” 
Sternly,
Wicked Laughter Convulsed Her.
ana permitted herself to Imbibe a 
little of tiie wine; it restored the color 
to her cheeks.
"And now,” said tMfe Vicomte ten­
derly, “light of my soul—”
A piercing shriek from Diana jarred 
painfully on his nerves. Bertrand 
started and spun around.
In the doorway stood the nnspeak- I 
able parlor maid, capless, her bronze 
hair flowing over her shoulders. Wick­
ed laugiiter convulsed her, her eyes 
shone with triumph.
“Bless you. my children!” said 
Aimee. “You’ve made enough row 
about it!”
De Jussac stnrted hastily towards 
her. Aimee sprang buck and closet! 
the jdoor in his face; tiie key turnet 
with a client.
Lady Diana hud sunk Inert into a 
chair.
"Stop tier—make her he quiet I’ 
panted Diana trembling. "Bertrand— 
if my aunt—”
"Open!” hissed Bertrand, rattling 
the handle.
“Leave the door alone!” said Aimee's
CHAPTER xx
Two Pair.
Lady Erytliea beamed. It seems an 
impossible tenp to apply to tlmt aus­
tere countenance. But It was so. 
When Georgina entered tiie drawing 
room at noon—after nearly twenty- 
four hours exile in her bedroom—she 
found her alleged aunt as near to 
beaming us her fentures permitted.
"I am glad you have recovered from 
your temporary indisposition, my dear 
Aimee,” she said amiably. "During 
your absence an event lias occurred, 
both romantic and desirable. How sel­
dom tiie two things go together!”
“Indeed! What is it?”
"Your cousin Diana and Monsieur de 
Jussac are about to contract an alli­
ance. They became engaged tills morn­
ing."
“How perfectly deliglitful!” breathed 
Georgina, after a pause of dramatic as­
tonishment. "I am sure you are 
pleased—Aunt?”
“Indeed I am. I have not concealed 
from you my desire that this very 
thing should come about. It is tiie 
more satisfactory, because only last 
night I quite despaired of It, and enmP 
to regard it as hopeless. But Monsieur 
de Jussac’s solt lias prospered amaz­
ingly; it appears that Diana, as I sus­
pected, 1ms for some time since been 
far from indifferent to him. I am de­
lighted that I gave them tiie oppor­
tunity. Only two hours nfter break­
fast the Vicomte, with ills customary 
inipetiiousness. brought Diana to me 
and begged for my consent. 1 need 
not say that I gave It gladly."
Georgina escaped into the garden.
' It is possible that Aimee was right 
when she said that all women are 
natural actresses in time of need. 
Georgina's assumption of astonishment 
ut hearing l.ndy Erythen's news was 
wholly assumed, and not assumed 
badly. Tim announcement was, in fact, 
no news at all to her.
Having an excellent seuse of direc­
tion, Georgina soon discovered Mr. Al­
exander Laiqhe walking on the shel­
tered paths of tiie old yew garden be­
yond tiie chupel-ut-ease. He looked 
1 quite ns relieved as Georgina. And Ins 
eyeo lit up wonderfully when he saw 
, her. He hurried forward to meet tier, 
i "Mr. Lambe—1" exclaimed Georgina.
Mr. Lambe liulted, and lobked deeply 
pained.
“Have I offended you?” lie said nl- 
1 most wistfully. “I thought you gave 
I mo permission—” ,
> "Alexander," murmured Georgina, 
1 flushing very attractively.
“Tlmt is better.” said Mr. Lambe, 
; regarding tier witli grateful eves. 
“Have you seen your cousin?"
“Yes,” said Georgina pathetically. 
"Aimee came into my room very early 
tills morning: she told me tiie dreadful
1 t( wn. will regret to hear of hei; death.
I vilirli o cill'l l li Feb. ID. :U the home of 
I cr son George II. .Macomber. Augusta.
Joan Can oil WAS confined to the 
house -••v.-.ul days ast week with 
grippe. ' ,t._ .
EAST WASHINGTON
W. W. Light is seiitnrsty ill with 
p; i.monia. llrs.'Pierpont of Washing- 
1 1 and Hadley of Union were called 
in consultation regarding- the casfe last 
Wednesday.
S T. Overlook of South Liberty vis- 
in .1 Allen Ripley Wednesday or last
week.
Mrs. Nettie Linscott of Medomak 
(’ imp Farm was the guest Thursday ot 
her son Harold in Uurkettville. ‘
Mr. and -Mrs. Chas. Overlook were in 
1 iherty las'. Wednesday to visit Horace 
Nash who is in failing health.
lil niche Rokes of North- BurKfettville 
wen here last week caring for her fa- 
ther, W. W. Light. *
Dr. Hadley of Union was a caller 
professionally in this plage Wednes­
day.
W. XI. Prescott has been cutting and 
'milling wood thus‘weeR for Mrs. R. R. 
Fiikeforth of Liberty".**
Xlrs. Clara Overlock closed an eight 
week tern of school at Soutij Liberty 
l'.li. 2. Although the weather and 
traveling this winter Have been very 
Iiad there has been only two days that 
have been too bad for either teacher or 
pupils. . . ,
Clias. Oyerdocl; ’wdtV'iiF’BurjilkttviUe 
Thursday After hay for Allen Ripley.'
Harriett, little daughter ,ot My. and
jXIis. Allen Ripley, is ill witji the influ­
enza.
He Kissed Her Again.
And lie kissed hernounced Alexander 
again.
(To Be Continued)
WASHINGTON
of FThe women’s division 
Bureau held an aii day meeting at 
Masonic building Feb. ID. There were 
nine present and much interest mani­
fested in the making of dress far.ns. 
Three were completed at a cost of only 
D5c each. At the business meeting th< 
following officers were re-ele-ted for 
the year: chairman, Xlrs. Arthur 
!.iigh«". sicrelary, .Mis. W. F. Ila' h:
othiiig Xlrs. W. XI. Staples: f . ,.l =, 
Xlrs. Sidney Humes: Imusithi.ld man­
agement, Xlrs. Clarence Creamer. The 
next meeting will lie an all-day meet­
ing XIar h 5. subject, foods.
Evening Star Grange mi t In regular 
session Feb. 10. There were 45 present. 
Tiie Third ar.d fourth degrees were 
ernferred oh two candidates. An in­
teresting program in honor of the 
birthday of Abraham Uncoln was car­
ried nut and refreshments were served.
W. W. Light, who lias been very ill 
is slightly improved.
The many friends of Xlrs. John XI,c-
SO5JTH LIBERTY
The sch ol in this place taught by 
Xlrs. C!ai Overlook of Washington 
(•!• -ed Feb. 2, after a. aia-ceasful term 
of tight weeks. Although this winter 
has been had for any child to get to 
<. !iool and especially the children in 
this place who have to come-long dis- 
the attendance has lieen ex- 
c ilent for the entire term. Those not 
a).sent or tardy were: Crvstabel 
Fuller, Howard Leigher. XIarita 
Li igher Rita Flanders. Elwin Fitch, 
Xlerle Overlock, Lena Ripley, Viola 
Ripley, Frances Pierpont, and Sylvia 
Pierpont. Amy Prescott. ' Gertrude 
Prescott and Arabet SUkeforth were 
alo-at only one day. A treat was fur- 
iii icl for tiie “last day.” 'and prizes 
will i>e given at the end of the school 
ye: r in June to those who are neither
absent or tardy for the year. 7
PALERMO
Xlrs.Xlrs. Edith Grady visited 
Margie Norton Wednesday. .
Xtrs. Wales Howard has Joined her 
husband in Boston lor an indefinite 
stay. ,
Will Grady is harvesting his ice.
Mrs. Amelia Bradstreet was called to 
XIontviile Thursday on account of tho 
serious illness of her son's wife.
Xir. and Xlrs. Fred Norton visited
cember of Augusta, a nativ - of this' relatives in South Liberty Thursday.
SOLD EVERYWHERE jRyzon
BAKING POWDER
you use /e$s
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HOW TO RAISE 
BABY CHICKS
z
gTT The right care and the right Feed is a combi- 
□J nation that cannot be beaten. Try it and see.
' T t.
Do not feed chicks until 48 hours old. Start on WIRTH- 
MORE BUTTERMILK BABY CHICK FOOD. Feed 
it dry on a clean board or in low chick hoppers. Keep it be­
fore them 30 minutes in forenoon and 30 minutes in afternoon. 
A small amount of Wirthmore Chick Feed (Fine chick scratch) 
should be fed at noon. This is for first day’s feeding. Com­
plete Feeding Chart mailed Free on request,
Don’t overheat or chill chicks. Keep temperature of hover at 100 de­
grees: of house as near 65 degrees as possible. Take chill off water or 
milk. Provide grit and charcoal. Furnish sufficient litter for exercise. 
Get chicks outdoors as soon as weather will permit.
The Wirthmore System
INSURES POULTRY SUCCESS
Many other important details space will not permit mentioning here are explained io the 
Free Wirthmore Poultry Book. Write for 
it now.
ST. ALBANS GRAIN CO.
Manufacturers St Albans. Vt.
CHAS. M. COX CO.
Wholesale Distributors Boston, Mass.
Those small ids in The Courier- 
Jazette are read by every body. Thar, 
ia why they a.e so popular and 
effective.
Yr^IOGENES Looked For an 
L II)) Honest Man. If He Had I' 
” /yy Been 'Wise Enough to;:
Advertise He Could •’ 
: Have Sat Still and Waited For 11 
; Honest Men to Come to Him. ;
■H ♦ I I I I 11 1111 -t-l-t-H 1 l-l H-V
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DIVIDED HONORS
Rockport Boys Defeat Thom­
aston, But Crippled Girls’ 
Team Falls By Wayside.
Rockport 33, Thomaston 19
Thomaston High was defeated 14 
points by Rockport High in a basket­
ball game at the Camden Y. M. C. A. 
Friday night.
BaAlett gdt'the first basket for Rock- 
port and that team maintained its lead 
through the whole game, except for 
two brief instances. .At. the end of the 
first half the score was a tie, 14 to 14; 
but during every minute of the second 
half Rockports superior passing a:id 
shooting were clearly evident to the 
spectators. Lindeey was unable to 
finish the third qurater due to an acci­
dent. but played again in the last quar­
ter. The score;
Roclcpor^ 33 Goals Fouls Pts. 
Fr.rrow rf 1st half... 10 2
McKlriney rf 2d half. 1 0 2
Tibbetts If .......... . .V 8 2 14
I’artlett c 1st half... 2 0 4
Fryant e 2d half.... 3 3 9
Auspland rg ......... 1 0 2
McKinney Ig 1st half 0 0 0
Fartlett lg 2d half... 0 0 0
14 | 33
Thomaston 19
I.inaasy rf 1st half.. 0 0 0
Condon rf 2d half.t I 0 2
Feehan If ................. 4 4 12
Frown c ........... 2 1 5
Newbert rg 0 0 0
Mitchell lg ................  0 0 0
7 5 19
Time, four 10-mlnute periods. Ref­
eree Wotton of Rockland.
Thomaston 20, Rockport 7
In the girls’ game, Rockport was de­
feated by 13 points. (Who says 13 isn’t 
unlucky?)
Three members of the Rockport team 
were ill. which caused the game to be 
played without the customary side- 
centers; also two positions were filled 
1 v substitutes. The girls expect better 
kick when they play the return game 
at Thomaston with their full team, 
(nrbran "ftarrqd. for Thomaston and 
Welt for Rockport. The score;
Thomaston—20 Goals Fouls Pts.
Cochran rf ......... 7 0 14
Cir.e If ...................... I 0 2
Dunbar c ...'.. i.... 0 0 o
Thorndike rg 1st half 0 0 o
Pavla rg 2d half......... 0 0 o
Kellar lg ........... 0 4 4
8 4 20
Rockport—7
Welt rf .....................  3 1
McRae If 0 0 0
Biann c ........... 0 0 0
( rockett rg 0 0 0
I'oucette lg . ,7, . 0 0 0
3 1 7
Time, four eight-minute periods. 
Referee, Wotton of Thomaston.
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Irving Bailey and Miss Edna M 
Young were in Rockland Friday.
Mrs. J. H. Lovell was in Newcastle 
Friday where she was the guest of Mrs. 
Ralph Foster.
Philip Weston has recovered suffi­
ciently from his serious operation to 
be able to play out of doors a short 
time.
Kay Creamer of Portland was the 
guest of his mother, Mrs. Henrietta 
Creamer for the weekend.
Ralph Morse was in Rockland Sat­
urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl of Bremen 
attended the Masonic installation here 
last week.
Miss Grace Walker, who has been the 
guest of Mrs. W. A. White, returned to 
Warren Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Smith were 
in Rockland Friday.
Mrs. Emily Baker came home from 
Toriland Saturday and will remain 
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alphon- 
so Larrabee the remainder of the win­
ter.
Stacy L. Keizer has returned from 
ti e Knox Hospital Rockland, much im­
proved In health.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Nash were in 
Rockland fast weejt.
Mrs. Dina Id Perry left for Woon­
socket, R. 1., Monday, where she was 
called by the illness of her father.
The Whist Club was entertained by 
Mrs. Maynard H. Kuhn Friday evening 
Eleven members and one guest, Mrs. M. 
Louise Miller, were present. The prizes 
went to Mrs. Boggs and Mrs. Miller. 
Tills weeks meeting is with Mrs. Had- 
Ry H. Kuhn.
McMillan’s famous Eskimo dogs at­
tracted much attention on the street 
here Saturday afternoon. They were 
enroute from BootiibSy Harbor to 
Rockland, where they will be exhibited 
at the Rood Fair. They passed the 
night here and left Sunday morning for 
their destination. __
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde 
Hilton died Thursday. The child, who 
was only two weeks old, was stricken 
with pneumonia. ,
The senior class, W. H. S., are re­
hearsing for the annual -school play 
which wifi he given early in March. 
There are nine characters in the play 
which is a comedy-drama and Is said 
tc be very amusing. Harold F. Gon­
zales, sub-master has the affair in 
charge.
APPLETON
The Ow1 Club was largely attended 
on Thursday evening.
Some of our local fishermen have got 
seme good strings of pickerel through 
the ice of late.
Our new principal for the High 
School is doing splendid work and is 
proving himself a gentleman of high 
type.
George Gushee Is boarding at Bert 
Mltch«l’s. . . „ ,
Mr. Maynard of Belfast was at Will 
Miller’Wlast week.
Ambrose Fisij is going away for an 
Indefinite stay.
The many friends of T. F. Wads­
worth are glad to hear of improvement 
in bin illneas of pneumohia.
At the business meeting of thechur-h 
a Committee of seven ladles of the cir­
cle was appointed to try to secure a 
•at tied pastor. The church voted to ac- 
<*pt on trial any candidate whom Dr. 
Mower would recommend and whom 
the convention wouht help support. 
This Is a good opening for the right man 
or wdman. A fine parsonage will he 
ready soon.
MARTINSVILLE
Mrs. C. E. Freeman took dinner with 
Mrs. <3. N. BachClder last week.
Mrs. Alice* Mason and Mrs. C. E. 
Freeman called on ^Irs. Mary Gardner 
h.st uieek,,
Mrs. H. A. Balano is spending a few 
vzeakg with her daughter, Mrs. C. E. 
Freeman.
• T N THE space of a few generations we have traveled 
* far from the self-sufficiency with which each family 
spun its own yarn, made its own soap, and wove its own 
cloth.
Today we each give a specialized service to the com­
munity, and depend on manufacturers, merchants, 
professional men and specialists for every kind of 
service or commodity we may need.
In line with this progress, the service of the modern 
funeral director not only includes the obvious duties of 
the undertaker but extends itself to some sixty or 
seventy details that require from a half minute’s to a 
half day’s time.
The fact that the great majority of the services are 
performed so unobtrusively that tamily and friends 
•carcely realize that they have to be done indicates the 
skid, sympathy, and completeness with 
which they are accomplished.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com­
pany from a copyrighted message which appeared tn The 
Saturday Evening Tost of June j, 1922.
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers Since 1849
Ni|b1 Telephone 781 -W ROCKLAND. Day Telephone 450.
Rffijnen Border. Symbol of the End. the Bunt-Out Candle.
 Jdessagt number ten. Copyrighted 1922 C. C. Co.
ROCKPORT
Mrs. George Lone left Saturday for 
Medford, Mass., where she was called 
by the Illness of her daughter, Miss 
Beulah Lane.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll and son 
Howard were guests of Mrs, Carroll’s 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney An­
drews, in West Rockport, Sunday.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M, E. church 
will be entertained Thursday afternoon 
by Mrs. Genie Simmons and Mrs. 
Mabel Withee at their home on Me­
chanic street. A picnic supper will he 
served at which their husbands will be 
guests.
Mrs. E. C. St. Clair has been con­
fined to her home by illness the past 
week.
Miss Winnie Fitch and Miss Leila 
Green of Rockland were guests of Miss 
Mildred Robinson Sunday.
Mrs. Mabel Crone and son Alton 
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Crone’s 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin II. 
Paul.
Mrs Hattie Scott is 111 at the home of 
her sister. Mrs. Delora Morrill.
The W. R. Corps will celebrate Lin­
coln’s and Washington’s birthdays 
Tuesday evening at the G. A. R. hall. 
A program appropriate to the occasion 
will lie given and supper will be serv­
ed. Each member is privileged to in­
vite a guest.
Senior Class R. II. S. will give the 
play "Safety First” in Hope, Friday 
evening Feb. 16.
Mrs. A. T. Carroll was in Warren 
Sunday to attend the funeral of Mrs. 
Stanford Watts.
There will be a masquerade ball at 
Community hall, Simonton, Wednes­
day evening. Feb. 14. Music by Dean’s 
orchestra.
Capt. Ernest Torrey who has been in 
command of U. S. Steamship "West 
Hardaway" has recently been Pro­
moted to a larger and faster steam­
ship, "Maiden Creek” and is sailing 
from Mobile, Ala, with a cargo of lum­
ber and flour for Hartlepool, England 
and Aberdeen, Scotland. Capt. Tor­
rey’s Rockport friends congratulate 
him on his success.
The Twentieth Century- Club will be 
entertained Friday afternoon at the 
home of Mrs. E. O. Patterson, Ams- 
bury Hill.
Carleton Davis is tearing down the 
old Shepherd building which for many- 
years was occupied by S. E. & H. L. 
Shepherd and where they carried on 
extensive business.
• • • •
One of the most enjoyable meetings 
of the Twentieth Century Club was 
held Friday afternoon at the home of 
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth. It was an 
afternoon with' Robert Burns. Rev- 
Andrew Young gave a sketch of his 
own life in Scotland and some of the 
customs of the country and a short 
sketch of the life of Robert Burns, fol­
lowed by the reading of several short 
poems and the singing of Scotch bal­
lads, accompanied by Mrs. Young. De­
licious refreshments of chicken and 
caviare sandwiches, cake and tea 
were served. The interesting program 
and hospitality of the hostess were 
much enjoyed.
The Meservey-Nutt Minstrels played 
at Penobscot View Grange hail, Fri­
day evening to a large audience and 
gave a most pleasing program. The 
cast under the directiolh^f Mrs. Minnie 
Wellman, included Walter Nutt, Wil­
bert Meservey, Minnie Weilman, 
Blanche. Cody, George Miller, Kenneth 
Wing. William Monroe, Harold Rey­
nolds. George Heath, Wiley Philhrook, 
Etta Cody, Mildred Carleton. Hazel 
Clayter, Ethel Dailey-. Robert Nutt as 
interlocutor performed his part with 
ease and credit. The end men, Wilbert 
Meservey and Walter Nutt assisted by- 
Mrs. Minnie Wellman and Miss 
Blanche Cody were good in their parts. 
The program included songs by Wil­
bert Meservey, Walter Nutt, George 
Heath. William Monroe and George 
Miller and trio by Messrs. Heath, Rey­
nolds and Wing were all catchy and 
well rendered. Selections by Mrs. Etta 
Cody and Miss Blanche Cody were 
much enjoyed and the duet by Miss 
Hazel Clayter and Miss Cody was a 
pleasing number In the olio were 
songs by Mrs Cody and Miss Cody, se­
lections by Kenneth Wing; duet, Wil­
bert Meservey and Walter Nutt and a 
monologue by Wiley Philbrook. Mrs. 
Elizabeth Coombs'was the pianist and 
performed the important part in a 
creditable manner. Excellent music 
was furnished during the evening and 
for the dance which followed by Mars­
ton’s orchestra of Rockland.
Men’s Outing Flannel Nightshirts, 
$1.50, this sale 98c.
Men’s Heavy Leather High Top 
Rubbers. $3.98, this sale price, $3.25.
Men’s Heavy Fleece Lined Under­
wear, all sizes. Regular price $1, this 
sale, 75c.
Just arrived, Lino Floor Oilcloth, 
short lengths, regular price 65c, this 
sale, 35c
Ladies’ Heavy Outing Flannel Night­
dresses, $1.50, this sale, 98c.
Full line Children’s Gingham Dresses, 
all sizes, hartf price.
Boys’ and Girls' Fancy- Golf Hose, 
regular $1, sale price 79c.
Children's Fleece Underwear. Reg­
ular <5e value, sale priae, 49c.
Boys’ Union Suits,) Heavy Fleece
Lined, regular $1.25 value, now 89c. 
Ladies’ Long Woolen Golf Gloves.
regular $1, sale price, 49c.
Ladies' and Children's New Spring
Hats, Trimmed, direct from New York 
Get our prices.
Men’s Heavy Sweaters. $4 value, this 
sale $2.75.
36-inch Outing Flannel, regular 26( 
value, sale price 18c.
Men’s Caps, regular value $3 and $2 
sale price. $1 and $1.48.
Men’s All-Wool Hose, 75c value, 59c 
GEORGE R. DEERING CO.. Rockport.
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CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Moore of 
Rockland are guests of Mr. and Mrs 
L. S. Miller. .
Mr. and Mrs: Charles Robishuw of 
Rockland were guests of Mr. and Mrs 
-B. B. Robinson last week.
Miss Muriel Berry of Rockland vis­
ited her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs 
W. H. Morse recently.
Mrs. Helena Sullivan is suffering 
from rheumatism.
Capt. F. L. Maloney took dinner re­
cently with his mother, Mrs. C. F. 
Maloney who is living with her son, 
Ell, this winter. Although Mrs. Ma­
loney passed her 85th milestone, Jan. 
18. she has not forgotten the art of 
cooking and helped prepare the meal 
Her molasses cookies art still the envy 
of many of the younger women, and 
the delight of the children.
Andrew Breen was the guest of 
friends at Port Clyde recently.
John Qlson still remains in very- 
poor health, being confined to his honu 
almost constantly with rheumatism.
Miss Ruth E. Chase of Richmond is 
visiting at W. E. Hall’s. «
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Davis and son 
Harlan were guests of her parents. Mr 
and Mrs. Laureston Creamer recently.
Mrs. Ina Crute slipped on the top 
stair descending to the cellar recently, 
falling into the cellar. She is out now 
but still very- uncomfortable.
Thursday forenoon. Feb. 8. the glass 
registered lfi degrees below at this 
place.
Several from this place attended the 
entertainment at the Pleasant Pqint 
schoolhouse Thursday evening.
After
Every
Meal
WRIGLEYS
UH The Great American Sweetmeat
The new
P. K.
it a doable 
,r*at~ 
peppermint- 
flavored’— 
candy '' *
Jacketed
TheFlavor
L-a-s-t-s
VINALHAVEN
Wednesday evening, Feb. 7 the 
Five Aces proved too fast for V. H. 
S. in the basketball game at the 
Armory. Yinalhaven High missed 
Raymond the star center. J. Smith 
played for the High School as guard. 
The score:
The Five Aces
Goals Fouls Pts.
Burns rf ............’.................. 3 0 6
L. Arey, If ............................. 4 0 8
W. Chilles, e I_____  2 0 4
F. Chilles, lg......................... 0 0 0
Drey, rg ................................. 2 0 4
22
V. H. S.
Goals Fouls Pts.
.1 Smith, lg .............................. 0 0 0
Snow, rg.................................. 0 0 0
Poole, c ............................. 0 0 0
H. Arey, If ............................. 1 0 2
Trefey, rf .............................. 3 1 7
Nelson, c .................•............ 0 0 0
Sanborn, rg ......................... 0 0 0
Seliger, rf ............................. 0 0 0
Gilchrist, if ......................... 0 0 0
1 9
Miss Faye Coburn recently enter­
tained the "Owls" at her home. 
Luncheon was served.
Mrs. Lafayette Smith entertained 
the Washington Club Saturday even­
ing. Supper was served.
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett entertained 
friends Thursday evening in honor of 
her birthday. Master Edward White 
was the honored gu-est, as his birthday 
comes on the same date. One of the 
features of the evening was the ex­
changing of gifts which caused much 
merriment. Punch and fancy cookies 
were served early in the evening. 
Music was enjoyed after which ice 
cream and cake were served. Those 
present were; Mrs. “M. P. Smith, Miss 
Rlanche Hamilton. Miss Faye Coburn. 
Mrs. Lora Hardison. Mrs C. S. Web­
ster. Mis. C. 1*. Unman, Mrs. C. S. 
Roberts. Miss Muriel Black. Mrs Wil­
liam Lawry, Master Edward White.
Don't forget that the Ladies' Aux­
iliary will serve a dinner at the G. A. 
R. rooms on Town meeting day.
William Lawry gave a dancing party 
at tile A-.mory Saturday evening, Feb 
ID. Music by the Knickerbockers.
Mrs. Fred deary entertained the 
Dumb Belles Wednesday evening. The 
next meeting wi'.l be at the home of 
Mildred Robinson. The officers of (he 
club are: President, Evelyn Chilles; 
vice president, Edythe Libhy; secre­
tary, Thelma Mullen; treasurer, Polly- 
Wood.
Tuesday evening a shower party was 
given Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Malstrum 
by Mrs. Susie Philhrook and Mrs. 
Bertha Mills at the home of the 
former. About 30 were present and 
spent a most delightful evening. The 
brhle and groom were recipients of 
many useful and beautiful gifts.
Oliver Sheay was called this week 
to Rockport Mass., by death of his 
brother.
MONHEGAN
Cloudin Wincapaw, one of our oldest 
residents, died- very suddenly from a 
'shock Thursday night. A brief prayer 
service was held at the home Sunday 
afternoon, conducted by George E. 
Smith. The body was takenTo the re­
ceiving tomb in Boothhay Harbor, until 
spring when it will be buried in the 
family lot in Bremen.
Hill Dane was in town last week har­
vesting his ice. About 100 tons was 
cut.
Mrs. Frank Richardson and little son 
of Rockland are visiting her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw.
Mrs. Clark and Miss Florence Clark 
of Worcester were in town last week, 
called here by the death of Cloudin 
Wincapaw.
Miss Henrietta Bennett of Boothhay 
Harbor is working for Mrs. John Field.
Raymond Chadwick was in Boothhay 
Harbor Thursday.
The Great American Sweetmeat
Top off your meals with 
WRIGLEY’S and dive your 
stomach a lift.
It aids digestion —It 
provides the “bit of sweet'* 
in beneficial form.
Helps to cleanse the 
teeth and keep them 
healthy.
WRIGLEY’S pays very 
big dividends on a very 
small investment.
It’s the best chewind dum 
that can be made and It 
comes wax-wrapped to keep
it in dood condition.
Cottage STONINGTON
Thursday evening Rockland Rebekah 
Lodge held a special meeting, for the 
purpose of initiation. The degree was 
conferred upon seven candidates, 
r.aiuely, Cecile Hendrick. Doris Grey, 
Alda Goss, Muriel Sellers, Phenie 
Hutchinson, Elmer Merchant, and 
George Gross. After the work, refresh­
ments were served and a social hour 
spent with jokes and games.
‘for that
COUGHS
The Well Constructed Hotbed Is the "Key io the S.luat on" in Pi-ooucing 
the Best Vegetable and Flowering Plants. The Coldframe Serves as the 
Developer.
TO BUILD HOTBED 
AND A COLD FRAME
Pit With Fresh Manure Required 
for One; No Artificial Heat 
for Other.
Window boxes will serve for starting 
early plants for the very small garden, 
but where a considerable number of to­
mato, cabbage and other plants of this 
character are wanted, it is a good plan 
to make a small hotbed xuud later a 
cold frame for the care of the plants. 
Hotbeds may be constructed in tw» vr 
three ways, points out the United 
States Department of Agriculture. One 
way is to dig out a pit, which is either 
walled up with brick, cement or with 
hoards, and till this pit with eight to 
fourteen inches of fresh horse manure 
to supply the heat; over the manure 
is placed five or six inches of fine loam 
soil, and over this a sash or a heavy 
muslin cover to keep out the cold.
Another method is to build a small 
flue underneath the hotbed and pro­
vide heat by btlfning wood or some
i > ■
? Mi;
The Cold Frame.
other kind of fuel in this flue. In a few 
cases where the hotbed can be located 
along one side of the house it can be 
heated with hot water from the hot 
water heating plant of the dwelling. 
Oil heaters are sometimes used for 
heating hotbeds, but in case these are 
used, or If gas Is employed, a pipe or 
ventilation should he attached to the 
heater, so that the gases formed by 
the combustion of the fuel do not get 
Into the hotbed. The simplest and best 
hotbed Is the one attached to the 
dwelling and heated from the furnace 
or hot water heater of the dwelling.
In making up a inanure-heated hot­
bed it is desirable to secure the manure 
about two weeks In advance of the 
time that It Is needed, pile it In a 
rallier flat pile and turn It over a time 
or two to start it lienting uniformly. 
In placing It in the hotbed pit It should 
not he thrown in large masses, hut 
shaken out uniformly and then tramped 
so as to form a compact bed, covering 
the entire space. If the manure Is very 
dry a little water should be added, so 
that it will produce heat without be­
coming funged or burnt. The soli 
should be put over the manure imme­
diately, but no seeds should be sown 
for a few days, as the temperature of 
the bed Is liable to run very high in 
from three to five days after the bed is 
made. The best method Is to bury the 
bulb of the thermometer about three 
Inches deep In the soil and note the 
temperature from time to time, not 
planting any seeds until after the tem­
perature lias fallen below 85 degrees. 
A hotbed, like the plant box, requires 
especial care In watering; if too much 
water is applied the small plants are 
almost certain to “damp off" at the 
surface of the ground. Ventilation Is 
also very Important, and while the 
cover should not be left off when the 
plants would become chilled or he bad­
ly blown by the wind, yet proper ven­
tilation Insures sturdy plants and in a 
measure prevents dumping.
Cold frames are just like hotbeds, 
except tliut no heat Is provided. The 
object of the cold frame Is to provide 
space for. transplanting the plants 
grown hi a window box or in a hotbed 
A combination of window box and cold 
frame Is a good thing account of the 
difficulty in providing heat for the hot 
bed. The plants can be started hi the 
window box ami, by transplanting Into 
the cold frame and keeping it tlior 
oiigldy covered with old carpet, mat
LOYAL PROTECTIVE INSURANCE CO. 
Boston, Mass.
ASSETS DEC 31, 1022
Stocks and BondH ...................... $544 421 00
Cush in Office and Bank ......... 201.SU9 to
Interest and Kynis .................... 6,535 22
Gross Assets .......................... $752,825 38
Admitted .................................. $752,825 38
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1922
Net Unpaid Lasses .................. $162,000 00
Unearned Premiums ................. 195.802 72
All other Liabilities .................. 23,727 03
Cash Capital .............................. 100,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 271.295 68
Total LLiOllities and Surplus.. $752,825 38
16-19-22
ting, leaves, straw or something of 
that sort during the cold nights the 
most tender plants cun be carried 
along and grown to considerable slxe 
for setting In the garden.
The plants cull either be set directly 
in the soil of the cold frame, which 
should always be sifted and fairly well 
fertilized, or they can be transplanted 
into trays with paper bands, or wood­
en bands, or into pots, If available, and 
these simply set iu the cold frame. 
While pot-grown plants are desirable, 
very good results can be secured by 
simply spacing the plants in the soli 
of the cold frame at distances of four 
or five inches for tomatoes, peppers 
and eggplants, and about two or three 
inches apart for lettuce and small 
crops. Melons, cucumbers, beans and 
corn may all be started In the cold 
frame, using berry boxes or wooden or 
paper bands for holding the soil. The 
berry boxes or plant bands should al­
ways he removed when setting tin- 
plants in the open ground.
PREPARING EARTH 
FOR SMALL FLATS
Plenty of Pebbles or Rough, Fi­
brous Soil Necessary; Leaf 
Mold at the Top.
Perhaps for a majority of home gar­
deners the cigar box or "flat" In a 
south window answers the purpose of a 
hotbed or cold frame. It Is a thorough­
ly-tried and tested device of century- 
long use.
If boxes have not been stored In ad 
vance with a supply of earth, it will be 
necessary to acquire them and to go 
out wilh a pickax or mattock and pry 
loose some frozen clods of earth to 
place In the cellar to thaw.
Plenty of pebbles, broken flower 
pots, crockery or rough fibrous earth 
should he at hand to provide drainage, 
for good drainage is one of the secrets 
in indoor boxes. Bore holes in the 
bottom of the box. Over these scatter 
the pebbles or pot shreds and upon this 
place the courser soil. The surface 
soil must he sifted carefully through 
a sieve, leveled down and firmed. The 
soil used here must he leaf mold or 
Its equivalent in texture.
Plant the seeds In rows, crosswise 
of the box. Broadcast sowing In win­
dow boxes is wasteful. A large por­
tion of the plants are destroyed In wa­
tering and transplanting, and often 
they are so thick they never have a 
fair chance to develop.
A cloth over the surface of the soil, 
or better still, a pane of glass, will
Sift the Earth to Be Used In Starting
Seeds in Pots or Flats. It Is Easily
Done and Well Worth the Effort.
keep a more even temperature and re­
tard evaporation. The cloth must be 
removed with tlie first sign of germina­
tion and the glass should be^ifted and 
the moisture which has- condensed 
upon it wiped off from time to time.
Care in watering should be exer­
cised, as careless sprinkling will wash 
seeds out of the ground and uproot 
newly germinated /little plants. A fine 
spray or sprinkling with a whisk broom 
or a similar article Is the best way 
The boxes should never be soaked af 
ter germination starts, but Just kept 
moist
THE 6MALL GARDEN
No space Is too small to grow some­
thing for the table. A space as small 
as five feet square will furnish to­
matoes, lettuce and radishes.
fhis Paper Prints ALL the 
News ALL the Time.
Its Readers Have Confidence 
In the Matter Appearing In Its 
Columns. Gain the Advantage 
of This Confidence by Advertising 
Your Business In It
Pleasant to take 
Childrenlike
Tiles full-tlll May -27
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
a Eastern Standaru Tih.e I
* Twains Lemve Rockland fou
Augusta. A {".H) a. hi. 17.30a. m., il.lOp. tn. 
B uigor. A J7.0J a. m. 17.30a. in., 11.10 p.m. 
Buth AjI7.OOa.ni., |7.30 a. in.. Il.lOp m.
t5 30 p. m.
Uostun Aj7.00a.ni., 17.30 a. in.. 11. 10 p.m. 
Brunswick AJ7.00 a. in., 17.30 a. in., ll.ld
p. in . t5 30 p. m..
Lewiston. A f7.00 a. m. 17.30 a.in., 11.10 p m. 
New York tl.lOp.4n.
Portland. A{7.00 a. ni , t’. lOa.m., 11.10 p.m., 
15 30 p ir..
Waterville A§7.00a m , *7.30a.m. 11.10p.m. 
Woolwich. J7.00a. m., 17.30 a. in., tl.10 p. m..
15.30 p. in.
1 Daily, except Sunday f Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool­
wich ami Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS, M. I.. HARRIS. 
9-24-22 V. I*. 2k Gen'l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt.
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED 
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE 
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays st 
1.00 I* M for Boston.
Return Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays 
it 5.00 I' M Leave Rockland Wednesdays end 
Saturdays at 5 00 A M ; Camden 5 45 A. M.; 
Belfast 7 15 A M.; Bucksport 0 00 A. M ; 
lue Winterport 9.30 A. M
Return -Leave Winterport Mondays and 
Phursdoys at 10 00 A M. for Boston and way 
landings, due the fallowing warning about 
(.00 A M
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES 
BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A M for 
Vor’h Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor, 
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har- 
•or 11 A. M
Realm— Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays st 8 00 
V M for Rockland and way landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for 
>ark Harbor, Eggemoggin, South Brooksville 
4argentvllle, Deer Isle, llrooklln. South Blue- 
illl, due Blueliill 11.45 A M
Return—Leave Blueliill Mondays at 8 00 A. 
4. for Rockland and way landings
At B.'Ston connection is made via the Met- 
-opolltan Line express rrelght steamers for 
\’ew York and points South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE 
Portland-New York Freight Sendee
Direct Freight Service between Portland and 
<ew York is resumed from the New State 
diet, Portland, Me.
Through rales and direct track conne.tlooo 
vlth Maine Central and Grand Trunk Hall­
oa da
F. S SnERMAN, Supt . Rockland. Maine.
R S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine
Vinalhaven & Rockland 
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT 
(Subject to changa without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swan's Island daily except Sundays 
it 5 30 A. M for Stonington, North Haven, 
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M., for 
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and 
Swan's Island.
W S WHITE,
General Manager.
Rockland, Maine. Jan’y 6. 1923
Professional & Business Cards
Ors. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE 
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M. 
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT 
Telephone 136
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON 
Office Houre: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M. 
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment 
Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 140
H. V. TWEED1E, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye; 
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET 
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M. 
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J 
Office Telephone 493-W
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PHC.
JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLEE DKUG AND SUNDRY 
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO 
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. 0E-
' VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN­
LARGING.
370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon 
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR 
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND 
Telephone 123
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos 
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co,
$17 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND, Z.E.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav 
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE 
. 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. 
Telephones—Office 468. House 603-W
EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
COR. 'TILLSON AVE. and MAIN FT.
L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
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CAMDEN
The regular meeting of Maiden Cliff 
Rebekah Ixxlge will he held on Wed­
nesday evening. A musical program 
has lteen arranged and refreshments
ill be served.
The annual Business Men’s ball will 
>e held in ihe Opera House this Tues- 
iy evening.
Capt. J. Arthur Wagner left this 
rek for Florida.
Ilr. H. G. Page is spending a few 
Jays in Lynn. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. 1). O. Stahl of North 
Waldoboro are guests of their son. 
Ralph M. Stahl.
A. F. Prince left Monday for Boston 
on a business trill.
SEGUIN LIGHT
THOMASTON
Miss Annie Shrader arrived from 
Beverly, Mass., Sunday morning, called 
here hy the death of Miss Mary E. 
Jones.
The World Wide Guild will meet Fri­
day evening at the home of Miss Har­
riet Burgess.
The W. C. T. V. will meet Friday af­
ternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. Lydia New- 
liert.
Miss Doris Brazier, who has been 
visiting for a few weeks in Gardiner, 
expects to return today.
Bates College has closed on account 
of scarlet fever and Miss Kuby Wood­
cock and Miss Orpha Killeran are it 
home during the quarantine period.
Misses Susie and Etta Hahn of War­
ren entertained friends Saturday at the 
home of Mrs. James Feyler. Beech- 
woods street. The supper was fol­
lowed hy musical numbers hy Miss 
Elsa Hayden, Jerwel Hart and Richard 
ISmery. Other guests present were 
Miss Alice Gordon and Miss Grace 
Spear.
The American Legion will hold a 
meeting tonight at 7.30 in their room 
over the Thomaston National Bank. A 
large attendance is desired.
Horace Shrader of Portland spent 
the weekend in town.
Among those who are to attend the 
Shriners banquet and hall in Portland 
Wednesday night are Mrs. Amos A. 
Dow-. Yeaton R. Robinson, Mr. and 
Mrs. Arthur Elliot, Capt. and Mrs. 
Walter Willey and Miss Hattie Dunn.
Miss Sadie Linell left this morning 
for New York for spring millinery 
styles.
Isador Levin, who has just arrived 
at Buenos Ayres, S. A., from Poland, 
will soon come to Thomaston to visit 
his uncle, Isador Gordon, whom he 
has not seen for 18 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Young left this 
morning for Medford, Mass., to spend 
a week w-ith their daughter, Mrs. Roy
E. Smith.
Nathaniel Webb, who accompanied 
the remains of Mrs. Howe here Friday, 
returned to New York Monday morn­
ing.
Miss Muriel Payson is visiting friends 
in New York.
Edward Andrews, who has been 
spending a w-eek in town, returned to 
Boston this morning.
Rev. E. W. Webber is confined to 
the house with the grippe.
Miss Alice Stearns of Camden was 
the guest of Mrs. Lawrence Dunn on 
Saturday.
The funeral of Miss Mary E. Jones 
which was 4o have been held from the 
Baptist church this*afternoon has beet, 
postponed to tomorrow (Wednesday) 
because of the storm.
Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock in 
their class room before an audience of 
parents, friends and members of the 
seventh grade, the pupils of the eighth 
grade, under the able supervision of 
Miss Gardiner presented their Lincoln 
Day program, the first part of which 
was an original dramatization of E. E. 
Hale’s “A Man Without a Country 
The scenes were written by different 
members of the class, and presented 
in costume in a very creditable man­
ner. The second part of the program 
was devoted to original essays on the 
life of Lincoln, Civil War songs, quo 
tations from Lincoln and poems, to­
gether with the famous Gettysburg 
speech. ‘ The Star Spangled Banner," 
in which all united, brought to a close 
a very enjoyable afternoon. ^luch 
credit is due Miss Gardiner and her 
pupils for the efficient manner in which 
they carried out their patriotic exer­
cises.
Mrs. E. D. Daniels left Monday morn­
ing for Boston and New Y’ork to at­
tend the millinery openings. She will 
remain away about two weeks. Look 
for notice of her display of trimmed 
hats a few weeks later.
Julietta B. Howe
The funeral services of Julietta B 
Howe, daughter of the late Webster 
and Rebecca Shibles of Thomaston, 
were held Sunday afternoon from Davis 
& Soft's undertaking rooms. Rev. Roy 
H. Short conducted the services. Mrs. 
Howe, who was 76 years old. died in 
. Schenectady, N. Y„ where she had 
spent the greater part of her life. She 
is survived by one sister. Dora, wife 
of Nathaniel Webb of this town. Inter, 
ment in Thomaston.
Annie F. Johnson
Annie F. Johnson, formerly of Thom­
aston, and daughter of the late Mary 
Ann Shibles, died in East Boston last 
week at the age of 67 years. Her re­
mains. accompanied hy her hOshand 
and son. arrived Friday and funeral 
services, with Rev. Roy H. Short offici­
ating, were held Saturday afternoon 
from the undertaking rooms of A. D. 
Davis & Son. She is survived by her 
husband, son Edward, and two sisters, 
Mrs. Clara Andrews and Mrs. Estelle 
McLeod, all of East Boston. Inter­
ment In Thomaston.
Mary E. Jones
Mary E. Jones, adopted daughter of 
James and Eliza Jones, died in Thom 
aston Saturday of pneumonia. Miss 
Jones was born in Bath in 1844. She 
received her education in the Thoma 
ton schools and at the age of 17 began 
teaching in the primary grade. Her 
service as a public school teacher con 
linued for ten years. In 1871 she 
united with the Baptist church,
which she remained a member unti 
her decease. Ever interested in its 
welfare she spared no effort in its be 
half, giving of her means to the point 
of sacrifice. A successful teacher of 
boys in the Sunday school for many 
years, she had the joy of knowing 
in later years that the truths she 
taught bad helped to produce in some 
of them manly lives. To Miss Jones 
life and religion meant more than the 
gratifying of self at the acceptance of 
creed; to her they commanded dut 
to others, and the invitation of th 
Christ. Of remaining relatives ther 
are two sisters. Mary J. Jones 
Thomaston and Mrs. Kate Donnell of 
California. The funeral services wi 
be held at the Baptist vestry this Tu 
day afternoon at 2 o’clock.
neitr the engine of the “Great Eastern." 
The result was Mr. Ffckett received a 
evere cut under his left eye.
Women folks are preparing for “sum­
mer boarders" (government workmen.)
md friends. A week aftqr her arrival 
■he suffered ail illness from which she 
d:d not rally, though all that a devoted 
family could d > was done.
Funeral services were private and 
held 'Saturday at 10.30 in the Burpee 
I
of
1
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Rood’s Sarsaparilla cures nadica-llv- that 
it removes the roo:$ of disease. Th.it’» bcite 
than lopping the branches.—adv.
GILCHREST 
MONUMENTAL 
WORKS
Successor to A. F. Burton
GRANITE AND MARBLE 
CEMETERY WORK
Main Street
THOMASTON, MAINE
Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 13, 1923.
Camphor & Hydrastis 
Fine For Sore Eyes
It is surprising how QUICK eye in- 
flammation is helped by camphor, 
hydrastis, wjtchhazftl, etc.. as mixed 
in Eavoptik eye wash. One lady whose 
eyes were weak a-nd watery for three 
years was helped AT ONCE. Another 
case of red. inflamed eyes was also 
benelitted. One small bottle Lavoptik 
usually helps ANY CASE sore, week 
or Inflamed eyes Aluminum eye cup 
FREE. C. 11 MOOR & CO., druggists.
WARREN
Charles B. Liblty who has been con­
fined tn the house for the past week by 
illness, is gaining slowly.
Fred Wyllie is having his incubator 
bouses wired and will run tus incu­
bators this season with electricitv.
Mrs. Lyman Randall was a weekend 
guest of her mother. Mrs. Grierson, of
feguin is one of tire most beautiful j 
tots on the Maine Coast, being 1781 
et above sea level. We are able to 
iew the splendor of nature’s handi- ! 
oik at its best. At night from the I 
11 top. Including the light-ship off Cap; 
lizaheth, we can see 12 lighthouses',
trowing out their bright rays over the “1,111 ' oi.su. 
deep The Cuckolds seems to be the
flirt,’’ constantly ’•winking." may he 
ryir.g to vamp Seguin hut not once 
have we caught Seguin sending back Thursday 
he “wink.” i
Mrs. N. B. Fickett is feeling rather 
lue now-a-days over the disappear- 
nce of "Toots" and "Pat.” Maybe Mr.
'jckett can solve the mystery
Mrs. Lilia Mank and Mrs. Bucklin of 
North Warren visited Mrs. Mask’s par-
F. Partridge.jents. Mr. and Mrs. C. 
A. J. Norwood purchased a rilibit 
hound of Edward Dow. Kockland. the 
latter part of the week.
Anyone interested in learning the 
depth of snowfall now in the woods.
Keepers X. B. Fickett. Y. 6. Beal and will receive a graphic account on up­
on Alston yvere at Popham Beach Feb. i plication to Earl Robinson since his 
On their way home Keeper Fickett j Saturday rabbit hunt. He has since 
ad a little dispute with a loose board i purchased a pair of snowshoes.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Likely to Endure.
Restaurant keepers In convention 
predict the passing of the white front. 
The cracked cup. however, seeins des­
tined for immortality.—Decatur Her­
ald.
Unhomely Truth.
How small is our knowledge in com­
parison with our ignorance.—Baster.
Miss Dorothy French was a guest of 
her grandmother, Mrs. Henrietta 
French, recently.
Maurice Hahn is gaining after his 
recent attack of the grippe.
Ernes! Achorn has purchased the X. 
B. Eastman tenement with the inten­
tion of making it ready to rent.
Mrs. Sarah Starrett entertained the 
8. P. D. Club Friday at her home, 
serving to the eight members present 
a delicious dinner consisting of chicken 
with dressing, mashed potatoes, tup- 
nip, onions, pickles, hot rolls, pudding, 
tarts and cocoanut pie.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brennan of 
Rockland were guests of her parents, 
Mr. anil Mrs. Melbourne Spear. Sun 
day.
There were no services at the War 
ren Congregational church Sunday on 
account of the illness of Rev. M 
Webber.
At the annual meeting of the Ladies’ 
Social Circle of the Congregational 
church the following committees were 
chosen to serve as housekeepers for the 
Feb. 8, Grace Spear 
Evelyn Robinson, Fannie Wyllie, Har- 
March 8, Julia Watts. Car-
Elvira Stanton Wiggin
Wednesday evening. Jan. 31. Elvira.
.idow of the late Chas. M. Wiggin, of 
cuth Thomasii.n, died after an Illness • 
four weeks, at the age of 66 years. ‘
The deceased was one of 11 children 
orn to Nathan and Adeline (Norton) ,
Stanton of South Thomaston. At till­
age of 19 she married Chas. M. Wiggin 
lid took up the task of mothering his , 
three little children. latter three ehll- • 
ren of her own came to share witli , 
him her tendei care and love. After] 
ler husband’s death she lived ill Rock- 1 
land for several years and became a 
member of the Baptist church, but latei 
united with the Baptist church in Mel- ' 
rose. Mass,
The greater | art of her later life has ' 
been spent with her daughter Florence ensuing _year: 
n Melrose.
A sunny, lo.-able disposition, coupled ■ rlet Hahn
yvith a life of loving service combined 1 rie Smith. Kate Starrett. Abbie New 
Ui make her a host of friends wherever bert. April 12. Alice Watts. Ida Libby, 
she lived. She came to Rockland to! Mrs. Addison Oliver. Mrs. E. E. .lame 
pend the holiday season with relatives i son. May 10, Iida Russell. Anna Star 
rett. Grace Starrett. Fannie Thomas. 
June 14. Cora Teague, Jessie Walker. 
M. Grace Walker. Addie Norwood. July- 
12, Jane Andrews, Shirley Thomas. 
Frances Spear. Mrs. J. C. Munsey. Aug. 
9. Alice Mathews. Alice Brown. Mary
ndertaking parlors. Burial was in the Lockie, Carrie Vaughn. Sept. 13. Mrs. 
amity lot in South Thomaston. ! George Walker. Mrs. Ilenry Starrett
She is survived hy two sons: Dr. ! Edna Boggs, Mamie Wyllie. Oct. 11, 
Chester M. Wiggin, Conway. N. H.: 1 Martha Spear. Mrs. Lester Dolham 
George H. W.ggin, Jamaica Plain. Mrs. Charles McKellar. Janette Robin- 
Mass.; a daughter. Mrs. Frank H. ! 8,>n. Nov. 8, Helen Wentworth, Grace
Meader, Melr . e, Mass.: a step-daugh­
ter, Mrs. E. L. Hewett, Ingraham's Hill, 
ind a brothe-, Frank Stanton, South 
Thomaston.
Campbell, Ruby Kalloch. Mrs. Frances 
Vinal. Dec. 13. Olive Peabody. Kath­
ryn Overlock. Martha Miller. Mrs 
Frank Berry.
3. Strengthen your stomach and 
banish indigestion; Mi-O-Nu is guar­
anteed hy all druggists to do it or 
[ money back.—adv.
Some of Us Know It.
A curtain lecture Is worth all the 
sermons In the world for teaching the 
virtue of patience and long suffering, 
—Washington Irving.
This Season
We are doing by thousands of pounds the 
largest candy business in our 15 years’ 
history.
For These 3 Reasons
S & H Maine Maid Sweets 
S & H Commodore Chocolates 
S & H Eraemore Chocolates
Try Them <212
Made in Portland for Everybody’s Sweet Tooth
Look for the S&H Dealer
Who Pays the Fiddler?
There it an old saying that “Those who dance must pay die 
fiddler." The same thought applies to other things as welL
For example, we have here a homelike community which wa 
all appreciate and enjoy. But what would happen to our 
pleasant community if we all stopped replenishing the fund 
out of which the expense of upkeep is taken? Our commit* 
nity would toon go to rack and ruin so that we should be 
ashamed to call it our own.
For every dollar that it sent out of town, somebody has to pay 
more taxes, because that dollar has gone to do its work else* 
where. The dollar spent with a local dealer pays its share of 
the cost of local improvements, helps to reduce your taxes and 
to make your home enjoyable.
TRADE AT HOME
Supporr tbe Totin rharSupportiYou
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
JOINT COMMITTEE ON 
PUBLIC UTILITIES AND WAYS 4 BRIDGES
The Joint Comultfee on Public Utilities and 
Wavs A Bridge will give a pwoljc hearing at 
the State House, In Augusta, on
rill RSDA\, Fob. 2», at 2 P. M. in the Hall 
ot the House of Representatives.
An Act to provide for Building a Bridge across 
in Kentuae.’ River between the City of Bath 
n ’ the Town of Woolwich
Resolve: Amending Article IX, of the Con- 
riuinon Increasing me Amount of Bonds to be 
«sued. For burlcing a Bridge ncroM the Ken­
nebec River between the City of Bath and the 
. wn of Woolwreh
IAMFB M BFITvETT owfn k story
19-20 Secre.artea
JUDICIARY
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub­
lic hearing in its rooms at the State House, In 
Augusta, ou
WEDNESDAY, February 14, at 2 p m on
ic following :
An Act to amend sections four and five of 
I;;»-,uer one hundred eighty-eight, of the public 
law? of 1919. relating to the regulation of the 
bctice of the system, method or science of
healing, known as OgtPojM-.hy
An Act to amend section flfry-two of chap 
ter cne hundred seventeen of the revised stat- 
tres as amended by Chapter thirty-four of the 
Vi'hllc laws of 1919, relating to the Board of 
O tecpathic Examination and Registration
17-19
WEDNESDAY, February 14. nt 2 P. M . on 
the following:
An Act relating to Commissioners of Phar­
macy, Apothecaries and sale of Poisons.
An Act to amend Section 3 of Chapter 111 of 
the Revised Statutes as amended by Chapter 
ISO of the Public Laws of 1921. relating to the 
selection of jurois. providing for exemption of 
dentists. 16-19
THURSDAY. Febntary IS. at 2 p m on the 
following:
An Act r?n-:lve to motor vehicles, neutral 
zone, and to revise and amend sections 34 and
of chapter 211. of public laws of 1921.
Resolve authorizing Michael Burns to bring 
a suit at law against the State of Maine.
An Act to amend chapter 147 of the revised 
statutes as amended by chapter 80 of the pub­
lic laws of 1917. relating to the State Board 
>f Charities and Corrections. 18-19«
THURSDAY’ February 15, at 2 p m , on the 
following:
An Act relating to adoption
An Act io amend section 58 of chapter 8? 
>f the Revised Statutes relative to the setting 
aside of jury verdicts by a single justice
An act in relation to compensation of judges 
»t the Supreme and Superior (’ours upon re­
tirement. 17-19
THURSDAY, February 15, at 2 p m. ou the 
following :
An Act empowering the Governor and Council 
make temporary appointment of United
States Senator to fill vacancy.
An Act to amend Chapter 157. Public Laws 
>f 1921. relating to registration of voters
An Act to amend section 33 of chapter 81 
>f the revised statutes relative to notice of 
sale.
An Act to repeal section 1 of chapter 288 of 
:Le private and special laws of the year 1880 
relating to discharge of sewerage into the 
Androscoggin River at Lewiston.
An Act to amend sections 43 and 46, chap­
ter 18, revised statutes of Maine, plft, relating 
t > optometry.
An Act to amend section 14 of chapter 78 of 
he revised statutes relative to conveyances not 
effectual against others unless recorded.
An Act to amend section 35 of chapter 95 of 
the revised statutes, relating to proceedings of 
bar action on undischarged mortgage. 18-19
WEDNESDAY, February 21. at 2 p m . on 
h« following:
An Act to amend section 116 of chapter 4 of 
ht revised statutes, pertaining to the right to 
kill dogs.
At Act relating to transferring inmates of the 
State School for Boys to the Reformatory for 
Men
The Co-operative Marketing Act.
Resolve authorizing Warren Prouty to bring 
suit against the State of Maine
An Act to amend section 3 of chapter 9 of 
he Public. Laws of 1519. establishing superior 
court in Penobscot County.
An Act to amend section 14, chapter 137. re­
vised statutes, relating to probation.
An Act to amend the eighteenth paragraph 
of section 43 of chapter 117 of the revised stat­
utes in relation to the time of payments by 
Registers of Deeds to County Treasurers.
An Act to incorporate the Auburn Wate? 
District.
An Act to incorporate the Union Ferry Com­
pany in Casco Bay. 19-22
W T GARDINER, Sec
JUDICIARYY AND INTERIOR WATERS
The Committee on Judiciary and Interior Wa­
ters will give a public hearing in its rooms at
the State House., in Augusta, ou
TUESDAY, February 20, at 2 p. m., on the 
following:
An Act to create the Kennebec Reservoir Com 
panv and define the powers thereof 
W. T GARDINER and C. G CHALMERS.
19 Secretaries.
APPROPRIATIONS ANO FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
The Committee on Appropriations and Finan- 
•i.il Affairs will give a public hearing at the 
State House, in Augusta on
FRIDAY, February 16, 1923. at 2 p. m . on 
ht following resolve:
Rtrolve in favor of Knox County General
Hospital.
I9-20 THOMAS A SAVNDFRS. Sec
Quick Action of Pianist.
An expert pianist has to cultivate
his eye so as to see 1,500 notes or 
signs In a minute, while his fingers 
make at least 2.000 movements In Ihe 
same space of time.
EDUCATION
The Committee on Education will give a pub­
lic hearing in its rooms at the State House 
.n Augusta, on
THURSDAY, February 15, 1923, 2 pm, on 
the following:
No 18. An A •: to require the teaching of 
he Constitution of the United Scales in the 
public and private schools of the State of 
Maine
No 19. Resolve tn favor of Erskine Acad­
emy for general maintenance.
No 20. Resoive in favor of Aroostook Cen- 
rr.l Institute at Mars Hill, Aroostook County, 
Ma ire
No. 21. Resolve In favor of St. Joseph’s 
Acrtlemy and College for Wbmen, Deering, Port­
land, .Me.
No 22. Resolve in favor of Hampden Acad­
emy for general maintenance and repairs
No 23. Resolve in favor of St Mary's Col­
lege at Van Buren.
No. 24. Resolve in favor of Higgins Classical 
Institute, Town of Charleston, Penob6co: 
Com ty.
No. 25 Resolve to appropriate money for 
h? maintenance of Oak Grove Seminary in YTas-
saiboro.
No. 26. Resolve in favor of Gould Academy
No 27. Resolve in favor of Maine Central 
Institute, Pittsfield, Maine.
No 28. Resolve in favor of Eastern Maine 
Institute for generil maintenance
No. 29. Resolve in favor of Bridgewater 
Classical Acadenn, Bridgewater, Atoostook 
County. Me
No. 30. Resolve in favor of Litchfield Acad 
emy for general maintenance
No. 31. An Act to amend Section 78 of 
chapter 16 of the rtvised statutes 10 provide 
rmnsportation for pupils who live on islands 
on which there are no secondary schools and 
from which regular transportation lines are 
ist'a-blished
No 32. Rosolve in favor of Worthington 
Academy for the sum of $2500 for maintenance 
tor the year 1923 ; and the sum of $1500 for 
maintenance for th? year 1924.
18-19 JOHN F. WOOD, Sec
STATE PRISON
The Committee on State Prison will give a 
public hearing in its rooms at the State House, 
in Augusta, on
MXDNESDAY. February 14th, at 2 p in , 
the following:
1. Resolve in Fkvor of the Maine State 
Prison at Thomaston for the repair of outside 
buildings.
2. Resolve, in Favor of Maine State Prison 
at Thoonstotl foi Maintenance and Current Ex­
penses
3 Resolve, in Favor of Maine State Prison
• Thomaston tor the completion of the new
cell block.
JESSE OVERLOCK. Sec 
18-19
INLANO FISHERIES A GAME
The Committee on Inland Fisheries A Game 
will give a public hearing in its rooms at the 
State House, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY, February 13, 1923, at 2 p.
on
No. 21. An Act to amend Sections 38, Chap­
ter 219, p. l 1917, as amended, relating to 
protection of deer 17-19
THURSDAY, February 15, 1923, at 2 P. M..
on
No. 15 An Act rein-ting to the protection of 
deer in the eight southern counties of the 
State.
THURSDAY. February 15, 1923, at 2 P M .
on
No. 5. An Act providing for a yearly limit 
of one deer in all counties of the State
15 19 ARTHUR A. CRAFTS, Sec.
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
The Committee on Sea and Shore Fisheries 
will give a public hearing in iis rooms at the 
State House, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY, February 15, at 2 p. m
An Act to belter protect the lobster industry 
ii. the waters a round Matinicus and Oriehaven
is 19 ELLIS F BAKER, Sec
THE COMMON 
RUN
By DOUGLAS MALLOCH
T CANNOT hope to shake your hand, 
Friend Reader here and there.
And yet I think we understand 
Each other pretty fair:
You're just the common kind like me, 
And 1 am just like you—
\Ve have our troubles two or three, 
And have our work to do.
We look on life's old-fashioned ways, 
Although we are not old,
And think the truth of early days 
Good truth to which to hold:
There's nothing right on earth but 
right,
And wrong is always wrong,
And black is black and white is white, 
The same as all along.
iVe haven't read the latest proof 
There isn’t any God—
We, narrow-minded, keep aloof 
stay on old sod.
We're ignorant of cults and creeds, 
And creeds that knock them flat;
We Judge of people by their deeds, 
And let it go at that.
We think that laughter beats a tear. 
That honesty's the test;
We live the day, and thus the year, 
And try to do our best.
We’ve had some grief, a hurt or so, 
But had a lot of fun—
1 guess, if we could really know. 
We're just the common run.
(© by McClurs Newspaper Syndicate.)---------()---------
Someth ing to 
Think About
By F. A. WALKER
YOLK WORST ENEMY
TE YOU will make a seari-lilng anil 
an impartial investigation of the 
matter, you will discover that your 
worst enemy Is right at your elbow, 
seeking at crucial moments of "your 
life to oppose your good efforts and
circumvent your cherished plans.
He is beside you in the mornlug
when the gray light of dawn heralds 
the coming sun, biding an opportunity 
to strike you in a vital spot; he puts 
his arm in yours as you hurry down 
to the breakfast table, seeking to win 
your confidence; he passes with you 
through the street doorway as you 
hie away to your daily vocation, and 
if something has gone amiss in the 
dining room, he snuggles up closely 
and begins to whisper in your always 
willing ear especially chosen words 
of sympathy, telling you how you are 
imposed upon by others, to whom you 
should resentfully reply.
By the time you reach your desk, 
your place behind the counter, your 
chair before the typewriter, your 
bench, or whatever estate you may 
occupy in the tower of toil, you are 
in a decidedly uncomfortable mood.
And you have only to look around 
you to become irritable, quarrelsome 
and obdurate at another nudge from 
your pestering enemy, who seems rea­
sonably sure that before the day is 
over you will hurl out a volley of 
fiery vocables, scowl at the manager, 
which is becoming a Habit, and re­
turn to your home at night with an­
ger, disgusted with your intimates 
and with yourself as well.
Nothing seems right. You are sure 
that nobody can be trusted. You are 
suspicious of manifest kindness ami 
unselfish intentions.
You are positive that those who 
proffer them are scheming for some 
terrible purpose, trying by friendly 
overtures in pleasant words and of­
fers of assistance, to take some mean 
advantage of yon.
And this Is the madness that gen­
erally leads to your undoing—the mad­
ness that your worst enemy, if per­
mitted to work upon your sensibili­
ties without restraint, invariably pro­
duces.
If you will sir yourself down com­
posedly. at the end of a trying day. 
and reflect seriously, you may with 
but little difficulty guess who this ene­
my Is. If guessing should be too Irk­
some, in the mood you are, raise your 
eyes io the mirror across the room 
and you will see in the polished glass 
your own perturbed self—your worst 
enemy!
<©, 1*23. by McClure N.w.pap.r Syndicate.)
-------- o------- -
Has Anyone Laughed 
At You 
Because —
bVhel k. VBYSBR
You are-self-confident? You're 
pretty tired aren’t you of being 
called conceited? Of course 
there's a risk of being conceited 
here. Yet self-confidence pure 
and simple Is a great thing to 
have—it means that you have 
courage to put things through, 
that you don’t ’’full down” when 
you're up against It hard, that 
you aren't afraid to tackle a 
new situation and, too, that peo­
ple about you can “catch” cour­
age. People muy think you are 
conceited, but you need not be.
SO
Your Get-away Here le:
To be sure you do not think 
you’re the great “I Am” but that 
you are enough of a person to 
get your goal with the love of 
others rather than with their 
dislike.
(© by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
Stray Bits of Wisdom,
Look not mournfully Into the past— 
, It comes not back again. Wisely lm- 
' prove the present—It Is thine; go forth 
to meet the shadowy future without 
fear and with n.manly heart.—Long­
fellow.
Flutes In Egyptian Tombs. 
Severs! flutes were found In
Egyptian tomb In 1880.
an
HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
PAHSON SAY PE LAWP 
COWMAN' FOLKS IN DE 
OLE TIN1E T‘ SAC’lFlCE 
PE LAMBS EN PE G0AT.5 
BUT HE AIN' NEVUtt TELL 
’t-M T SAC’lFlCE A 
CHICKEN ER 'POSSUM
s WANTED—tllrl for ltous.wvork, middle aged 
wni.-aii preferred, would bike younger girl 
BURLEIGH MANK. Warren. Me. R. No. I
19*21
WANTED—(hanrtiermaid at WINDSOR HO 
I TEL. City. Tel 164-W 17-if
I WANTED—Waitress, ate the Bee Hive Cafe, 
Limeroi-k street. 8*tt'
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male 
1 ind female. Iligliesi prices uaid. JOHN H.
; flANLFrrr, Rockville, Me Tel 352-14. 15ff
WANTED—Small farm; describe buildings 
location and price. RALPH MILLER, 80 School 
street, Gardner, Mssa. 12*23
Copyright. 19 21 bv XrtcCKira Newjpapor Syndicate.
FOR SALE- Lumber from whh'h the booths 
;.t the Food Fair were built Apply to A W 
CKEGDin 19-tf
FOR SALE—t'orn-spi.iidenre Law Course of 
Amtrican Extension University, worth $200, 
wi,: sell for $50. Transferable to’buyer with 
: >ears to complete course A. P. RICHARD 
SON. 399 Main St , Rockland 17-22
Going Afield.
M\Yhat are you hunting for, girlie?’’
“Subject matter for an essay on the 
Perfect Woman.”
“Eh?”
“I have discussed It with the other 
member and she evidently does not 
belong to our club.”
Filled Specifications. FOR SALE- 4 upright second hand pianos. 
Applicant—I’ve called in answer tojSTVDLRY’S FURNITURK STORE, 283 Main 
that advertisement of your’n for a !>,re-1’ KocWand.
handy man, sir.”
Employer—Well, what qualifications 
have you?
Applicant—I live next door, sir.— 
London Weekly Telegraph.
Ominous.
Crawford—Have you found a place 
to suit your case where there's no 
hay fever?
Cralishaw—I thought so, and was 
just going to sign up when the hotel 
proprietor started in to sneeze him­
self.
A Wise Choice.
Oldhatch—Weren't you rather reck­
less to marry a widow? She’s heat'd 
all the old classic excuses before.
Gaysport—That's why. I knew her 
first husband and know just the line 
of fiction site’ll fall for.
Holding Out for the Legit.
“Do you think motion pictures are 
educational?”
"Yes,” replied Mr. Stormlngton 
Barnes; ‘‘altliough I won’t say they 
have gotten so far along as to teach 
people how to act.”
FRESHNESS OF THE PAST 
Wifey: The eggs are stale. Why, I
asked the grocer if they were fresh. 
Hubby: What did he say?
Wifey: Absolutely.
Hubby: You must have misunder-
jtood him. He probably said: “Ob- 
soletely.”
Wretch.
The barnyard golfer had no shame. 
Nor sense of right and wrong.
He played a ringer in a game 
And boasted loud and long.
At the Concert.
Mrs. Billtop, Sr.—Do you know that 
beautiful song she just sang? It is 
one of the old classics.
Mrs. Billtop, Jr,—Yes, Indeed, I’ve 
Jazzed to It many a time.
A Polite Driver.
Traffic cop (signaling)—Come on! 
What’s the matter witli you?
Truck driver—I’m well, thanks, 
my engine's dead.
But
WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND 
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf
PRINTED BUTTER 
PAPER PRICES
IEUULATION HIZK WITH NAMB 
AND ADDRESS t? MAKER AND 
NET WEIGHT. IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH FEDERAL LAW,
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets 
For Pound also 
Postage 15 oenta atldltloaa!
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional 
For each additional 1000 aheeta ord­
ered at game time, add to the price 
of first 1000, $4.00 and 1« centa poak 
age for each 1000.
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets 
For Half Pound aixe 
Postage 10 oenta additional
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord­
ered at same time, add to tbe priet 
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 oenta post­
age for each 1000.
THE
COURIER- 
GAZETTE. 
RodcianA Maine
Every-Other-Day
In Everybody s Column
Adveriisements in thia cdlutun not to ezceod 
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times 
to* 511 cent® Additional lines 5 cents each 
for cue time, 10 cents 3 times Six words maltM 
a line
Lost and Found
LOST—Bid) tailed tiger qJl lour white paws 
mder neck Ftt»DBRH’K WALTfc. 165I while un
Broadway. Tel. 392-M 15-tf
Wanted
For Saie
FOR SALE—House end lot at 45 Grove St 
formerly occupied by D. L. McCartev. Inquire 
of C M HARRINGTON 15-tf
FOR SALE Farm in Warren three mll?s 
from Thomaston. 93 acres, new barn, good Py 
story house, farm all stocked, 3 cows, 1 heifer. 
I pair horses, 50 hens, 1.000 cord wood and 
some lumber KNOX BEAL B8TATF. CO.. 2‘»9 
Main St Tel 376-M 15-tf
FOR SALE—A lighting system 6 h p. Bull­
dog engine, 3 h p generator, 3-fuv 60 cycle 
110 voits switchboard, repostat, 54 jars, shaft 
and belt. Reason for selling, connected up 
with electric V,wcr For further information 
apply to W F. McLAl’GHLIN. Tenant’s Har­
bor ' 14-19
10-tf
FOR SALE—A horse, inquire .11 PtXtPbK'S 
LAUNDRY, Liineroek Street 5-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers, 
16 to 66 h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit­
able for portable, inffls, factories, boat shops, 
holsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , City. 3-tJ
rmg; eieel-
leot condition throughout Price $356. A. c.
Talbot Avenilo, Rockland. Thou*JONES, 
76-R
Jo Let
TO LET Furnished rooms and board at 17 
WATER STREET, Call it side. door. 19-21
TO LET Garage anti storage. 
TITUS. 3 Water Street.
MARTHA F 
19-21
TO LET—I ’our furnished rooms, convenient 
kitchen, at 27 I’aciftc St. Inquire of L 
BREWER. 39 Park Street 17-tf
TO LET—Apartment, six rooms and bath 
completely furnished, at 78 MASONIC ST 
Call 413 or inquire at at>ove address. Rent 
reasonable 16-tf
TO LET—A little goni of a five room fur 
nish’d apartment Must he seen to be ap­
preciated Apply to R. U COLLINS, 375 Main 
Street. Rockland, .Maine. 15-tf
TO LET—6-room tenement; hath, electrfo 
lights, gas and garage, at 37 Camden street 
Apply to MILS. THOMAS, 27# Main St Tel. 
151._______________________________ 10-tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT 
STREET 155»tf
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic 
street—on car line. R. K. SNO’V, Tel 490 or 
79 R. 118-tf
TO LET—-.-room tenement; good location, 
b r. CHASE, 15 Middle St. Tel 665-2.
___  _ 115.if
TO LET—Nine-rows lenerneni; good loca­
tion. I,. F. tllASK, ,5 .Middle Street. Tci. 
365-2. 12S-U
TO LET—STOflAGE—Foi furniture, itoree, 
end musical instruments or anything that re 
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable. 
I R. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland 45tf
Miscellaneous
PU BLIC ANNOUNCE MENT -Mrs John T 
Beppj <‘f this city will represent ihe agency «>f 
the "Universal” Guaranteed Brand of Food 
Flavors and Extracts. No better products on 
ihe market. All parties wishing those products 
can call in person at 13 Brace’St reel, or phone 
4’’S Goods will l»e delivered if necessarv. 
UH ARLES U RUSS. Mfgr . G<U Main St., Rock 
land. Me____________________________15-25
NOTICE—Notice is herein given of the loss 
of deposit book ninuoered 8608 and the owner 
of said Imok asks fpr duplicate in accordance 
with the provisions bf the State Ixiw. SECU­
RITY TRUST (O.. by Ehner ( Davis, Tr-tis 
Rockland, Me , Jon 27. 1933. 13T-19
FIREMEN AMD BRAKEMEN Beginners
$150-$25ft monthly, rto strike (which j)o?>iljdn?) 
Write RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette 15*20
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of 
The Cotfrler-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL 
NEWS CO . »t64 Congress St. This will con 
venience many who want to get the paper reg­
ularly 13-tf
PALMER ENGINES—32 differed mode’s. 2
to 75 H. I* One to six cylinders. Heavy duty. 
Medium duty and high speed types. Also ac­
cessories ;ind ports Send for catalogue. 
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Portland. 
Me ' 12};
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at 
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall 
orders solicited HELEN C. RHODES 18tf
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY,” a very
handy 106 page book compiled by K. B Fill­
more, gives the official history of the county 
and a page or so is devoted to each of the 
towns and two plantations Sent by mail to 
any address on receipt of 5ffc. Address R. B 
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.
142-tf
TNE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Re pone f 
la ot sale at J. V CARVER'S. Rockland.
(W-tf
Eggs and Chicks
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks 
Pure bred S. C R. 1. Reds; 3d in State egg 
laying contest 1920. Eggs tor hatching. W. A. 
RIPLEY. Rockland. Tel. 594-W 8tf
DONSON
The Reliable and Satisfactory
Psychic and Spiritual
MEDIUM
Can be consulted every Tuesday and 
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
29 PARK STREET t 
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
IMHf
'i'ltose stnall ads in Thfc^JourTeTT
Oazette are read by every body. That 
is why they are so: popular and 
effective.
10-tf
Every-Other-Day Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 13, 1923. Page Seven
In SocialCircles
In addition to personal notes recording de- 
psrtures and arrivals, tho department especially 
desires Information of social happenings, par­
tial, ■tuslcala, etc. Notes sent by mall or 
telephone will be gladly received.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday af­
ternoon at 2.30 in the Methodist church. 
The subject will he "Christian Citizen­
ship,’ under the leadership of Mrs. 
Mary Perry Rich whicth insures an in­
teresting session. This is an open meet­
ing and all are welcome to attend.
Leroy Gregory of Onset. Mass., is 
the guest of his mother. Mrs. Irene 
Gregory, who is quite seriously ill.
Mrs. Samuel Rogers, who under­
went an operation Saturday morning in 
the Knox hospital, is doing well, and 
lifcr many friends hope for a speedy re­
covery.
Mrs. L. B. Conary of Swan’s Island 
has been spending a fortnight with her 
daughters. Ruby and Imogene and Mrs. 
Nelson of Danforth street, Portland. 
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Smith of Swan's 
Island have been visiting relatives on 
Cumberland avenue, Portland.
Misses Frances Atwood, Winnifred 
Coughlin, Beatrice Stockbridge and 
Gertrude Smith, representing the 
Junior class of the High School, gave 
ten tables of auction at the Copper Ket­
tle Saturday. The prizes were won 
tips: Mrs. C. A. Rose, Jr., pound box of 
candy; Mrs. Henry Jordan, auction ta­
ble numbers; Mrs. I. J. Shuman, em­
broidered towed; Mrs. C. I. Burrows, 
bud vase; Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear, 
toilet perfume; Mrs. A. C. Jones, bath 
salts; Mrs. E. O’B. Gonia, talcum pow­
der. The proceeds were 326, and will; 
be added to the ticket fund of the Food ; 
Fair. The young ladies who gave the 
party are very grateful to all who as­
sisted them in making it a success.
The Woman's Missionary Society of 
the Baptist church will meet with Mrs. 
Annie Simmons, 21 Talbot avenue, Wed­
nesday afternoon at 2.30.
Miss Kitty McLaughlin has just 
closed a week’s engagement in Albany, 
N. V., and will go to Norfolk, Va„ for 
the week of Feb. 12; returning from 
Norfolk to open the new Strand Thea­
tre in Troy, N. Y., Feb. 21; bookings for 
March are now' under way that in­
cludes a trip to Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown, who have 
been spending several weeks in St. Pe­
tersburg. Fla., start from that city to­
day for their northern home. They 
planned to make stops In St. Augustine. 
Jacksonville, Charleston, Washington 
ard New York, and arriving home In 
•season to be in at the finish of the mu­
nicipal campaign in which Mr. Brown, 
as the Democratic nominee for mayor, 
las a vital Interest. “We have en­
joyed St. Petersburg." writes Mr. Brown 
to a member of The Courier-Gazette 
staff. "We have been here since Dec 
23, and the sun has not been on a va­
cation yet. So you gee the name "Sun­
shine City" is qufte appropriate. While 
enjoying these warm, sunny days, with 
flowers by the wayside and trees hang­
ing with grape fruit, oranges and oth­
er fruit, one can hardly realize that the 
Ntrth is enveloped in snow and toe. 
Certainly we have escaped some disa­
greeable weather. There is great ac­
tivity here in St. Petersburg. Hotels 
and apartment houses are going up all 
around. A million dollar hotel is going 
up one block from the Albemarle, 
where we are stopping. The Ponce de 
Leon, ’St. Pete’s' newest, has just 
opened. William W. Case of Rockland 
was one of the first to register there. I 
have not seen Mr. Case yet, but John 
L. Donohue is quite active around here."
1
•Mrs. B. B. Smith, Mrs. George Clark 
and Mrs. Ray E. Eaton were prize 
winners at an auction party given by 
Mrs. Frances Bicknell at her Summer 
street home Friday. Miss Adelaide 
Cross served tea.
The kerchief is perhaps the most in­
fluential single item of dress that has 
appeared in the way of trimming for a 
long time. It is placed here and there 
and everywhere—around the neck 
about the waist, tied at the elbow’, at 
the wrist, at the hip. It may be either 
a regular bandanna ora square of print­
ed crepe or again simply a piece of Uie 
dress fabric cut in kerchief shape. One 
sees adaptations of the idea in little 
touches, In knots and ties and sashes. 
There is a neck finish that suggests it. 
the material tied at one shoulder, and 
falling In long ends below the waist 
The idea is repeated at t,he hip, with 
the long ends falling on the other side 
This trimming is not in contrast with 
tlie dress material but Is made of it. 
so that the handkerchief suggestion is 
not so marked. The scarf or tie. idea 
is also used at the back of frocks where 
•two long ends of the material will fall 
straight from the neck to the hem 
The tie idea, whether of kerchief, scarf 
or sash, is distinctly in the fashion.— 
Dry Goods Economist.
Mrs. Margaret Higgins is visiting 
AJrs. Raymond Fsrhaid of Portsmouth, 
N. H., for two weeks.
Mrs. Susie Newbert of Thomaston 
and Mrs. Evic Smith of Rockland were 
guests Friday of their cousin, Frank P. 
Libby of Camden.
A letter from Mrs. Ella Grimes, writ­
ten in Carlo, Egypt, to her sister, Mrs. 
J. H. Haines, says that she spent 
Christmas and two weeks in the Holy 
Lands, a week in Jerusalem, one day 
in Jericho, one in Nazareth, one in 
Bethlehem, a day and night in Tiberius 
on the Sea of Galilee and three days 
in Damascus.
The Thursday Charity Club will be 
entertained by Mrs. A. K. P. Harvey 
and Mrs. Augusta Tibbetts at Mrs. 
Harvey’s home on Elm street Thurs­
day evening.
Miss Philena Manchester, who lias 
been the guest of Mrs. Lucius York 
the past week, has returned to North­
east Harbor to resume her duties as 
telephone operator.
Miss Rosalind M. Jewett, University 
of Maine, who Is to be a speaker at the 
next Woman's Educational Club meet­
ing Friday evening, is an unusual 
charming speaker. She was born in 
Skowhegan, graduated from .Water­
ville High School and Colby College, 
received licr Home Economics train­
ing at the University of Maine, taught 
Domestic Science in New Hampshire 
and Massachusetts. She lias been Con­
nected with the Home Extension de­
partment at the U. of M. for five years 
and for the past three years lias been 
a most successful State Leader of 
Home Demonstration Work. - With a 
debate on the Maine Primary Law, be­
sides two gifted speakers, Miss Jewett
of Oronb, and W. ft: Moore of Portland, 
members liave a rare Intellectual treat 
in store for themselves and should 
make it a point to be in their seats 
early next Friday evening, rain or 
shine.
Glen A. Lawrence returned Saturday 
from a fortnight's business trip which 
carried him through the South and 
West. He found the business outlook 
good and a generally encouraging situ­
ation. In the course of his travels he 
visited the Rockland colony at Miami, 
and Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence in 
Cocoanut Grove, Fla.
There will be a meeting of the Meth­
odist Ladies' Aid Wednesday afternoon. 
Business meeting at a o’clock. At 6 
o’clock the men will serve a chicken pie 
supper with A. W. Gregory in Charge.
Mrs. Delia Sullivan of Boston is the 
guest of her sister. Mrs. Elmer S. Bird, 
coming here after a week’s visit in Au- 
gfista with her son, Almon Bird.
Mrs. Sueila Sheldon entertained the 
Methebesec Club at its regular meeting 
last Friday. Owing to two postponed 
meetings the program did not follow 
the regular order as printed. “French 
Novels and Novelists," the paper of the 
afternoon, was given by Mrs. Helena 
Roberts. "The Libraries of France” 
and “Musicians of France” were given 
by Mrs. Havener and Miss Holbrook, 
respectively. Gounodjs “Ava Maria" 
and "Meditation" from Thais were ren­
dered on tbe Aeolian. The next meet­
ing will be in charge of the citizenship 
committee and will be held at the 
Copper Kettle.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Ilenry Gardner leave 
next Tuesday for an extended trip ir. 
the South. They plan to spend several 
weeks at tile home of Mr. Gardner’s 
parents at Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Harold Swett will be in charge of the 
Standard Oil Co.’s big plant here dur­
ing Mr. Gardner’s leave of absence.
Mr. and -Mrs. A. C. McLoon have re­
turned from a delightful three weeks 
of Florida sunshine. They were guests 
in Miami of their daughter, Mrs. Ev­
erett Munsey, and quite agree with the 
general idea entertained by Miami cit­
izens that the only reason a person 
goes any place else except Miami is 
that they have never visited that city. 
The McLoons spent several days in 
Palm Beach and other Florida cities, 
' but none could shake their loyalty to 
! Miami. Every day there was a day of 
I beauty and sunshine, so today’s bliz- 
I zard offers quite a contrast.
Forty-five ladies shared in the pleas­
ure of the Shakespeare Society's open 
meeting last evening, the occasion be­
ing distinguished by a marked note of 
comedy that yielded great enjoyment. 
Mrs. R. J. Wasgatt was tlie hostess, 
her Summer street home being the 
place of meeting and her young daugh­
ter Cynthia assisting in serving. One 
of the doulrte parlors had a stage set­
ting where was presented two clever 
burlesque plays,. the first, a curtain
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
ARCADE, ROCKLAND
FEB. 12 1T
DOORS OPEN—AFTERNOON, 1:30. EVENING, 7:00. 
PRICES—AFTERNOON, 13c. EVENING, 25c—No Tax.
BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE—MORE GIFTS- 
MORE MUSIC
CAKES AT THE ICE CREAM BOOTH
PROGRAM OF EVENTS
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
6o i-pountl packages “Three Crow” Soda, 100 trial packages 
Post Toasties, and 100 trial packages of Instant Postuni will be 
given to the first 250 ladies entering. Watch envelopes for 
flashes.
.________ • HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA____________
TUESDAY EVENING
R. H. S. BOYS’ GLEE CLUB 
ROCKLAND CONCERT BAND 
100 loaves of “Starlight” Cakes and several special gifts at 
the door.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
BAKED BEAN DAY—ioo tall cans of Campbell’s Beans and 
100 trial packages of II. O. Cereals to be presented.
WEDNESDAY EVENING
R. II. S. GIRLS’ GLEE CLUB 
„ ROCKLAND CONCERT BAND 
MORE BEANS—ioo tall cans of Campbell’s best with tomato 
sauce, also 100 trial packages of Grape Nuts.
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
100 loaves “Starlight” Bread and some extra special flashes 
arc to be given away. Ladies are urged to come early and get 
envelopes. Watch out for the Black Cats today.
_____________ HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA_____________
THURSDAY EVENING
SMOKED PEARL MINSTRELS 
R. II. S. BOYS’ GLEE CLUB 
ROCKLAND CONCERT BAND
100 full size packages of Force and 200 trial packages of Scott 
Co. tea and special premiums will be given out. Come early. 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
THIS IS POSTUM DAY—Hundreds of packages of Instant 
Postum, Post Toasties and Grape Nuts will be given away. 
Novelty Dancing at 3 o’clock.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
FRIDAY EVENING
100 full pound cans of “Three Crow” Coffee and 100 full 
size packages of Post Toasties will he given to the first 200 ladies 
entering. Special gifts, too.—R. H. S. Chorus and Rockland 
Concert Band.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Samples to the ladies—R. II. S. Orchestra.
SATURDAY EVENING
Grand Confetti Carnival.—Dancing 9.30.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19
Community Ball, Novelty Prize Dances, 7.30-9.00, Beautiful 
Balloon Dance, Contest results announced. Biggest Dance of 
the season—All come.
There will be no confusion at the entrance—Envelopes will 
be given at the door and awards can be obtained at booth named 
inside envelope. Season tickets from students $2.00, afternoons 
15 cents; evenings 25 cents. For the Athletic Field.
SPECIAL FEATURES
MUSEUM OF MYSTERY AND OCCULT SCIENCE
Prof. C. Braganza—Oriental American Mystic and Crystal 
Gazer—One of America’s Foremost Life Readers and Advisers.
Madam M. Melbourne of Philadelphia—Trance Medium 
and Clairvoyant—Has been tbe Mecca of Philadelphians in all 
walks of life for years.
Madam Naumsuit—famous Palmist, who has read thous­
ands in and around Boston.
DON’T MISS THEM•
Eskimo Dogs—full northern equipment—will drive through 
streets—Lecturer from MacMillan Expedition.
Wonderful Glass Blowers.
Smoked Pearl Minstrels.
Novelty Dancing Friday afternoon and Saturday evening. 
THOUSANDS OF PREMIUMS
Great Electrical display—Every available booth space taken 
-—Restful Ice Cream Pavillion—Cake and Mrs. Thurlow's Ices— 
Confetti Carnival Saturday night.
BIG COMMUNITY BALL
MONDAY EVENING
Novelty Dancing 7.30-9.00.
BALLOON DANCE 
FOR THE ATHLETIC FIELD
MICKIE SAYS
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Guam
raiser, "Overweight Alibis," in which tlie 
characters—Mrs. Wasgatt, Mrs. Ruth 
Bllhigwood, Mrs. Harriet Silsby Frost. 
Mrs. Nina Beverage, Mrs. Angelica 
Glover, Mrs. Helen Orne, Mrs. Annin 
Sl’sby, Mrs. Lena Kalis, Mrs. Emily 
Stevens—were guests lit afternoon tea 
where sweets am> chocolate Were 
served in overwhelming quantity—re­
pelled tlie insinuation that they ha<^ 
jpwvn stout, or needed in any[senso to 
diet. "Taming the Shrew Anew" was 
a travesty of Shakespeare’s noted com­
edy. in which the chief characters of 
his plays in turn make love to Kate, 
who finally falls to Petruchio. The cast 
included: Kate, the Shrew. Mrs. Elling- 
wood; Mark Antony. Miss Alice C. 
Erskine; Romeo, Miss Ellen- J. Coch­
rane; Bottom, Mrs. Lena Kales; Jim - 
lietli. Miss Elizabeth Jameson; King 
Hal. Mrs. Nina Beverage; llallet, Mrs. 
Josephine Wasgatt; Portia. Mrs. Clara 
Iti unds; Petruchio, Mrs. Harriet Lev- 
ensaler. Miss Erskine substituted on 
short notice for Mrs. Eva Belli r, who 
was ill. Miss Mattel Lamb was nt the 
piar.o. Refreshments followed the 
plays. The costuming was highly ef­
fective. the paits were plave 1 with 
great skill and go, and the whole oc­
casion was one of such enjoyment us 
wili leave lasting memories witli all 
who took part in the evening, either as 
players or audience.
TENANT'S HARBOR
Capt. F. K. Torrey is a guest of 
Mrs. Prank Brown.
Joseph Simmons is ill. witli a trained 
nurse in attendance.
Charles Rawley was a weekend guest 
in Rockland.
Mrs. Jessie Wiley wqs a guest Fri­
day of Mrs. Mildred Slingsby.
Miss Marguerite Condon was a 
weekend guest of frienAs in Rockland.
Mrs. Maggie Gilt hrest of Wileys’ Cor­
ner has been visiting friends in this 
place. ■
Evelyn Ratter, assistant telephone 
operator, was a weekend guest of her 
parents.
Sterling Hastings spent Saturday and 
Sunday in Camden and {tockland.
William Hastings is able to be out 
after being ill with a bad cold.
Town meeting will lie held Monday, 
Maith 5, a-week earlier than usual.
News received yesterday from* the 
home office of the Saiiors’ Snug Harbor 
told of the admission of Edgar Thomas 
Hart of this town to the elegibility list.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge held its an­
nual installation at 1. O. O. F. hall 
Thursday evening. Tlie officers were 
installed by D» D. I’. Addie Bucklin of 
Vinaihaven, ably assisted by Inez Cros­
by P. P. of Camden as Marshal. The 
officers are: N. G.. Florence Cook; V. 
G.. Mildred Slingsby; warden, Mildred 
Tabbutl; conductor, Addie Erickson; 
recording secretary. Mary Monaghan; 
financial secretary. Jessie Wiley; treas­
urer, Norma llawkins; R. S. N. G., 
Winnie Taylor; L. S. N. G., Amelia 
Taylor; R. S. V. G.. Rosie Watts; L. S'. 
V. G.. Eva. Torrey; chaplain, Ernestine 
Barter. Marston's Orchestra furnished 
music.
PLEASANT POINT
Cutting iee seems to bo the chief oc­
cupation of the people in this part of 
the town at the present time. A very 
few are geting their firewood cut as tlie 
snow is sol deep in tho woods that 
about three feet has to1 be shoveled 
away from each tree before it can be 
cut down.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Moore of Rock­
land are visiting among relatives and 
calling on old friends in town.
We have a strong bridge of ice be­
tween here and St. George, which is 
very convenient for some ot our young 
men who go to that place each week on 
social duties.
Mr. and Mrs. A. li. Carle were in 
Thomaston Sa t u rdn y.
George Springer of Freeman, N. rt., 
is boarding at Levi Ulmer’s for a short 
time, and calling on old acquaintances.
The Pleasant Point choir meets with 
Mrs. Grace Maloney every Tuesday 
evening for rehearsal. New uivthein 
books have been purchased.
George Cazallis has purchased a 
horse of Riley Bradford of East Friend­
ship.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stone, who 
have been living in Thomaston tlie past 
few mouths, have returned to their 
home here. •
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney spent 
Sunday with their son, Ernest Maloney 
and family at Broad Cove. •>
The Pleasant Point Improvement So­
ciety are having some good times at 
their Thursday evening concerts. Tho 
contest closed last Thursday evening, 
Mrs. Shuman's side winning. Thurs­
day evening of this week tlie losing 
Fide is to furnish a Iroat of clam 
chowder.
Miss Marion Starrett of . Thomaston 
has been a weekend guest of Miss 
Belle Orne.
The choir mil with Me mill Mrs II. 
L. Maloney last Saturday A pleasant 
feature ef the evening was the violin 
and piano music hy \V. S I'emiilb and 
little Mis: Arietta, Maloney. Arietta, 
although only nine years "id, can plav 
the accompaniment oh Hie piano to 
the most difficult music and i he playa 
the violin, having only to hear a piece 
once, after which she can play it on 
the violin. The company left at a late 
hour, having spent a most enjoyable 
evening.
THURSDAY 
FEB. 15
FRIDAY 
FEB, 16
SATURDAY 
FEB. 17
Take advantage of these wonderful Bargains that we offer our 
customers once a month. Here is the list. Check off what you 
need and come every day during the sale. Mail orders will be 
filled every day during the sale. Enclose 6 cents for postage 
with your orders.
Outing Flannel Skirts, 2 for.............. 1.00
Good Sheets.................................. .. .1.00
Children’s Fleeced Lined Unionsuits...l.00 
Leatherette Suit Cases, 24 in., black 
or brown, good lock, leather handlel.00 
Ladies' Cotton Hose, black or brown,
4 pairs................................................  . 1.00
Bando Brassieres, 35c value, 4 for . .1.00
5 yards Outing, 36 inch.......................1.00
2 yards White Damask, 65c value . .1.00 
4 Pillow Slips...........................................1.00
2 Envelope Chemise.............................. 1.00
Aluminum Ware, big assortment . . .1.00
3 2 oz. Balls Aurora Yarn, all colors... 1.00
6 yards Fine Bleached Cotton, 36 in....1.00
Eden Flannel, 25c value, 5 yards .... 1.00 
Quilt Size Batts, 75c value, 2 for . . . .1.00 
Indian Head, Linen Finish, 4 yards. .1.00 
Bungalow Aprons .................................1.00
4 piece Kitchen Set.................................1.00
8 yards 20c Crash................................... 1.00
5 yards Gingham................................... 1.00
10 Huck Tofvels, guest size................1.00
Envelope Chemise, $1.50 value . . . .1.00 
Children’s Fleece Lined Vests and
Pants, 2 for......................................... 1.00
Outing Flannel, dark or light colors,
6 yards................................................ 1.00
Feather Pillows, suitable for small bed
pillows or sofa pillows, 2 for........... 1.00
Good size Huck Iowels, 6 for........... 1.00
Heaviest Weight Forest Mills Vests
and Pants, $1.50 value.....................1.00
36 in. Cretonne, 3 yards for................1.00
6 Rolls Batting........................................ 1.00
3 yards Table Oilcloth............................1.00
Black and Colored Ruffle Petticoats.... 1.00
Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas..............1.00
Voile Waists.............................................1.00
Hemstitched I able Cloths................... 1.00
3 Ladies’ Vests, regular and outsize. . 1.00 
6 yards 40 in. Unbleached Cotton . . .1.00
Outsize Robes...........................................1.00
Outsize Petticoats....................................1.00
Corsets, ail sizes ..... ..........................1.00
5 yards Silkalene......................................1.00
2 extra heavy Turkish Towels, 46x23 1.00
5 yards Long Cloth.................................1.00
Ail Linen Crash, 4 yards....................... 1.00
Forest Mills Unionsuits, high neck and
long sleeves and Dutch neck and
short sleeves.......................................1.00
Baby Blankets, 2 for.............................1.00
Hemstitched Huck Towels, 4 for ... 1.00 
Outing Flannel Bloomers, 2 pairs. . .1.00
Thermos Bottles........................... .. .1.00
Ladies' Silk Hose, black, brown, white
2 pairs..................................................1.00
Heather Mixed Hose, 2 pairs..........1.00
6 yards Dress Percales......................1.00
Outing Flannel Robes........................ 1.00
4 pairs Children’s 39c fine Ribbed
Hose .......................................................1.00
$1.50 White Petticoats......................1.00
6 yards Heavy 40 in. Unbleached
Cotton.................................................... 1.00
I % yds. Bates Turkey Red Damask...1.00
Ladies’ Fleeced Lined Vests and Pants
2 for.................................. 1.00
Ladies’ Silk I lose, black, brown or
tan............................................................1.00
36 in. Flannelette for kimonos; also 
makes nice Quilt Linings, 4 yds.. . . 1.00 
32 in. Bates Ginghams, 35c value, 4
yards...............V.....................................1.00
Good Size White Bed Spread..............1.00
Black Traveling Bags............................ 1.00
Turkish Towels, 17x31, 6 for........... 1.00
Percale Aprons, 3 for............................1.00
E. B. HASTINGS <3 CO.
WEST APPLETON
William McLain who lias been quilt 
ill is improving.
L. A. Fuller of Camden is the guest 
of Geo. Fowles.
Miss Sadie DrinkWatcr and John 
Iiubinxon spent Sunday witli her pa­
rents in Searsmoiit.
Mr. and Mrs. N. N. Sherman of 
Washington liave been recent guests of 
Mrs. Hazel McLain.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Simmons of 
Union 'were Sunday guests of Mrs. Geo. 
Fowles.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bartlett were Sun­
dry guests of M •• and Mrs. J. W. \\ ent- 
worth in Montville.
Merle Harriman is working for Ed­
win Martin in Liberty.
PA R K
Matinee, 2 P. M. 10c, 17c 
Evenings 6:45, 8:30; 17c, 22c
Special Prices Thursday &. Friday
TODAY—TUESDAY 
The Picture With a Soul
“In the Name of the Law
Don't Miss It
COMEDY NEWS REVIEW
WEDNESDAY
A Paramount Picture
“DRUMS OF FATE”
with MARY MILES MINTER 
and GEORGE FAWCETT 
NEWS COMEDY
THURSDAY «. FRIDAY 
LAURETTE TAYLOR in
"PEG O’ MY HEART”
The Picture You Have Been Waiting 
For
Matinee, 17c, 28e. Evening, 28c, 35c.
•B M P I R B©
Matinee 2 P. M. 10t, 17c 
Evening, 6; 15, 8:30, 10c, 22c
Special Feature & Prices Thursday 
THURSDAY 
George Arliss in 
“DISRAELI”
Don't Mi;i Thu,
ANITA STEWART in
‘•SOWING THE WIND’’ 
Admission: 17c, 28c. Children, 10c.
/At "the si
North National Banka
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HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTS
THE Genius of Efficiency has invaded the 
household, as evidenced by the growing num­
ber of women who carry checking accounts 
for the disbursement of household funds.
BECAUSE such an account is a check upon 
unnecessary expenditures, a receipt for bills 
paid, and a record of all household expenses, 
we invite the accounts of those who desire to 
avail themselves of this modern help to effi­
ciency in the household.
LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY 
MAiN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK
North National Bank
Rockland, Maine
s
MONEY IS POWERFUL 
WHEN WORKING
and interest added to principal, 
grows astonishingly rapid.
Put it to work now—safely with 
us.
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-s
The Kockland National Bank
* Rockland, Maine
|l'l|: , w MPi P FEDERAL ’RESERVE SYSTEM 'iffi
a
INCORPORATED 1870
THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President J. WALTER STROUT, Treaaurar
Deposits Start On Interest tbs First of Fach Month
ll»-tf
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A MAINE FAMILY OF SMITHS
And Its Four Sons, Bom On a Farm, Who Unaided 
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles
"PEG O' MY HEART" WATERMAN S BEACH
(By Benjamin F. Smith of Warrenton Park)
[Continued from Preceding Issue.] 
THE COLORADO GOLD MINE
One day, about ten o'clock in the 
morning, on looking down upon the 
Platte River from O'Fallon Bluffs, 1 
saw a buffalo crossing to the opposite 
side. At the same moment I saw two 
Indians on ponies just be'.ow, who 
were also crossing. I knew they were 
after the buffalo. The Indians and the 
buffalo reached the opposite bank at 
about the same time, and then the race 
for life began. The buffalo was in the 
lead. Soon they entered the trail, and 
then the ponies parted company and 
came up on each side of the buffalo. 
We watched them as they went di­
rectly away from us. The race for life 
was neck and neck.—the buffalo be­
tween the Indians. Soon they closed 
in on him and plunged their arrows 
into his sides. He ran on about half a
Parmelee a wide reputation as one of 
the rich mines of the Gregory Ex­
tension diggings. We then built a 
stamping mill of our own, at that time 
one of the largest in the diggings, 
ight over the entrance to the tunnel 
into the mountains, where our mine 
was located. We worked in the mine, 
employing about seventy-five men.
But we were not to work our mine 
in peace A man by the name of Dal­
ton, who had the reputation and a his­
tory, ''framed up” a claim to the mine 
and brought suit in the miners’ court 
This court was then the only court of 
last resort; no territory had ever been 
organized and consequently no terri- j 
torial or federal laws were in ex­
istence. The suit came before the 
miners' judge and jury of twelve men. 
and the trial lasted several days. Each i 
litigant had to deposit a bag of gold ' 
dust wth the judge to pay jury fees ; 
as the jury always found for them- ; 
selves first, and the party losing paid | 
the costs.
Finally the jury rendered a decision I 
ef "Xo agreement.” Then Dalton's 
henchman, one Pat Crocker, rushed out 1 
before the crowd in the, log cabin ; 
swinging his arms vigorously, and i 
shouted. "Who will follow me and go 
down and take the mine and drive 
Smith out?" All the crowd joined 
Crocker to see him take the mine by 
force.
Parmelee and I, knowing that force 
would be attempted, had protected the I 
entrance to the mine, armed ourselves ; 
and a dozen of our best men with rifles I 
shotguns, and revolvers, and were pre- ' 
pared to defend ourselves to the last I 
We saw the horde coming down the I 
gulch. Crocker in the lead. The j 
Gregory Gulch stream was between us ' 
and the road on which the crowd was J 
advancing, and across this a footbridge I 
to our stamping mill and mine had I 
been erected. We came out of the mill j 
about fifteen of us, all armed for re- | 
sistance.
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------  n one theatre but many. Its run was southwest, and at high 12 Friday the
Fifteen thousand performances of a I in sections: over two years In New I tee in the channel was all broken up 
play sounds imposing'—and is. But York, three years in London, two years|and drifting north. The flats were un­
look—suppose that “Peg O My Heart’s” in Australia, a year in South Africa, hovered and thc clam bank resumed 
performances had all been given in one ■ and so forth. Outside of New York th-e I business. The glass showed that it was
theatre, night aftlt night Sundays in- ‘ play was given more than 7,000 times 36 above instead of G below. Quite a
I eluded, in one long string. Suppose j in America; outside of London the En- I change in 24 hours,
j that the run of the play were termin- I glish performances totaled nearly 5,- I dug a few clams Friday, the first I
iating today. In that case, to have <>00. I had seen sinre November. My blow
reached a total of 15,000 performances, i Such a world - success is far more pipes were nearly out of commission, 
the run would have started back in significant in its reality than weukl be the result of being out in the terrible 
1881. That was about the time Pre si- I the consecutive run of 41 years. It in- I storms. 1 had taken a number of dlf 
dent Garfield wis shot; it was before j dit ates a universality of appeal a sin- Iferent kinds of pills and cough drop's,
the Brooklyn Bridge had been com- gle long run woud not. It proves that land not until I had taken over a pint
pleted: it was before the pres nt King no matter when er the audience be I ’f hot clam water did I get any relief.
Alfonso of Spain was horn, it was be- American or English or Spanish or I Nothing like it!
tore such words as aeroplane and au- French or Siamese, “Peg” goes over. Thursday I received a letter and pa­
ll’s a play that no nation can resist. | per trom Cape Cod. The paper eon-
run This grea't picture will be seen at the Itained* a news item telling about a
temobile existed.
And look again—suppose the
were starting today, and was destined j Park Thursday and Friday.
THE HOME RADIO
How to Make and Use It By A. HYATT VERRILLC^entfbl V, Huh. * Untfcw.
whale that had washed up on Nauset 
Beach. The writer said the animal 
v as somewhere between 65 and 85 feet 
long, according to the spectacles worn 
by those who came by automobile to 
Lee the big chap. It didn't say whether 
| it had a fin on its bark or not.
Friday’s mail brought me a letter 
I trom R. H. Burnham. 624 West 4th 
I street, Los Angeles, Calif. ' Min" hadn’t 
|>eer. his picture in The Courier-Gazette 
when he wrote me under date of Feb. 2.
I If any of his friends have a copy of the
David Clifford Smith. Died 1911. Pho 
tographed by J. W. Black & Co., Bos 
ton,. 1868
mile, and then fell. For us onlookers 
it was a most exciting scene.
Continuing our Journey, we came to 
Bouve's Ranch. He was a famous 
French Indian trader who had a squaw 
for wife. Many Indians gathered 
there. We had our supper in the 
ranch-house, which had a large stone 
fireplace in which plenty of logs were 
burning. This seemed very attractive 
In the evening many Indians came in 
and squatted all about the room on the 
floor. Mr. Bouve assured us that they 
were all friendly, and told us to speak 
kindly to them, which we did. Then 
they wished us all to sit round on the 
floor with them and smoke a pipe of 
peace. An old Indian chief produced 
a handmade pipe filled with tobacco 
He took & whiff and then passed it to 
his neighbor. We all joined in, and 
the pipe of peace went round and round 
several times. Finally, Bouve asked 
the Indians to go to their wigwams for 
the night. They all did so promptly.
. « • •
The next morning, we continued 
along the south fork of the Platte. It 
was very mild, and we enjoyed the out­
look on the broad expanse of valley, 
with hills sloping down, on which ante- 
lops were usually grazing. On Satur­
day night we arrived at a place called 
Freemont's Orchard, on account of the 
trees scattered sparingly over the 
landscape in the valley. Here we de­
cided to spend Sunday. That day was 
Warm and bright and we enjoyed our 
rest. For Sunday dinner we had roast 
antelope, roast wild goose, mallard 
duck, canned <tomatoes, sweet corn, 
ship biscuits, and coffee. All tasted 
good and we ate heartily.
On Monday morning we resumed our 
journey. Soon Pike's Peak and Long's 
Peak of the Rocky Mountains came in 
sight, white with snow and glistening 
in the morning sunlight. As we pro­
ceeded westward, we began to see the 
whole range of mountains, a most 
beautiful sight. After thirty-two days, 
we arrived at Denver, with its strag­
gling buildings and tents scattered 
along two or three streets, and with 
miners from the .mountains all about. 
The place was unattractive, with its 
stores and tents wide open in front 
and with the ground inside covered 
with sawdust and piled high with 
goods in boxes, ready for trade. But to 
us, after our long journey, it seemed 
most inviting.
Here we rested for a day, and then 
went on fifteen miles along the canyon 
on Clear Creek over a fairly good 
mountain road to the foot of the moun­
tains. After three days more we ar­
rived at Mountain City, in the heart 
of the Gregory diggings. The next 
day was Sunday. We lodged in a log 
camp with a dirt floor and a large 
stone fireplace. Good pine wood was 
In abundance, and the blazing fire we 
made kept us very comfortable in that 
wild, mountainous country.
On Sunday, the miners flocked round 
our wagons to buy the goods we had 
brodght. We were the first to arrive 
in the mining camp that spring. That 
day we sold goods from our wagons 
amounting to $7(10 in gold dust, the 
only currency in the mines. Soon we 
had sold at a handsome profit every­
thing we had brought. More goods 
were sent on by Francis from Omaha 
and for about six months we continued 
in this fashion; then wc sold out and 
quit merchandizing.
t • * * *
The miners were mostly workin 
placer diggings in the gulches takin 
out quite a large amount of gold, and 
also quartz, from which many en-
. joyed large profits. The influx of 
thousands of miners in 1859 continued 
through 1860. Hundreds were arriving 
almost daily from the States, but 
usual, only a few found large mines, 
while thc masses were disappointed 
Many returned to their homes in the 
States before winter came on.
I went back to Omaha for the winter 
but in March, 1861, returned by stage­
coach to the mines. Francis accom 
panted me, for he wanted to see the 
country and the mines that were talk­
ed about so much. While we were 
there, we bought an interest in 
quartz mine, an extension of the 
original Gregory Mine, the first one 
discovered. Francis then returned to 
Omaha and I began to work the mine
Its development proved rich in gold 
I had the ore hauled to a stamping 
mill for crushing, and found a very 
profitable yield of gold. This gave the 
Gregory Extension Mine of Smith and
When Crocker and his gang got , 
within five hundred feet of the foot- | 
bridge, they came to a halt. Three of 
his men were selected as a committee 
to demand surrender of the mine. 
Our men were drawn up in line, Par­
melee at one end and I at the other 
As tlie three men neared the foot­
bridge. Parmelee and I. with our guns 
at our shoulders, called out, “The first 
man that attempts to cross that bridge 
will be shot dead!”
The three m.en. seeing guns at our 
shoulders, turned and ran back, cry 
tng, "They will shoot! They will 
shoot! They will shoot!”
The crowd then began to run, with 
Crocks gesticulating, swinging his 
arms, andeursing them for their cow­
ardice in the most profane language, 
in which he was past master. But all 
to no good We fifteen men. armed to 
the teeth and with guns at our should­
ers, were an argument that Crocker 
and his rabble could not face. Dal- j 
ton then made no further attempt to 
rob me of the mine.
I continued working the mine, with 
day and night shifts, and it gave good 
results. We had then only the old 
stamp mills, for smelters had not yet 
been established. This was during the 
period of the Civil War.
In 1864, my brothers, Francis and 
George Warren, formed a mining com­
pany in New York—the Smith and 
Parmelee Gold Mining Company—with 
offices on Broad Street, near the Stock 1 
Exchange. I had previously been buy- ! 
ing from the miners al! thc gold dust | 
I could secure, paying for it in govern­
ment banknotes, and adding to its priee 
the amount of the premium on getd. 
This I would send to my brothers by 
express. As the premium on gold in I 
those days was always advancing.; 
when my brothers sold it in New York ■ 
there was always a large profit over | 
what I had paid in the mines. Gold 
reached its highest market quotation 
in 1866—284—and to that extent
showed the poor credit of the govern­
ment at that time.
The capitalization of the Smith and 
Parmelee Gold Mining Company ad­
vanced materially, and a controlling 
Street capitalists at which was coff- 
Street capitailists at what was con­
sidered a large figure in those days. 
This was the second Colorado gold 
mine ever put upon the market in New 
Yolk. The market quotation on its 
stock was at one time $21 a share, on 
a par value of $10. When the shares 
of the new company were sold, the; 
promise was made that I would re-! 
main at the mines as manager for one 
year.—a responsibility that I accepted, i
[Continued In Next Issue—Begun Jan. 
30; back numbers can be supplied.]
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Directory
CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES
ff
DON’T LET YOUR BATTERY FREEZE
Call 661
When you lay your car up, and let us store your battery
F. W. FARREL COMPANY
643 MAIN STREET - - - ROCKLAND, ME.
AUTOMOBILE AGENCY
Call 238
i ™ Rockland Motor Mart
CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER 
PLEASURE CARS 
G.,M. C. TRUCKS
ff
MUSIC TEACHER
Mrs. Sadie E. Leach
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
Residence 51 North Main St 
Tai. 422-2
II. PRINCIPLES OF WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
Before attempting to explain the functions and the principles of the radio I paper to spare, won't they please send 
telephones, or describing how to make, use and operate them, It is necessary rlim one?
,o understand something of the underlying principles and fundamental laws ^‘’Xeenr’and BmVetheV’waZci 
of wireless transmission. . , , ue to send a one-cent stamp enclosed
It Is not. however, necessary to enter Into a long discussion on the theories Lr a wrappev wjth a two-cent stamp on 
and principles of electricity or physics which enter Into the subject, but jn order for me to get that piece of 
mefely tc illustrate and make clear e few Important and salient laws, causes mail forwarded to me. By the same 
and results which make the transmission of sounds possible without the use mail 1 received a small papgr with a 
of wires between the sending and receiving instruments. I two-cent stamp on it, but Postmaster
The first and most important principle of all radlb transmission Is the I Blethen didn't say anything about 
fact that all our atmosphere is constantly disturbed by vibrations or oscltla- h’aliin8 good the overpaid amount on 
tions or. a« we may call them for the<pke of simplicity, waves. We are accug- ' b(. e feam 13 * X' 0
turned to think of rtie atmosphere about us as a more or less uni/orm sub- L Harry11 Cowing received a letter this 
stance whicli we call air, but in reality the air or atmosphere, space, and in ,veek f'om hls brother Charles of Seat- 
fact all solids a« well are pervaded by an invisible, odorless, and almost weight-1 tie. Wash. Charles writes that he is 
less but exceedingly elastic substance known as ether or luminiferous ether. I foreman of the Waterfront Garage, the 
It is by means of this ether that all heat, light, electricity, etc., are transmitted, largest one in the State. When he 
in fhe form of waves or vibrations. Light and heat waves have been known wrote they had 300 cars in cold stor 
to science for a long time, hilt it Is only within comparatively recent years a”e that paid $30 per .month for the 
that man has learned that electric or electro-magnetic waves also travel privilege. They are having cold rains 
through the ether, and It was through this discovery, and by means of these H q, ^he nM^fStme."’He
waves, that wireless telegraphy and telephony became possible. In a way. k a wife and a 14.yeav.old daughter 
the electro magnetic waves are very similar to the waves or ripples formed Edward Cowing, Harry's father, is 
by dropping a stone in a calm pool of water, for, just as the water waves hiving with his wife in Gardiner this 
travel in gradually widening circles from the splash, so the electric waves, L.inter. He is S3 yeans old. Ed. has 
started hy the spark of a wireless transmitting or sending instrument, spread always been very active and could read 
in ever-widening circles through the ether. Moreover, just as the waves In the newspapers without glasses. He 
the pool are short and clear near the spot where the stone is thrown and grad- saY« »«"’ his sight is failing him and 
unlly become longer and less noticeable and farther apart as they flow from h® 1 any kind of ha*'d Ed
tlie splash, so wireless waves are clearer and sharper near the instrument and *‘fBbbor° in" Spr ^'"Head ’ ”* °
decrease in clearness and size as they get farther and farther away and. to jiis. Florence Cowing said that in 
draw still another comparison. Just as the shore of the pool or any object ln :.eadiRg the history of the Smith family 
the water Interrupts or breaks the waves, so a wireless receiving Instrument Lhe was reminded of the fact that silver 
will Interrupt or receive the electrical waves of the ether. Indeed, just as the and the Robbins Coat or Amu were 
waves or vibrations set up by the wireless spark are electro-magnetic waves brought over from England by her an 
and the energy that starts them Is electrical energy, so the waves in the pool cestors: and at one time the coat of 
are started bv muscular or mechanical energy. You can readily understand "ms was >n possession of a family in 
how it would-be possible to communicate by mean, of such liquid waves, for, 7“
it a person at a distance should toss stones into the water at stated intervals. Lbou, the old times and tb9 Robblns
a person watching the shore, and noticing the Intervals of the waves, could fami]y forn,erly of Metinic, now of Vi-
understand signals which had been prearranged. This, of course, would be I r.alhaven, will they please drop Mrs.
n very crude ami uncertain method of communication; but if you could devise cowing a line.
some instrument to count and measure the waves and could devise means for I received a letter from Capt. George 
creating waves of definite sizes and numbers, a practical means of communica- Arey, at Sailors' Snug Harbor, last 
tion could he established. It is just this which occurs In the transmission and week. The captain writes that he is
reception of electro-magnetic or wireless waves, for, by breaking or interrupting pleased with his new home. Ev-
p " *■ r __ . lerything to make an old sailor contentihe waves sent out by the spark they are transformed into long and short sec-.s ®rovided He says when tbe 
tions which correspond to dots and dashes as used in wireless telegraphy. Rock,and boys get together Charlie 
These waves set in motion by the sending apparatus, possess the property of Godfrey and The Courier-Gazette are 
starting oscillations in any conductor which they strike, and if they strike the Le first things talked about. George 
aerial or antennae of n wireless station they start oscillations in the wires. Isays he remembers that Will Freeman 
hut so faint and weak that they would not be detected unless sensitive Instru- and Charles Godfrey were charter mem- 
nients were provided to magnify and catch them. Such instruments are known | hers of the Atlantic Wharf Rangers, 
as detectors and consist of various substances or devices which are adjustable
NEWAGEN
Eddie Gamage of the V. S>. Coast 
Guard Station 8. was at home recently 
on a brief furlough.
Scott Gray has returned to New 
York after a few weeks’ visit at home.
Lawrence Gamage of East Boothhay 
has been the guest of his parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. E. Gamage.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Robinson and Migs 
Alice Ginn of the Cuckolds Light were 
in Boothhay Harbor last week.
F. Robinson, who has been suffering 
for several days with an ulcerated 
tooth, returned from town, with a swol­
len upper lip, but minus the tooth.
Miss Ethelyn Ginn of the Light re­
cently celebrated her 11th birthday.
FULL LINE OF
COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON 
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS 
313-315 Main Street 
ROCKLAND. MAINE 16tf
SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION 
Tha Famous Sheet Mjtie you eee adver­
tised in all the leadi-.ti magaiinee. Over 
2200 lelectioni—send for catalogue. 
MAINE MUSIC CO. Rockland, Ma.
A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
With the Maine Music Company
A letter from Boze received last Fri-
receiver. Tt,. I,W, e,e„. JJg- i«;K2S:
lations of the ether, which are known us alternating currents, as they Bowk back homp , wl.Qte Brown a le(tpr 
back and forth, are cut off by tlie.magnets in the receiver, while the detector I w*eek, telling him that he might 
is designed to allow tlie oscillations io pass throifgh in one direction, but will know his host of friends were inter 
not allow them to return, and thus it acts Is a check-valve in a water pipe and|estad in him. C. D. S. G
he alternating, back-and-forth currents are transformed into impulses going
in one direction only and known as direct currents. These will flow through a 
telephone receiveg and cause the diaphragm to vibrate, and thus the ear detects 
the interrupted buzzing sounds which indicate the dots and dashes of the code.
Another very important part of the mechanism of the wireless apparatus is the 
tuner, for without this the various vibrations of the ether sent out from num 
berless stations would come as a hodge-podge of meaningless sounds to the 
receiver. But by arranging tlie receiving instrument so it may be adjusted tc 
receive or pick up only those waves of a certain length, all other vibrations 
and tlie messages they carry are eliminated or cut out. So, the wireless op­
erator who is receiving messages, may adjust his instrument back and forth 
until he picks up any message whicli may he passing through the ether at tht 
time.
This Coffee
has earned a reputation for be­
ing a QUALITY coffee; de­
licious coffee.
Do you think we will jeop­
ardize this reputation.
2522
KINEO
PIPELESS
FURNACES
The newest thing in 
House Heating 
PRICES FROM
$135.00 to $185.00 
OUR PRICES LOWEST 
EVER OFFERED 
No charge for labor except 
carpenter work. Any price we 
give is complete except for 
smoke pipe.
Call us for a 
demonstration
Telephone 713
V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS
278 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
AUTO ACCESSORIES
I C E
ff
I M Call 238
’ Rockland Motor Mart
a full lim of
ACCESSORIES AND TIRES
CONFECTIONERY STORE
ff
£
9
ff
HOME MADE CANDIES 
ICE CREAM
Weymouth’s
Telophons 156-M
402 Main Street
EXIDE BATTERIES 
Call 238
Rockland Motor Mart 
EXIDE BATTERIES 
For Every Car 
Special Prices on 
RADIO BATTERIES
ff
/_______
jf ICE
CALL 50
: : for : :
Central lee Co.
MOVING
MOVING
5 Auto Trucks for moving and 
long distance hauling of all 
kindt. We move you anywhere 
in New England. You aav* 
Crating, Tima and Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.
Tel. SIS Uelee SL, Reckltsd 
Finert Equipment ie Meins
MONUMENTS
Telephone Connection
Gilchrest
Monumental Works 
Main Street 
Thomaaton, Me.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
HARDWARE AND PAINTSLAUNDRY WORK 
Call 170
People’s Laundry
17 Limeroek Street
We do ell kindt of Laundry 
Work. Family Washing a Spe­
cialty. Wet Wash. Rough 
I Dry, Finish Flat Work. Shirts,' 
Collars.
GARAGE
Call 124
Dyer’s Garage. Inc. 
REPAIRING, STORAGE 
AND SUPPLIES 
Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS
ff
Talephons 205
ICE TOOLS
EVERYTHING NEEDED
H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland
NEWSPAPER
Call 770
and tell ua to send you 
The Courier-Gazette 
156 times a year for only $3. 
All the Homo Nows
WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We muit keep our aeopnd 
hand department Filled, and are willing to exchange new modern 
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.
V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET M-tf
I
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❖
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The New Apperson Six
F»OR years we have been asked why we did not build a small Apperson—a jf car which would embody the same engineering, the same dependability, J and the same fineness as the big Apperson. To build a small car that would g 
meet all these requirements fully, a new, smaller car worthy of bearing the Apper- 
son Crest, was no easy task—but Apperson engineers have done it. S
Our answer to this question is—the new Apperson Six.
In the new Apperson Six, Apperson engineers have built a remarkable car; J 
Apperson designers have designated a beautiful car; and the Apperson Bros. Auto­
mobile Company has added still another engineering success to its long line of 
achievements—beginning back in 1893 with the building of the first practical 
automobile.
This car is remarkable because it embodies advanced principles of engineering 
and design found in no other car. I he’leverless gear-shift, which is mechartically 
controlled; the specially designed frame;the six-cylinder motor; the permanent top 
with side curtains stored in back of the front seat; the emergency brake on the 
propeller shaft flange; and a driver’s compartment that has no gear-shift or brake 
levers.
This car is remarkable because it is capable of doing many things on the road, 
in the mud and on the hills that can not be done by many cars costing three times 
as much. Finally, it is a remarkable car because—it is an Apperson.
*■ •
See it at the Boston Automobile Show, March 10-17. Send for catalogue.
A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Avenue. Rockland, Me.
i
